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INSERT 1

The Frequency maybe based on factors such asoperating experience, equipment reliability, or
plant risk, and is controlled under theSurveillance Frequency Control Program.



SDM
B 3.1.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.1.1.1 (continued)

Using the ITC accounts for Doppler reactivity in this
calculation because the reactor is subcritical, and the fuel
temperature will be changing at the same rate as the RCS.

Iinsert 1

lRe ~re~~eRcy of 24 Ro~rs is bases OR tRe geRerally slow
cRaRge iR re~~ires boroR cORceRtratioR aRS tRe low
~robability of aR acciseRt occ~rriRg witRo~t tRe re~~ires

~ ~QM. lRis allows time for tRe o~erator to collect tRe
re~~ires sata, wRicR iRcl~ses ~erformiRg a boroR
cORceRtratioR aRalysis, aRs com~lete tRe calc~latioR.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 3.1.22.

2. UFSAR, Chapter 15.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.183, July 2000. (
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Iinsert 1

REFERENCES

Core Reactivity
B 3.1.2

SR 3.1.2.1 (continued)

measured value must take place within the first 60 effective
full power days (EFPD) after each fuel loading. This allows
sufficient time for core conditions to reach steady state,
but prevents operation for a large fraction of the fuel cycle
without establishing a benchmark for the design
calculations. TRe re~~ires s~ese~~eRt ~re~~eRcy of d1 [~PQ,

followiR§ tRe iRitial eO [~PQ after eRteriR§ MOQ[ 1, is
acce~taele, eases OR tRe slow rate of core cRaR§es s~e to
f~el se~letioR aRs tRe ~reseRce of otRer iRsicators (QPTR,
A~Q, etc.) for ~rom~t iRsicatioR of aR aRomaly.

1. UFSAR, Sections 3.1.22, 3.1.24, and 3.1.25.

2. UFSAR, Chapter 15.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 B 3.1.2-6 Revision Q-



BASES

ACTIONS

Rod Group Alignment Limits
B 3.1.4

D.1.1 and D.1.2 (continued)

described in the Bases or LCO 3.1.1. The required Completion
Time of 1 hour for initiating boration is reasonable, based
on the time required for potential xenon redistribution, the
low probab i 1i ty of an acci dent occurri ng, and the steps
required to complete the action. This allows the operator
sufficient time to align the required valves and start the
boric acid pumps. Boration will continue until the required
SDM is restored.

D.2

If more than one rod is found to be misaligned or becomes
misaligned because of bank movement, the unit conditions
fall outside of the accident analysis assumptions. Since
automatic bank sequencing would continue to cause
misalignment, the unit must be brought to a MODE or Condition
in which the LCO requirements are not applicable. To achieve
this status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3
within 6 hours.

The allowed Completion Time is reasonable, based on
operating experience, for reaching MODE 3 from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit
systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.1.4.1

Iinsert 1

Verification that individual rod positions are within
alignment limits at a ~req~eRcy of 12 Ro~rs provides a
history that allows the operator to detect a rod that is
beginning to deviate from its expected position. If an
individual rod position is not within the alignment limit of
the group step counter demand position, a determination must
be made whether the problem is the actual rod position or the
indicated rod position. If the actual rod position is not
within the alignment limit, follow the Conditions and
Required Actions in Specification 3.1.'. If the indicated,
not actual, rod position is not within the alignment limit,
follow the Conditions and Required Actions of
Specification 3.1.7, Rod Position Indication. TRe s~ecifiea

~req~eRcy takes iRtO acco~Rt otRer roa ~ositioR iRformatioR
tRat is cORtiR~o~sly available to tRe o~erator iR tRe

~ cORtrol room, so tRat a~riR~ act~al roa motioR, aeviatioRS
caR immeaiately be aetectea.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 B 3.1. 4-8 Revision G



BASES

SURVEI LLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

Iinsert1 ~

Rod Group Alignment Limits
B 3.1.4

SR 3.1.4.2

Verifying each rod is OPERABLE would require that each rod be
tripped. However, in MODES 1 and 2, tripping each rod would
result in radial or axial power tilts, or oscillations.
Exercising each individual rod every 92 days provides
increased confidence that all rods continue to be OPERABLE
without exceeding 'the alignment limit, even if they are not
regularly tripped. Moving each rod by 10 steps will not
cause radial or axial power tilts, or oscillations, to
occur. T~e 92 day Fre~~eRcy takes iRtO cORsideratioR ot~er

iRformatioR availaBle to t~e operator iR t~e cORtrol room
aRd SR ].1.Q.1, w~ic~ is performed more fre~~eRtly aRd adds
to t~e determiRatioR of OPERABILITY of t~e rods. Between
required performances of SR 3.1.4.2 (determination of rod
OPERABILITY by movement), if a rod(s) is discovered to be
immovable, but remains trippable, the rod(s) is considered
to be OPERABLE. At any time, if a rod(s) is immovable, a
determination of the trippability (OPERABILITY) of the
rod(s) must be made, and appropriate action taken.

SR 3.1.4.3

Verification of rod drop times allows the operator to
determine that the maximum rod drop time permitted is
consistent with the assumed rod drop time used in the safety
analysis. Measuring rod drop times prior to reactor
criticality, after reactor vessel head removal, ensures that
the reactor internals and rod drive mechanism will not
interfere with rod motion or rod drop time, and that no
degradation in these systems has occurred that would
adversely affect rod motion or drop time. This testing is
performed with all RCPs operating and the average moderator
temperature 2 500°F to simulate a reactor trip under actual
conditions. For this surveillance, a fully withdrawn
position of 230 steps is used in order to provide consistent 1r
test conditions to facilitate trending. This rod position is
not necessarily the same as the cycle-dependent fully
withdrawn rod position specified in the COLR and will yield
conservative drop times relative to the COLR position. The
surveillance procedure limits for rod drop time ensure that
the Surveillance Requirement criterion and the Safety
Analysis Limit are met.

This Surveillance is performed during a unit outage, due to
the unit conditions needed to perform the SR and the
potential for an unplanned unit transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 B 3.1.4-9 Revision g



Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits
B 3.1.5

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.1.5.1

Verification that the shutdown banks are within their
insertion limits prior to an approach to criticality ensures
that when the reactor is critical, or being taken critical,
the shutdown banks will be available to shut down the
reactor, and the required SDM will be maintained following a
reactor trip. This SR and Frequency ensure that the shutdown
banks are withdrawn before the control banks are withdrawn
during a unit startup.

Since the shutdown banks are positioned manually by the
control room operator, a verification of shutdown bank
position at a ~re~~eRcy of 12 Ro~rs, after the reactor is
taken critical, is adequate to ensure that they are within
their insertion limits. Also, tRe 12 Ro~r ~re~~eRcy takes
iRtO acco~Rt otRer iRformatioR availasle iR tRe cORtrol room

Iinsert 1 r--* for tRe l3~rl3ose of mORi tori R9 tRe stat~s of sR~tdo't\'R rods.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Sections 3.1.6, 3.1.22, and 3.1.24.

2. 10 CFR 50.46.

3. UFSAR, Chapter 15.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 B 3.1.5-5 Revision G



Control Bank Insertion Limits
B 3.1.6

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.1.6.1

This Surveillance is required to ensure that the reactor
does not achieve criticality with the control banks below
their insertion limits.

The estimated critical position (ECP) depends upon a number
of factors, one of which is xenon concentration. If the ECP
was calculated long before criticality, xenon concentration
could change to make the ECP substantially in error.
Verifying the predicted critical rod bank position within
4 hours prior to criticality avoids a large error from
changes in xenon concentration, but allows the operator some
flexibility to schedule the verification with other startup
activities.

SR 3.1.6.2

Iinsert 1

VerificatioR of t~e cORtrol baRk iRsertioR limits at a
Fre~~eRcy of 12 ~o~rs is s~fficieRt to detect cORtrol baRks
t~at may be approac~iR§ t~e iRsertioR limits siRce,
Rormally, very little rod motioR occ~rs iR 12 ~o~rs.

SR 3.1.6.3

When control banks are maintained within their insertion
limits as checked by SR 3.1.6.2 above, it is unlikely that
their sequence and overlap will not be in accordance with
requirements provided in the COLR. A Fre~~eRcy of 12 ~o~rs

I ~ is cORsisteRt wit~ t~e iRsertioR limit c~eck above iR
1r.-ln--se--rt~1~~ SR 3.1.8.2.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Sections 3.1.6, 3.1.22, and 3.1.24.

2. 10 CFR 50.46.

3. UFSAR, Chapter 15.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 B 3.1.6-6 Revision G



BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

IInsert 1 r----*
REFERENCES

Rod Position Indication
B 3.1.7

SR 3.1.7.1 (continued)

calibration from that point forward. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION
also verifies all alarms and indications, such as the Rod
Bottom lights. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION does not include the
coil stack, as it cannot be adjusted. The indicated RPI
position is adjusted as needed to compensate for thermal
drift. rRe 19 ~ORtR Fre~~eRcy Ras seeR SROWR sy o~eratiR9

ex~erieRce to se a8e~~ate.

1. UFSAR, Section 3.1.9.

2. UFSAR, Chapter 15.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 B 3.1.7-7 Revision ~



BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-MODE 2
B 3.1.9

SR 3.1. 9.1

The power range and intermediate range neutron detectors
must be verified to be OPERABLE in MODE 2 by LCO 3.3.1,
"Reactor Trip System (RTS) Instrumentation." A CHANNEL
OPERATIONAL TEST is performed on each power range and
intermediate range channel prior to initiation of the
PHYSICS TESTS. This will ensure that the RTS is properly
aligned to provide the required degree of core protection
during the performance of the PHYSICS TESTS. Performance of
the normally scheduled COT is sufficient to ensure the
equipment is OPERABLE. LCO 3.3.1 requires a COT on the power
range and intermediate range channels every 92 days. These
Frequencies have been determined to be sufficient for
verification that the equipment is working properly. Because
initiation of PHYSICS TESTS does not affect the ability of
the equipment to perform its function or the RTS trip
capability, and does not invalidate the previous
Surveillances, requiring the testing to be performed at a
fixed time prior to the initiation of PHYSICS TESTS has no
benefit.

SR 3.1.9.2

Iinsert 1

Iinsert 1

Verification that the RCS lowest loop Tavg is Z 531°F will
ensure that the unit is not operating in a condition that
could invalidate the safety analyses. VerificatioR of the
ReS tem~erat~re at a ~req~eRcy of dO miR~tes d~riR~ the
~erformaRce of the p~YSleS T[STS will eRs~re that the
iRitial cORditioRS of the safety aRalyses are Rot violated.

SR 3.1.9.3

Verification that the THERMAL POWER is ~ 5% RTP will ensure
that the unit is not operating in a condition that could
invalidate the safety analyses. VerificatioR of the T~[RMAL

POW[R at a ~req~eRcy of dO miR~tes d~riR~ the ~erformaRce of
p~YSleS T[STS will eRs~re that the iRitial cORditioRS of the
safety aRalyses are Rot violated.

SR 3.1.9.4

The SDM is verified by performing a reactivity balance
calculation, considering the following reactivity effects:

a. RCS boron concentration;

b. Rod bank position;

North Anna Units 1 and 2 B 3.1.9-7 Revision ()



BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-MODE 2
B 3.1.9

SR 3.1.9.4 (continued)

c. RCS average temperature;

d. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation;

e. Xenon concentration;

f. Samarium concentration;

g. Isothermal temperature coefficient (ITC), when below the
point of adding heat (POAH);

h. Moderator Defect when above the POAH; and

i. Doppler Defect when above the POAH.

Using the ITC accounts for Doppler reactivity in this
calculation when the reactor is subcritical or critical but
below the POAH, and the fuel temperature will be changing at
the same rate as the RCS.

TR€ FF€~~€RCY of 24 RO~FS is sas€s OR tR€ §€R€Fally slow

I
I ~ CRaR§€ iR F€~~iF€S SOFOR CORC€RtFatioR aRS OR tR€ low

Insert 1 ~ ~Fosasility of aR aCCiS€Rtocc~FFiR§ witRO~t tR€ F€~~iF€S
WM,-

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Section XI.

2. 10 CFR 50.59.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.68, Revision 2, August, 1978.

4. ANSI/ANS-19.6.1-1997, August 22, 1997.

5. Letter from W.L. Stewart to NRC, "Virginia Electric and
Power Company, Surry Power Station, Units 1 and 2, North
Anna Power Station, Units 1 and 2, Modification of
Startup Physics Testing Program Inspector Follow-Up
Item 280, 281/88-29-01," dated 12/8/89.

6. VEP-FRD-42-A, "Reload Nuclear Design Methodology." ,(

7. WCAP-11618, including Addendum 1, April 1989.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 B 3.1.9-8 Revision .g.



BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

FQ(Z)
B 3.2.1

verification after a power level is achieved for extended
operation that is 10% higher than that power at which FQwas
last measured.

SR 3.2.1.1

The nuclear design process includes calculations performed
to determine that the core can. be operated within the
FQ(Z) limits. Because flux maps are taken in steady state
conditions, the variations in power distribution resulting
from normal operational maneuvers are not present in the
flux map data. These variations are, however, conservatively
calculated by considering a wide range of unit maneuvers in
normal operation. The maximum peaking factor increase over
steady state values, calculated as a function of core
elevation, Z, is called N(Z).

The limit with which F~(Z) is compared varies inversely with
power above 50% RTP and N(Z) and directly with a function
called K(Z) provided in the COLR.

Performing this Surveillance in MODE 1 prior to exceeding
75% RTP ensures that the F~(Z) limit is met when RTP is
achieved, because peaking factors generally decrease as
power level is increased.

Iinsert 1

If THERMAL POWER has been increased by ~ 10% RTP since the
last determination of F~(Z), another evaluation of this
factor is required 12 hours after achieving equilibrium
conditions at this higher power level (to ensure that F~(Z)
values are being reduced sufficiently with power increase to
stay within the LCO limits).

TRe ~re~~eRcy of dl [~PQ is aee~~ate to mORitor tRe cRaRge of
~ower eistri8~tioR witR core 8~rR~~ 8eca~se S~CR cRaRges are
slow aRe well cORtrollee wReR tRe ~Rit is o~eratee iR
accoreaRce WitR tRe TecRRical S~ecificatioRs (TS).

Flux map data are taken for multiple core elevations. F~(Z)
evaluations are not applicable for the following axial core
regions, measured in percent of core height:

a. Lower core region, from 0 to 15% inclusive; and

b. Upper core region, from 85 to 100% inclusive.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 B 3.2.1-7 Revision .g



BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

F~H
B 3.2.2

SR 3.2.2.1

The value of F~H is determined by using the movable incore
detector system to obtain a flux distribution map. A data
reduction computer program then calculates the maximum value
of F~H from the measured flux distributions. The F~H limit
contains an allowance of 1.04 to account for measurement
uncertainty.

Iinsert 1

After each refueling, F~H must be determined in MODE 1 prior
to exceeding 75% RTP. This requirement ensures that F~H

limits are met at the beginning of each fuel cycle.

TRe dl [~PQ ~req~eRcy is acce~taBle Beca~se tRe ~ower

aistriB~tioR cRaRges relatively slowly over tRis amo~Rt of
f~el B~rR~~. AccoraiR9ly, tRis ~req~eRcy is sRort eRo~9R

tRat tRe F~H limit caRRot Be exceeaea for aRy si9RificaRt
~erioa of o~eratioR.

REFERENCES 1. VEP-NFE-2-A, "VEPCO Evaluation of the Control Rod
Ejection Transient."

2. UFSAR, Section 3.1.22.

3. 10 CFR 50.46.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 B 3.2.2-6 Revision ~



AFD
B 3.2.3

BASES

LCO
(continued)

APPLICABILITY

ACTIONS

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

The AFD limits are provided in the COLR. Figure B 3.2.3-1
shows typical RPDC AFD limits. The AFD limits for RPDC do not
depend on the target flux difference. However, the target
flux difference may be used to minimize changes in the axial
power distribution.

Violating this LCO on the AFD could produce unacceptable
consequences if a Condition 2, 3, or 4 event occurs while
the AFD is outside its specified limits.

The LCO is modified by a Note which states that AFD shall be
considered outside its limit when two or more OPERABLE
excore channels indicate AFD to be outside its limit.

The AFD requirements are applicable in MODE 1 greater than
or equal to 50% RTP when the combination of THERMAL POWER and
core peaking factors are of primary importance in safety
analysis.

For AFD limits developed using RPDC methodology, the value
of the AFD does not affect the limiting accident
consequences with THERMAL POWER < 50% RTP and for lower
operating power MODES.

A.l

As an alternative to restoring the AFD to within its
specified limits, Required Action A.l requires a THERMAL
POWER reduction to < 50% RTP. This places the core in a
condition for which the value of the AFD is not important in
the applicable safety analyses. A Completion Time of
30 minutes is reasonable, based on operating experience, to
reach 50% RTP without challenging unit systems.

SR 3.2.3.1

This Surveillance verifies that the AFD, as indicated by the
NIS excore channel, is within its specified limits. +Re
S~rveillaRce ~req~eRcy of 7 days is adeq~ate cORsideriR9

I ~ tRat tRe A~Q is mORitored by a comp~ter aRd aRy deviatioR
1-ln-s-e-rt-1---~ from req~iremeRts is alarmed.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 B 3.2.3-3 Revision ij



BASES

ACTIONS

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

QPTR'
B 3.2.4

B.1 (continued)

4 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience
regarding the amount of time required to reach the reduced
power level without challenging unit systems.

SR 3.2.4.1

SR 3.2.4.1 is modified by two Notes. Note 1 allows QPTR to be
calculated with three power range channels if THERMAL POWER
is ~ 75% RTP and the input from one Power Range Neutron Flux
channel is inoperable. Note 2 allows performance of SR
3.2.4.2 in lieu of SR 3.2.4.1.

SR 3.2.4.2

This Surveillance verifies that the QPTR, as determined +
using the movable incore detectors, is within its limits.
This Surveillance may be performed in lieu of SR 3.2.4.1, as
provided by a SR 3.2.4.1 Note. SR 3.2.4.2 is modified by a
Note, which states that it is not required until 12 hours
after the inputs from one or more Power Range Neutron Flux
channels are inoperable and the THERMAL POWER is > 75% RTP.
Therefore, this Surveillance is only required to be 1
performed when one or more Power Range Neutron Flux channels
are inoperable, but may be performed to satisfy the routine
monitoring of QPTR.

With an NIS power range channel inoperable, tilt monitoring
for a portion of the reactor core becomes degraded. Large
tilts are likely detected with the remaining channels, but
the capability for detection of small power tilts in some
quadrants is decreased. Performing SR 3.2.4.2 at a Frequelicy
of 12 ROt.l1"3 provides an accurate alternative means for
ensuring that any tilt remains within its limits.

(continued)

North Anna Units 1 and 2 B 3.2.4-6 Revision ±



BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

QPTR
B 3.2.4

SR 3.2.4.2 (continued)

QPTR is determined using the movable incore detectors ~

performing a full core incore flux map or by monitoring two 1
sets of four thimble locations with quarter core symmetry.
The two sets of four symmetric thimbles is a set of eight
unique detector locations. These locations are C-8, E-5,
E-ll, H-3, H-13, L-5, L-ll, and N-8. The symmetric thimble
flux map can be used to generate symmetric thimble tilt. This
can be compared to a reference symmetric thimble tilt, taken
from the most recent full core flux map used to normalize the
excore detectors, to calculate QPTR. If a full core flux map
is used to determine QPTR, the measured incore tilt values
from the full core flux map are compared to those from the
most recent full core flux map used to normalize the excore
detectors. The difference between these tilt values is the
QPTR for the current core conditions. Therefore, the movable
incore detectors can be used to confirm that QPTR is within
limits.

Jlnsert 1 r-:::-:! _
REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.46.

2. VEP-NFE-2-A, "VEPCO Evaluation of the Control Rod
Ejection Transient."

3. UFSAR, Section 3.1.22.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 B 3.2.4-7 Revision ±



BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

The SRs for each RTS Function are identified by the SRs
column of Table 3.3.1-1 for that Function.

A Note has been added to the SR Table stating that
Table 3.3.1-1 determines which SRs apply to which RTS
Functions.

Note that each channel of process protection supplies both
trains of the RTS. When testing Channel I, Train A and
Train B must be examined. Similarly, Train A and Train B
must be examined when testing Channel II, Channel III, and
Channel IV. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION and COTs are performed
in a manner that is consistent with the assumptions used in
analytically calculating the required channel accuracies.

SR 3.3.1.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK ORce every 12 Ro~rs ensures
that gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument
channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately the same value. Significant deviations between
the two instrument channels could be an indication of
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of
something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying that the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff based on
a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the sensor
or the signal processing equipment has drifted outside its
1imi t,

Iinsert 1

The Frequency is based on operating experience that
semoRstrates cRaRRel fail~re is rare. TRe C~ANN[L C~[CK

s~flfllemeRts less formal, l3~t more freq~eRt, cReeks of
cRaRRels s~riR§ Rormal ofleratioRal ~se of tRe sisfllays
associates witR tRe LCD req~ires cRaRRels.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 B 3.3.1-48 Revision G



BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

SR 3.3.1.2

SR 3.3.1.2 compares the calorimetric heat balance
calculation to the power range channel output~
24 nouls. If the calorimetric heat balance calculation
results exceeds the power range channel output by more than
+2% RTP, the power range channel is not declared inoperable,
but must be adjusted. The power range channel output shall be
adjusted consistent with the calorimetric heat balance
calculation results if the calorimetric calculation exceeds
the power range channel output by more than +2% RTP. If the
power range channel output cannot be properly adjusted, the
channel is declared inoperable.

If the calorimetric is performed at part power « 85% RTP) ,
adjusting the power range channel indication in the
increasing power direction will assure a reactor trip below
the safety analysis limit « 118% RTP). Making no adjustment
to the power range channel in the decreasing power direction
due to a part power calorimetric assures a reactor trip
consistent with the safety analyses.

This allowance does not preclude making indicated power
adjustments, if desired, when the calorimetric heat balance
calculation power is less than the power range channel
output. To provide close agreement between indicated power
and to preserve operating margin, the power range channels
are normally adjusted when operating at or near full power
during steady-state conditions. However, discretion must be
exercised if the power range channel output is adjusted in
the decreasing power direction due to a part power
calorimetric « 85% RTP). This action may introduce a
non-conservative bias at higher power levels which may
result in an NIS reactor trip above the safety analysis limit
(> 118% RTP). The cause of the non-conservative bias is the
decreased accuracy of the calorimetric at reduced power
conditions. The primary error contributor to the instrument
uncertainty for a secondary side power calorimetric
measurement is the feedwater flow measurement, which is
typically a dP measurement across a feedwater venturi. While
the measurement uncertainty remains constant in dP as power
decreases, when translated into flow, the uncertainty
increases as a square term. Thus a 1% flow error at 100%
power can approach a 10% flow error at 30% RTP even though
the dP error has not changed. The ultrasonic flow meter t
provides more accurate feedwater flow measurement than the
existing venturis. Feedwater flow measurement from the

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

SR 3.3.1.2 (continued)

ultrasonic flow meter may be used to compute the secondary t
side power calorimetric. If feedwater ultrasonic flow meter
data is used for the calorimetric at reduced flow, the
accuracy is also reduced however not as significantly as
with the feedwater venturi data. An evaluation of extended
operation at part power conditions would conclude that it is
prudent to administratively adjust the setpoint of the Power
Range Neutron Flux-High bistables when: (1) the power range
channel output is adjusted in the decreasing power direction
due to a part power calorimetric below 85% RTP; or (2) for a
post refueling startup. The evaluation of extended operation
at part power conditions would also conclude that the
potential need to adjust the indication of the Power Range
Neutron Flux in the decreasing power direction is quite
small, primarily to address operation in the intermediate
range about P-10 (nominally 10% RTP) to allow the enabling of
the Power Range Neutron Flux-Low Setpoint and the
Intermediate Range Neutron Flux reactor trips. Before the
Power Range Neutron Flux-High bistables are reset to ~ 109%
RTP, a calorimetric must be performed and the power range
channels must be adjusted such that the high flux bistables
will trip at £ 109% RTP. Consideration must be given to
calorimetric uncertainty, and its impact on decalibration of
the power range channels.

The Note clarifies that this Surveillance is required only
if reactor power is ~ 15% RTP and that 12 hours are allowed
for performing the first Surveillance after reaching
15% RTP. A power level of 15% RTP is chosen based on plant
stability, i.e., automatic rod control capability and
turbine generator synchronized to the grid.

The Frequency of every 24 hours is adequate. It is based on
unit operating experience, considering instrument
reliability and operating history data for instrument drift.
Together these factors demonstrate that a difference between
calorimetric heat balance calculation and the power range
channel output of more than +2% RTP is not expected in any
24 hour period.

In addition, control room operators periodically monitor
redundant indications and alarms to detect deviations in
channel outputs.", .~__~

"--1lnsert 11
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

SR 3.3.1.3

SR 3.3.1.3 compares the incore system to the NIS channel
output every 31 EFPD. If the absolute difference is ~ 3%,
the NIS channel is still OPERABLE, but it must be readjusted.
The excore NIS channel shall be adjusted if the absolute
difference between the incore and excore AFD is ~ 3%. The
adjustment is a recalibration of the upper and lower Power
Range detectors to incorporate the results of the flux map.

If the NIS channel cannot be properly readjusted, the
channel is declared inoperable. This Surveillance is
performed to verify the f(~I) input to the overtemperature
~T Function.

A Note clarifies that the Surveillance is required only if
reactor power is ~ 15% RTP and that 72 hours is allowed for
performing the first Surveillance after reaching 15% RTP.

TRe Ffe~~eRey of evefY 31 EFPD is ase~~ate. It is Bases OR
URit opQratiRg ixpiriiRGi, GQRgiQiriRg iR5tr~ffieRt

riliaQility aRQ Q~eratiRg Ristory aata for iRstf~ffieRt sl"ift.
Also, tRe slow cRaR~es iR Re~troR fl~* a~riR~ tRe f~el cycle
caR Be seteetes s~fi R~ tRi 3 i Rte1 val. ~ I

1-ln-s-ert-11
SR 3.3.1.4 ------

SR 3.3.1.4 is the performance of a TADOT eve1) 31 da)3 011 a
STA66E~EB TEST BASIS. This test shall verify OPERABILITY by
actuation of the end devices. A successful test of the
required contact(s) of a channel relay may be performed by
the verification of the change of state of a single contact
of the relay. This clarifies what is an acceptable TADOT of a
relay. This is acceptable because all of the other required
contacts of the relay are verified by other Technical
Specifications and non-Technical Specifications tests at
least once per refueling interval with applicable
extensions.

The RTB test shall include separate verification of the
undervoltage and shunt trip mechanisms. Independent
verification of RTB undervoltage and shunt trip Function is
not reqUired for the bypass breakers. No capability is
provided for performing such a test at power. The
independent test for bypass breakers is included in
SR 3.3.1.14. The test of the bypass breaker is a local shunt
trip actuation. A Note has been added to indicate that this

(continued)
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SR 3.3.1.4 (continued)

test must be performed on the bypass breaker. The local
manual shunt trip of the RTB bypass shall be conducted
immediately after placing the bypass breaker into service.

This test must be conducted prior to the start of testing on
the RTS or maintenance on a RTB. This checks the mechanical
operation of the bypass breaker.

Tile Fr equeiicy 0 r eve, y 31 days Oli a STA66ERE8 TEST BASIS i 3

I ~ aee~~ate. It is Bases OA iAs~St~y o~e~atiAg ex~e~ieAee,

!Insert1~ EOASieel"iAg iAstn.llfleAt l"eliaeility aAe opel"atiAg Ristol"Y
rJ.e.t.a •

SR 3.3.1.5

SR 3.3.1.5 is the performance of an ACTUATION LOGIC TEST.
The SSPS is tested eve~y 31 says OA a STACCERE9 TEST BASIS,
using the semiautomatic tester. The train being tested is
placed in the bypass condition, thus preventing inadvertent
actuation. Through the semiautomatic tester, all possible
logic combinations, with and without applicable permissives,
are tested for each protection function, including operation
of the P-7 permissive which is a logic function only. The
F~e~~eAey sf e¥e~y 31 says SA a STACCERE9 TEST BASIS is

~aseEJ~ate. It is eases OA i AS~Stl"Y opel"ati Ag e)(pel"i eAEe,
Iinsert 1 COAsi E1el"i Ag i Astl"~lfIeAt l"el i aeil ity aRe eperati Rg l:Ii story

data.

SR 3.3.1.6

SR 3.3.1.6 is the performance of a TADOT aRe is ~erfor~ee

eve~y 92 days, as jtJ3tified iii Refeieiice 7. A successful
test of the required contact(s) of a channel relay may be
performed by the verification of the change of state of a
single contact of the relay. This clarifies what is an
acceptable TADOT of a relay. This is acceptable because all
of the other required contacts of the relay are verified by
other Technical Specifications and non-Technical
Specifications tests at least once per refueling interval
with applicable extensions.

(continued)
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Iinsert 11

SR 3.3.1.6 (continued)

The SR is modified by a Note that excludes verification of
setpoints from the TADOT. Since this SR applies to RCP
undervoltage and underfrequency relays, setpoint
verification requires elaborate bench calibration and is
accomplished during the CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Regarding RCP Underfrequency Testing, it should be noted
that test circuits have not been installed on Unit 1,
therefore, such testing can only be performed on Unit 2.
~

SR 3.3.1.7

SR 3.3.1.7 is tAe ~e~fa~ffiaAce af a GOT e¥e~y 92 says.

A COT is performed on each required channel to ensure the
entire channel will perform the intended Function. A
successful test of the required contact(s) of a channel
relay may be performed by the verification of the change of
state of a single contact of the relay. This clarifies what
is an acceptable CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST of a relay. This is
acceptable because all of the other required contacts of the
relay are verified by other Technical Specifications and
non-Technical Specifications tests at least once per
refueling interval with applicable extensions.

The nominal trip setpoints must be within the Allowable
Values specified in Table 3.3.1-1.

The difference between the current "as found" values and the
previous test lias left" values must be consistent with the
drift allowance used in the setpoint methodology. The
setpoint shall be left set consistent with the assumptions
of the current unit specific setpoint methodology.

SR 3.3.1.7 is modified by a Note that provides a 4 hour delay
in the requirement to perform this Surveillance for source
range instrumentation when entering MODE 3 from MODE 2. This
Note allows a normal shutdown to proceed without a delay for
testing in MODE 2 and for a short time in MODE 3 until the
RTBs are open and SR 3.3.1.7 is no longer required to be
performed. If the unit is to be in MODE 3 with the RTBs
closed for> 4 hours this Surveillance must be performed
prior to 4 hours after entry into MODE 3.

!Insert 1~ TAe r~eEJl:leAcy af 92 €lays is j I:Istifi e€l i A Refel"eAce 7.
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

SR 3.3.1.8 the frequency specified in the Surveillance
Frequency Control Program

SR 3.3.1.8 is the performance of a COT as describe in
SR 3.3.1.7, except it is modified by a Note that is test
shall include verification that the P-6 and P-10 nterlocks
are in their required state for the existing unit condition.
A successful test of the required contact(s) of channel
relay may be performed by the verification of t e change of
state of a single contact of the relay. This c arifies what
is an acceptable CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST of a elay. This is
acceptable because all of the other required ntacts of the
relay are verified by other Technical Specif"cations and
non-Technical Specifications tests at least nce per
refueling interval with applicable extensio s. The Frequency
is modified by a Note that allows this sur eillance to be
satisfied if it has been performed within of the
Frequencies prior to reactor startup and four hours after
reducing power below P-10 and P-6. The Frequency of "prior to
startup II ensures this surveillance is performed prior to
critical operations and applies to the source, intermediate
and power range low instrument channels. The Frequency of
"12 hours after reducing power below P-10" (applicable to
intermediate and power range low channels) and 114 hours
after reducing power below P-6)1 (applicable to source range
channels) allows a normal shutdown to be completed and the
unit removed from the MODE of Applicability for this
surveillance without a delay to perform the testing required
by this surveillance. The Frequency af evepy 92 says
t1i~i~aft~i applies if the unit remains in the MODE of
Applicability after the initial performances of prior to
reactor startup and twelve and four hours after reducing
power below P-10 or P-6, respectively. The MODE of
Applicability for this surveillance is < P-10 for the power
range low and intermediate range channels and < P-6 for the
source range channels. Once the unit is in MODE 3, this
surveillance is no longer required. If power is to be
maintained < P-10 for more than 12 hours or < P-6 for more
than 4 hours, then the testing required by this surveillance
must be performed prior to the expiration of the time limit.

Twelve hours and four hours are reasonable times to complete
the required testing or place the unit in a MODE where this
surveillance is no longer required. This test ensures that
the NIS source, intermediate, and power range low channels
are OPERABLE prior to taking the reactor critical and after
reducing power into the applicable MODE « P-10 or < P-6)

(continued)
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SR 3.3.1.8 (continued)

for periods> 12 and 4 hours, respectively. Verification of
the surveillance is accomplished by observing the permissive
annunciator windows on the Main Control board. ~ I~ ~

,Insert 11
SR 3.3.1.9

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every 18 months, or
approximately at every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a
complete check of the instrument loop, including the sensor.
The test verifies that the channel responds to a measured
parameter within the necessary range and accuracy.

CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent with the
assumptions of the unit specific setpoint methodology. The
difference between the current "as found" values and the
previous test "as left" values must be consistent with the
drift allowance used in the setpoint methodology.

TIle Fleqtlelicy of 10 montl'l3 ;3 based M tl'le assl:lml3t;el'l ef al'l
1 ~ 18 mORtA calisFatioR iRteFval iR tAe aeteFmiRatioR of tAe
Insert 1 ma§Rit~ae of eq~ipmeRt aFift iR tAe setpoiRt metAoaolo§y.

(continued)
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SR 3.3.1.10 (continued)

SR 3.3.1.10 is modified by a Note stating that this test
shall include verification that the time constants are
adjusted to the prescribed values where applicable.

SR 3.3.1.11

SR 3.3.1.11 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION, as
descri bed in SR 3.3.1.10, e've'ty 18 mOl'ltMs. Thi s SR is
modified by a Note stating that neutron detectors are
excluded from the CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The CHANNEL
CALIBRATION for the power range neutron detectors consists
of a normalization of the detectors based on a power
calorimetric and flux map performed above 15% RTP. The
CHANNEL CALIBRATION for the source range and intermediate
range neutron detectors consists of obtaining the detector
plateau or preamp discriminator curves, evaluating those
curves, and comparing those curves to the manufacturer1s
data. This Surveillance is not required for the NIS power
range detectors for entry into MODE 2 or 1, and is not
required for the NIS intermediate range detectors for entry
into MODE 2, because the unit must be in at least MODE 2 to
perform the test for the intermediate range detectors and
MODE 1 for the power range detectors. The 18 mOl'lt~ FFeq~eRcy

is ~ased 01'1 tMe need to ~erform tMis Surveillance under tMe
conditions that a~~l) dUI il'l9 a unit outage and tMe ~otel'ltial

fOF aR ~R\31 aRReel tFaRsieRt i f t~e S~F..!ei11 aRce HeFe
Iinsert 1~ f}erfSrRle8 ,..d tl:l tl:le reactoF at \30',leF. O\3eFati R§ e)(\3eFi el9ce

~as S~OWI9 t~ese COffi\30lgel9ts usually \3ass tl:le S~FveillaRce

WR€lR f}€lrfSrRl88 SR tl:le 18 RlSRtl:l ~req~eRcy.

SR 3.3.1.12

SR 3.3.1.12 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION, as
described in SR 3.3.1.10 r eveFy 18 RlORtI:lS. Whenever a
sensing element is replaced, the next required CHANNEL
CALIBRATION of the resistance temperature detector (RTD)
sensors is accomplished by an inplace cross calibration that
compares the other sensing elements with the recently
installed sensing element.

This test will verify the dynamic compensation for flow from
the core to the RTDs. The OT~T function is lead/lag
compensated and the OP~T function is rate/lag compensated.

(continued)
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

SR 3.3.1.12 (continued)

SR 3.3.1.13 is the performance of a COT of RTS interlocks
every 18 ffie~th3. A successful test of the required
contact(s) of a channel relay may be performed by the
verification of the change of state of a single contact of
the relay. This clarifies what is an acceptable CHANNEL
OPERATIONAL TEST of a relay. This is acceptable because all
of the other required contacts of the relay are verified by
other Technical Specifications and non-Technical
Specifications tests at least once per refueling interval
with applicable extensions.

TIle Fl equel,ey ; 3 ba3ed 011 tile kllOMI I eli ab; li ty of tile
iRterlocks aR~ t~e m~ltic~aRRel re~~R~aRcy available, aRd
Ra~ QQQR ~RQWR tQ Qe acce~table t~ro~9~ o~eratiR9

€lXp€lril~RCIL

SR 3.3.1.14

SR 3.3.1.14 is the performance of a TADOT of the Manual
Reactor Trip, RCP Breaker Position, and the SI Input from
ESFAS. A successful test of the required contact(s) of a
channel relay may be performed by the verification of the
change of state of a single contact of the relay. This
clarifies what is an acceptable TADOT of a relay. This is
acceptable because all of the other required contacts of the
relay are verified by other Technical Specifications and
non-Technical Specifications tests at least once per
refu~ling interval with applicable extensions. T~I~li~s~T~A~~~O~T~is

~erforme~ eve~ 18 ffie~tRs. The test shall independently
verify the OPERABILITY of the undervoltage and shunt trip
mechanisms for the Manual Reactor Trip Function for the
Reactor Trip Breakers and undervoltage trip mechanism for
the Reactor Trip Bypass Breakers. The Reactor Trip Bypass
Breaker test shall include testing of the automatic
undervoltage trip.

I
insert 1L.- . lAe. F"reEj~eRcy is Bases S~ tRe kRSWR rel i aBi 1i ty sf tRe

I ~r~RctioRS aR~ t~e m~lticRa~~el feel~~e1a~cy available, a~d ha3
beeR S~SWR ts Be acee~table thlougll opel atillg expel iellce.

(continued)
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B 3.3.1

SR 3.3.1.16 (continued)

time is analytically calculated assuming the time constants
are set at their nominal values. The response time may be
measured by a series of overlapping tests such that the
entire response time is measured.

Response time may be verified by actual response time tests
in any series of sequential, overlapping or total channel
measurements, or by the summation of allocated sensor,
signal processing and actuation logic response times with
actual response time tests on the remainder of the channel.
Allocations for sensor response times may be obtained from:
(1) historical records based on acceptable response time
tests (hydraulic, noise, or power interrupt tests), (2) in
place, onsite, or offsite (e.g., vendor) test measurements,
or (3) utilizing vendor engineering specifications.
WCAP-13632-P-A Revision 2, "Elimination of Pressure Sensor
Response Time Testing Requirements" (Ref. 10) provides the
basis and methodology for using allocated sensor response
times in the overall verification of the channel response
time for specific sensors identified in the WCAP. Response
time verification for other sensor types must be
demonstrated by test.

WCAP-14036-P-A Revision 1 "Elimination of Periodic
Protection Channel Response Time Tests" (Ref. 11) provides
the basis and the methodology for using allocated signal
processing and actuation logic response times in the overall
verification of the protection system channel response time.
The allocations for sensor, signal conditioning and
actuation logic response times must be verified prior to
placing the component in operational service and re-verified
following maintenance that may adversely affect response
time. In general, electrical repair work does not impact
response time provided the parts used for repair are of the
same type and value. Specific components identified in the
WCAP may be replaced without verification testing. One
example where response time could be affected is replacing
the sensing assembly of a transmitter.

A3 app i 01' i i at~, ~aeh ehal'I,~l I 3 i ~3POI i3~ llitl3t b~ v~i i fi ~d
eve~ 18 ffient~s en a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. Testin~ ef t~e

final aettlatien deviees is ineltlded in t~e testin~. Respense
times (annet Be 8ete~ffiine8 8tl~in~ tlnit eperatien oeeatlse
e~~i~~eRt e~eFatieR is Fe~~iFe8 to meas~re res~ense times.

(continued)
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SR 3.3.1.16 (continued)

[x~erieRce Ras SRSWR tRat tRese cSffi~sReRts ~s~ally ~ass tRis
s~rveillaRce wReR perfsrffied at tRe 18 ffiSRtR Fre~~eRcy.

T~erefere, t~e Fre~~eAcy was ceAcl~~e~ te be aeeeptable frem
a reliaQility staRg~siRti

SR 3.3.1.16 is modified by a Note stating that neutron
detectors are excluded from RTS RESPONSE TIME testing. This
Note is necessary because of the difficulty in generating an
appropriate detector input signal. Response of neutron flux
signal portion of the channel time shall be measured from the
detector or input of the first electronic component in the
channel. Excluding the detectors is acceptable because the
principles of detector operation ensure a virtually
instantaneous response.

UFSAR, Chapter 7.

UFSAR, Chapter 6.

UFSAR, Chapter 15.

IEEE-279-1971.

10 CFR 50.49.

RTS/ESFAS Setpoint Methodology Study (Technical
Report EE-0116) .

WCAP-I0271-P-A, Supplement 1, Rev. 1, June 1990 and
WCAP-14333-P-A, Rev. 1, October 1998.

Technical Requirements Manual.

Regulatory Guide 1.105, Revision 3, "Setpoints for
Safety Related Instrumentation."

WCAP-13632-P-A, Revision 2, "Elimination of Pressure
Sensor Response Time Testing Requirements,"
January 1996.
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11. WCAP-14036-P-A, Revision 1, "Elimination of Periodic
Protection Channel Response Time Tests," December 1995.
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J.1, J.2.1, and J.2.2 (continued)

actions in the event of a complete loss of ESFAS function. If
the interlock is not in the required state (or placed in the
required state) for the existing unit condition, the unit
must be placed in MODE 3 within the next 6 hours and MODE 4
within the following 6 hours. The allowed Completion Times
are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required unit conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems. Placing
the unit in MODE 4 removes all requirements for OPERABILITY
of these interlocks.

The SRs for each ESFAS Function are identified by the SRs
column of Table 3.3.2-1.

A Note has been added to the SR Table to clarify that
Table 3.3.2-1 determines which SRs apply to which ESFAS
Functions.

Note that each channel of process protection supplies both
trains of the ESFAS. When testing channel I, train A and
train B must be examined. Similarly, train A and train B
must be examined when testing channel II, channel III, and
channel IV (if applicable). The CHANNEL CALIBRATION and COTs
are performed in a manner that is consistent with the
assumptions used in analytically calculating the required
channel accuracies. '

SR 3.3.2.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK ORce every 12 Ro~rs ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument
channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately the same value. Significant deviations between
the two instrument channels could be an indication of
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of
something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION. .

(continued)
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SR 3.3.2.1 (continued)

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff, based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and reliability. If a channel is
outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the sensor
or the signal processing equipment has drifted outside its
1imi t.

Iinsert 1

Iinsert 1

TRe rre~~eRey is bases OR o~eratiR9 ex~erieRee tRat
semoRstrates cRaRRel fail~re is rare. TRe C~ANN~L C~~CKr-----* s~~~lemeRts less formal, b~t more fre~~eRt, cReeks of
eRaRRels s~riR9 Rormal o~eratioRal ~se of tRe sis~lays

associates witR tRe LCO re~~ires cRaRRels.

SR 3.3.2.2

SR 3.3.2.2 is the performance of an ACTUATION LOGIC TEST.
TRe ~~p~ is testes every dl says OR a ~TAGG~R~Q T~~T gA~I~,

using the semiautomatic tester. The train being tested is
placed in the bypass condition, thus preventing inadvertent
actuation. Through the semiautomatic tester, all possible
logic combinations, with and without applicable permissives,
are tested for each protection function. This verifies that
the logic modules are OPERABLE. TRe rre~~eRcy of every dl
says OR a ~TAGG~R~Q T~~T gA~I~ is ase~~ate. It is bases ORr-----* iRS~stry o~eratiR9 ex~erieRee, cORsiseriR9 iRstr~meRt
reliability aRs o~eratiR9 Ristory sata.

SR 3.3.2.3

Iinsert1~

SR 3.3.2.3 is the performance of a MASTER RELAY TEST. The
MASTER RELAY TEST is the energizing of the master relay,
verifying contact operation and a low voltage continuity
check of the slave relay coil. Upon master relay contact
operation, a low voltage is injected to the slave relay coil.
This voltage is insufficient to pick up the slave relay, but
large enough to demonstrate signal path continuity. ~
test is ~erformes every dl says OR a ~TAGG~R~Q T~~T gA~I~.

TRe time allowes for tRe s~rveillaRce iRterval is j~stifies

iR RefereRce 8.

SR 3.3.2.4

SR 3.3.2.4 is the performance of a COT.
(continued)
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SR 3.3.2.4 (continued)

A COT is performed on each required channel to ensure the
entire channel will perform the intended Function. Setpoints
must be found within the Allowable Values specified in
Table 3.3.2-1. A successful test of the required contact(s)
of a channel relay may be performed by the verification of
the change of state of a single contact of the relay. This
clarifies what is an acceptable CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST of
a relay. This is acceptable because all of the other required
contacts of the relay are verified by other Technical
Specifications and non-Technical Specifications tests at
least one per refueling interval with applicable extensions.

The difference between the current "as found" values and the
previous test "as left" values must be consistent with the
drift allowance used in the setpoint methodology. The
setpoint shall be left set consistent with the assumptions
of the current unit specific setpoint methodology.

The COT for the Containment Pressure Channel includes
exercising the transmitter by applying either a vacuum or
pressure to the appropriate side of the transmitter.

Iinsert1~ HIe ~l"eql:-leRcy of 92 days is jl:-lstified iR Refel"eRCe 8.

SR 3.3.2.5

SR 3.3.2.5 is the performance of a SLAVE RELAY TEST. The
SLAVE RELAY TEST is the energizing of the slave relays.
Contact operation is verified in one of two ways. Actuation
equipment that may be operated in the design mitigation MODE
is either allowed to function, or is placed in a condition
where the relay contact operation can be verified without
operation of the equipment. Actuation equipment that may not
be operated in the design mitigation MODE is prevented from
operation by the SLAVE RELAY TEST circuit. For this latter
case, contact operation is verified by a continuity check of
the circuit containing the slave relay. TRis test is
~el"fol"med evel"y 92 days. TRe ~l"eql:-leRcy is adeql:-late, Based OR

I ~ iRdl:-lstl"y o~el"atiR§ eX~el"ieRCe, cORsidel"iR§ iRstl"l:-lmeRt
1~ln-s-e~rt~1~~ l"eliaBility aRd o~el"atiR§ Ristol"Y data.

This SR is modified by a Note that allows an exception for
testing of relays which could induce a unit transient, an
inadvertent reactor trip or ESF actuation, or cause the
inoperability of two or more ESF components.
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(continued)

SR 3.3.2.6

SR 3.3.2.6 is the performance of a TADOT every 92 says. This
test is a check of the Loss of Offsite Power Function. The
Function is tested up to, and including, the master relay
coils. A successful test of the required contact(s) of a
channel relay may be performed by the verification of the
change of state of a single contact of the relay. This
clarifies what is an acceptable TADOT of a relay. This is
acceptable because all of the other required contacts of the
relay are verified by other Technical Specifications and
non-Technical Specifications tests at least one per
refueling interval with applicable extensions.

SR 3.3.2.7 is the performance of a TADOT. This test is a
check of the Manual Actuation Functions, AFW pump start on
trip of all MFW pumps and the P-4 interlock Function,
including turbine trip, automatic SI block, and seal-in of
feedwater isolation by SI. It is ~erformes every 18 mORtRs.

Each Manual Actuation Function is tested up to, and
including, the master relay coils. A successful test of the
required contact(s) of a channel relay may be performed by
the verification of the change of state of a single contact
of the relay. This clarifies what is an acceptable TADOT of a
relay. This is acceptable because all of the other required
contacts of the relay are verified by other Technical
Specifications and non-Technical Specifications tests at
least one per refueling interval with applicable extensions.
In some instances, the test includes actuation of the end
device (i.e., pump starts, valve cycles, etc.). The turbine
trip (P-4) is independently verified for both trains. ~
~re~~eRcy is ase~~ate, eases OR iRs~stry o~eratiR~

ex~erieRce aRs is cORsisteRt witR tRe ty~ical ref~eliR~

I ~ cycle aRs allows testiR~ to ee ~€rformes s~riR~ SR~tSOWRS

Iinsert1 I WR€R R€C€SSary. However, the P-4 input signals to SSPS
actuation logic are normally tested in conjunction with RTB
testing under SR 3.3.1.4 on a 31-day staggered test basis.

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.2.7 (continued)

The SR is modified by a Note that excludes verification of
setpoints during the TADOT for manual initiation or
interlock Functions. The manual initiation Functions have no
associated setpoints.

SR 3.3.2.8

SR 3.3.2.8 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

A C~ANN[L CALIBRATION is ~erformes every 18 mORtRs, or
a~~roximately at every ref~eliR§. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a
complete check of the instrument loop, including the sensor.
The test verifies that the channel responds to measured
parameter within the necessary range and accuracy.

CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent with the
assumptions of the unit specific setpoint methodology. The
difference between the current lias found" values and the
previous test "as left" values must be consistent with the
drift allowance used in the setpoint methodology. +Re
fre~~eRcy of 18 mORtRs is eases OR tRe ass~m~tioR of aR
18 mORtR calieratioR iRterval iR tRe setermiRatioR of tRe

Iinsert 1 ~ ma§Ri t~se of e~~i ~meRt sri ft i R tRe set~oi Rt metRosolo§y.

This SR is modified by a Note stating that this test should
include verification that the time constants are adjusted to
the prescribed values where applicable.

SR 3.3.2.9

This SR ensures the individual channel ESF RESPONSE TIMES
are less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the
accident analysis. Response Time testing acceptance criteria
are included in the Technical Requirements Manual (Ref. 9).

Individual component response times are not modeled in the
analyses. The analyses model the overall or total elapsed
time, from the point at which the parameter exceeds the trip
setpoint value at the sensor, to the point at which the
equipment in both trains reaches the required functional
state (e.g., pumps at rated discharge pressure, valves in
full open or closed position).

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Iinsert 1

SR 3.3.2.9 (continued)

[S~ R[SPQNS[ TIM[ tests are caRs~ctes aR aR 18 maRtR
STAGG[R[Q T[ST BASIS. TestiR§ of tRe fiRal act~atioR

sevices, wRicR make ~~ tRe b~lk of tRe res~oRse time, is
iRcl~ses iR tRe testiR§ of eaCR cRaRRel. TRe fiRal act~atioR

sevice iR ORe traiR is testes witR eacR cRaRAel. TRerefare,
sta§§eres testiR§ res~lts iR res~oRse time verificatioR af

~ tRese sevices every 18 maRtRs. TRe 18 mORtR ~req~eRcy is
cORsisteRt witR tRe ty~ical ref~eliR§ cycle aRs is bases OR
~Rit o~eratiR§ ex~erieRce, WRicR SROWS tRat raRsom fail~res

of iRstr~meRtatioR com~oReRts ca~siR§ serio~s res~aRse time
se§rasatioR, b~t ROt cRaRRel fail~re, are iRfreq~eRt

occ~rreRces.

This SR is modified by a Note that clarifies that the turbine
driven AFW pump is tested within 24 hours after reaching
1005 psig in the SGs.

REFERENCES l. UFSAR, Chapter 6.

2. UFSAR, Chapter 7.

3. UFSAR, Chapter 15.

4. IEEE-279-197l.

5. 10 CFR 50.49.

6. RTS/ESFAS Setpoint Methodology Study (Technical Report
EE-0116) .

7. NUREG-1218, April 1988.

8. WCAP-10271-P-A, Supplement 2, Rev. 1, June 1990 and
WCAP-14333-P-A, Rev. 1, October 1998.

9. Technical Requirements Manual.

10. WCAP-13632-P-A, Revision 2, "Elimination of Pressure
Sensor Response Time Testing Requirements,"
January 1996.

11. WCAP-14036-P-A, Revision 1, "Elimination of Periodic
Protection Channel Response Time Tests," December 1995.
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3

BASES

ACTIONS C.1
(continued)

Condition C applies when one or more Functions have two
inoperable required channels (i.e., two channels inoperable
in the same Function). Required Action C.1 requires
restoring one channel in the Function(s) to OPERABLE status
within 7 days~ The Completion Time of 7 days is based on the
relatively low probability of an event requiring PAM
instrument operation and the availability of alternate means
to obtain the required information. Continuous operation
with two required channels inoperable in a Function is not
acceptable because the alternate indications may not fully
meet all performance qualification requirements applied to
the PAM instrumentation. Therefore, requiring restoration of
one inoperable channel of the Function limits the risk that
the PAM Function will be in a degraded condition should an
accident occur.

D.1 and D.2

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of
Condition D is not met the unit must be brought to a MODE
where the requirements of this LCO do not apply. To achieve
this status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3
within 6 hours and MODE 4 within 12 hours.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions
from full power in an orderly manner and without challenging
unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

A Note has been added to the SR Table to clarify that
SR 3.3.3.1 and SR 3.3.3.3 apply to each PAM instrumentation
Function in Table 3.3.3-1 with the exception that SR 3.3.3.3
is not required to be performed on containment isolation ~

valve position indication. SR 3.3.3.4 is required for the ' I
containment isolation valve position indication.

SR 3.3.3.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK ORce every 31 days ensures
that a gross instrumentation failure has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument
channels monitoring the same parameter should read

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.3.1 (continued)

approximately the same value. Significant deviations between
the two instrument channels could be an indication of
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of
something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect
gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The high radiation instrumentation
should be compared to similar unit instruments located
throughout the unit.

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff, based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including isolation, indication, and readability. If a
channel is outside the criteria, it may be an indication that
the sensor or the signal processing equipment has drifted
outside its limit. If the channels are within the criteria,
it is an indication that the channels are OPERABLE.

llnsert 1

As specified in the SR, a CHANNEL CHECK is only required for
those channels that are normally energized.

TRe ~req~eRcy of dl says is eases OR o~eratiR9 ex~erieRce

tRat semoRstrates tRat cRaRRel fail~re is rare. TRe C~ANN[L

C~[CK s~~~lemeRts less formal, e~t more freq~eRt, cRecks of
cRaRRels s~riR9 Rormalo~eratioRal ~se of tRe sis~lays

associates witR tRe LCO req~ires cRaRRels.

SR 3.3.3.2

Not Used

SR 3.3.3.3

A C~ANN[L CALIBRATION is ~erformes every 18 mORtRs, or
a~~roximately at every ref~eliR9. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a
complete check of the instrument loop, including the sensor.
The test verifies that the channel responds to measured
parameter with the necessary range and accuracy. This SR is
modified by a Note that excludes neutron detectors. Whenever
a sensing element is replaced, the next required CHANNEL
CALIBRATION of the CET sensors is accomplished by an inplace
cross calibration that compares the other sensing elements
with the recently installed sensing element. TRe ~req~eRcy

is eases OR o~eratiR9 ex~erieRce aRs cORsisteRCY witR tRe
Iinsert 1 r---* ty~i cal i Rs~stry ref~el i R9 cycle.
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

Iinsert 1

SR 3.3.3.4

SR 3.3.3.4 is the performance of a TADOT of containment
isolation valve position indication. This TADOT is performed
every 18 months. The test shall independently verify the
OPERABILITY of containment isolation valve position
indication against the actual position of the valves.

T~e Fre~~eRcy is ~ase~ OR t~e kROWR relia~ility of t~e

I ~ F~RCti ORS, aR~ ~as ~eeR S~O!""R to ~e acceflta~l e t~ro~9~

~ ofleratiR9 eXflerieRce.

REFERENCES 1. Technical Report PE-0013.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.97, May 1983.

3. NUREG-0737, Supplement 1, "TMI Action Items."

4. Technical Requirements Manual +-
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BASES

ACTIONS

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.4

A Remote Shutdown System function is inoperable when the
function is not accomplished by at least one designed Remote
Shutdown System channel that satisfies the OPERABILITY
criteria for the channel's Function. These criteria are
outlined in the LCO section of the Bases.

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS to clarify the
application of Completion Time rules. Separate Condition
entry is allowed for each Function. The Completion Time(s)
of the inoperable channel (s)/train(s) of a Function will be
tracked separately for each Function starting from the time
the Condition was entered for that Function.

A.1

Condition A addresses the situation where one or more
required Functions of the Remote Shutdown System are
inoperable. This includes the control and transfer switches
for any required function.

The Required Action is to restore the required Function to
OPERABLE status within 30 days. The Completion Time is based
on operating experience and the low probability of an event
that would require evacuation of the control room.

B.1 and B.2

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of
Condition A is not met, the unit must be brought to a MODE in
which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the
unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to
MODE 4 within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required unit conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

SR 3.3.4.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK ORce every Jl says ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument
channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately the same value. Significant deviations between
the two instrument channels could be an indication of

(continued)
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.4

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.4.1 (continued)

excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of
something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross
channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying that the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff, based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including indication and readability. If the channels are
within the criteria, it is an indication that the channels
are OPERABLE. If a channel is outside the criteria, it may be
an indication that the sensor or the signal processing
equipment has drifted outside its limit.

As specified in the Surveillance, a CHANNEL CHECK is only
required for those channels which are normally energized.

TRe ~re~YeRcy of Jl says is eases ypOR o~eratiR§ ex~erieRce

wRicR semoRstrates tRat cRaRRel failyre is rare. TRe C~ANN[L

I ~ C~[CK sy~~lemeRts less formal, eyt more fre~YeRt, cRecks of
!Insert 1 I cRaRRels syri R§ Rormal o~erati oRal yse of tRe si s~l ays

associates WitR tRe LCO re~Yires cRaRRels.

SR 3.3.4.2

Iinsert 1

SR 3.3.4.2 verifies each required Remote Shutdown System
control circuit and transfer switch performs the intended
function. This verification is performed from the remote
shutdown panel and locally, as appropriate. Operation of the
equipment from the remote shutdown panel is not necessary.
The Surveillance can be satisfied by performance of a
continuity check. This will ensure that if the control room
becomes inaccessible, the unit can be maintained in MODE 3
from the remote shutdown panel and the local control
stations. TRe 18 mORtR ~re~YeRcy is eases OR tRe Rees to
~erform tRis SYrveillaRce YRSer tRe CORsitioRS tRat a~~ly

SyriR§ a YRit oYta§e aRs tRe ~oteRtial for aR YR~laRRes

traRsieRt if tRe SYrveillaRce were ~erformes WitR tRe
reactor at ~ower. (~owever, tRis SYrveillaRce is Rotr----* re~Yires to ee ~erformes oRly SyriR§ a YRit oYta§e.)
O~eratiR§ ex~erieRce semoRstrates tRat remote SRYtSOWR
cORtrol cRaRRels ysyally ~ass tRe SYrveillaRce test WReR
~erformes at tRe 18 mORtR ~re~YeRcy.
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.4

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.3.4.3

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
loop and the sensor. The test verifies that the channel
responds to a measured parameter within the necessary range
and accuracy.

!Insert 1

Whenever a sensing element is replaced, the next required
CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the resistance temperature detector
(RTD) sensors is accomplished by an inplace cross
calibration that compares the other sensing elements with
the recently installed sensing element.

TRe fFe~~eRcy of 19 mORtRs is eases ~~OR o~eFatiR9

~ ex~eFieRce aRs cORsisteRcy witR tRe Fef~eliR9 cycle.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 3.
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LOP EDG Start Instrumentation
B 3.3.5

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.5.1

SR 3.3.5.1 is the performance of a TADOT for channels
required by LCD 3.3.5.a and LCD 3.3.5.b. A successful test
of the required contact(s) of a channel relay may be
performed by the verification of the change of state of a
single contact of the relay. This clarifies what is an
acceptable TADOT of a relay. This is acceptable because all
of the other required contacts of the relay are verified by
other Technical Specifications and non-Technical
Specifications tests at an 18 month frequency with
applicable extensions. This test is ~erfermeG every 92 Gays.
The test checks trip devices that provide actuation signals
directly, bypassing the analog process control equipment.

The SR is modified by a Note that excludes verification of
setpoints from the TADOT. Since this SR applies to the loss
of voltage and degraded voltage relays for the 4160 VAC
emergency buses, setpoint verification requires elaborate
bench calibration and is accomplished during the CHANNEL
CALIBRATION. Each train or logic channel shall be
functionally tested up to and including input coil
continuity testing of the ESF slave relay. The ~re~~eRcy is
baseG eR the I<RewR rel i abi1i ty ef the rel ays aRG ceRtrels aRG

I ~ the m~ltichaRRel reG~RGaRcy available, aRG has beeR shewR te
Iinsert 1 I be acce~tabl e thre~§h e~erati R§ ex~eri eRce.

SR 3.3.5.2

SR 3.3.5.2 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION for
channels required by LCO 3.3.5.a and LCO 3.3.5.b.

The setpoints, as well as the response to a loss of voltage
and a degraded voltage test, shall include a single point
verification that the trip occurs within the required time
delay, as shown in Reference 1.

A CMANN[L CALIBRATION is ~erfermeG every 18 meRths, er
a~~reximately at every ref~eliR§. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a
complete check of the instrument loop, including the sensor.
The test verifies that the channel responds to a measured
parameter within the necessary range and accuracy. The
verification of degraded voltage with a SI signal is not
required by LCD 3.3.5.b.

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

!Insert 1

LOP EDG Start Instrumentation
B 3.3.5

SR 3.3.5.2 (continued)

TRe ~re~~eRcy of 18 ffiORtRS is based OR o~eratiR~ ex~erieRce

aRd cORsisteRcy witR tRe ty~ical iRd~strY ref~eliR~ cycle
aRd is j~stified by tRe ass~ffi~tioR of aR 18 ffiORtR calibratioR
iRterval iR tRe deterffiiRatioR of tRe ffia~Rit~de of e~~i~ffieRt

drift iR tRe set~oiRt aRalysis.

SR 3.3.5.3

This SR ensures the individual channel ESF RESPONSE TIMES
are less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the
accident analysis for channels required by LCO 3.3.5.a and
LCO 3.3.5.b. Response Time testing acceptance criteria are
included in the TRM (Ref. 2).

Individual component response times are not modeled in the
analyses. The analyses model the overall or total elapsed
time, from the point at which the parameter exceeds the trip
setpoint value at the sensor, to the point at which the
equipment in both trains reaches the required functional
state (e.g., pumps at rated discharge pressure, valves in
full open or closed position).

For channels that include dynamic transfer functions (e.g.,
lag, lead/lag, rate/lag, etc.), the response time test may
be performed with the transfer functions set to one with the
resulting measured response time compared to the appropriate
TRM response time. Alternately, the response time test can
be performed with the time constants set to their nominal
value provided the required response time is analytically
calculated assuming the time constants are set at their
nominal values. The response time may be measured by a series
of overlapping tests such that the entire response time is
measured.

Response time may be verified by actual response time test in
any series of sequential, overlapping or total channel
measurements, or by the summation of allocated sensor,
signal processing and actuation logic response times with
actual response time tests on the remainder of the channel.

[$~ R[$PQN$[ TIM[ tests are cORd~cted OR aR 18 ffiORtR
$TAGG[R[Q T[$T BA$I$. Testing of the final actuation
devices, which make up the bulk of the response time, is
included in the testing of each channel. TRe fiRal act~atioR

device iR ORe traiR is tested witR eaCR cRaRRel. TRerefore,
(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Iinsert 1

REFERENCES

LOP EDG Start Instrumentation
B 3.3.5

SR 3.3.5.3 (continued)

staggeree testiRg resylts iR res~oRse time verificatioR of
tRese eevices every 18 mORtRs. TRe 18 mORtR ~reqYeRcy is
cORsisteRt witR tRe ty~ical refYeliRg cycle aRe is ~asee OR
YRit o~eratiRg ex~erieRce, WRicR SROWS tRat raReom failyres
of iRstrYmeRtatioR com~oReRts CaYSiRg serioys res~oRse time
eegraeatioR, ~Yt ROt cRaRRel failYre, are iRfreqYeRt
OCCyrreRces.

1. UFSAR, Section 8.3.

2. Technical Requirements Manual.

3. RTS/ESFAS Setpoint Methodology Study (Technical
Report EE-0116).

4. WCAP 14333-P-A, Rev. 1, October 1998.

5. UFSAR, Chapter 15.
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Iinsert 1

MCR/ESGR Envelope Isolation Actuation Instrumentation
B 3.3.6

A Note has been added to the SR Table to clarify that
Table 3.3.6-1 determines which SRs apply to which MCR/ESGR .
Envelope Isolation Actuation Functions.

SR 3.3.6.1

SR 3.3.6.1 is the performance of a TADOT. This test is a
check of the Manual Actuation Functions aRe is ~erfolmed

eve~y 18 ffi8RtRS. Each Manual Actuation Function is tested up
to, and including, the master relay coils. A successful test
of the required contact(s) of a channel relay may be
performed by the verification of the change of state of a
single contact of the relay. This clarifies what is an
acceptable TADOT of a relay. This is acceptable because all
of the other required contacts of the relay are verified by
other Technical Specifications and non-Technical
Specifications tests at least once per refueling interval
with applicable extensions. In some instances, the test
includes actuation of the end device (i .e., pump starts,
valve cycles, etc.). TIle Freqt:telicy is based 011 tile kllowil
rel i abi 1i ty of tile Funeti on and HIe ndul'H:lal'ley a'/ai 1a131 e ,
aRQ Ra~ 988R ~ReWR te 98 acc8~taBle tR~8~§R 8~e~atiA§

expel ience.

The SR is modified by a Note that excludes verification of
setpoints during the TADOT. The Functions tested have no
setpoints associated with them.

REFERENCES None
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RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
B 3.4.1

BASES

ACTIONS B.1
(continued)

If Required Action A.1 is not met within the associated
Completion Time, the unit must be brought to a MODE in which
the/LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit must
be brought to at least MODE 2 within 6 hours. In MODE 2, the
reduced power condition eliminates the potential for
violation of the accident analysis bounds. The Completion
Time of 6 hours is reasonable to reach the required unit
conditions in an orderly manner.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.1.1

Iinsert 1

Sil'lee ReEjl:lireEl Aetiol'l A.I allorn's a GORlfJ1etiol'l TiRlC of
2 bour~ to r@~tor@ piri~eters t~at arc I'lot wit~il'l 1iRlits,
tlit~ 12 Ilotl, StI, ve;11 tlliee FI eqtlel,ey fo, pI esstl' i lei Pi esstll e
iss~ffieicl'lt to cl'ls~re t~e fJress~re eal'l Be restoreEl to a
RorRlal o\3eratioR, steady state cORditioR followiR§ load

~bRiRges iRQ otRer @xpebt@Q triRsieRt operitioRs. TRe 12 ROyr
iRterval ~as BeeR SROWR ey Of.leratiR§ f.lractice to Be
5yffi bieRt to re§bll arly assess for fJotel'lti al de9radati 01' dlid
to ve,ify ofJeratioR is wit~iR safety aRalysis ass~ffif.ltioRS.

SR 3.4.1.2

Silice Reqttiled Action A.l allows a C0l11pletioli Time of
~ hOUiS to lestole fJal"affieters t~at are I'lot Wit~iR liRlits,
tile 12 Ilotl, Stll ve; 11 anee FI eqtlelley fo, ReS ave, age
teffif.lerat~re is sl:IffieieRt to eRSblre t~e teRlf.leratblre baR Be

I I ~ restoreEl to a ROl"Rla1 ofJerati OR, steady state eORdi t; M
Insert 1 I foll owi R9 lOiQ bRiRges aRQ otR@r expebteQ triRsi eRt

ofJelations. T~e 12 ~o~r iRterval ~as BeeR s~own By of.lel"atiRg
fJraetiee to Be s~fficieRt to re9~la1"ly assess fOI potelitial
Qe§raQatioR aRQ to verify of.leratioR is witRiR safety
aRalysis assI:lRlf.ltioRS.

SR 3.4.1.3

Ibe 12 bOLlr SLlrllei 11 ar:J,e FnHfbl@r:J'Y for RG~ tohl flow rate
is l3el"fol"RleEl ~si 1'l9 t~e i Rsta11 eel flow i Rst\·~ffieRtati 011. The

I ~12 ROyr iRterval ~as BeeR S~OWR By o13el"atil'l9 I3raetice to Be
IInsert 1 r sl:lffici eRt to re91:11 al"ly assess fJOtCl'ltl al de9raddtloM dl,d to

verify of.leratiQR witRiR safety aRalysis assl:IRll3tiol'ls.
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RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits
B 3.4.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

/Insert 1

SR 3.4.1.4

Measurement of RCS total flow rate by performance of a
precision calorimetric heat balance ORce every 18 mORtl:ls
allows the installed RCS flow instrumentation to be
calibrated and verifies the actual RCS flow rate is greater
than or equal to the minimum required RCS flow rate.

ll:lc ~re~~cRcy of 18 mORtl:ls reflects tl:lc im~ortaRce of
I .~ verifyiR~ flow after a ref~eliR~ o~ta~e wl:leR tRe core Ras
r-- beeR alteres, wl:licl:l may l:Iave ca~ses aR alteratioR of flow

resistaRce.

This SR is modified by a Notc that allows entry into MODE 1,
without having performed the SR, and placement of the unit in
the best condition for performing the SR. The Note states
that the SR is not required to be performed until 30 days
after ~ 90% RTP. The 30 day period after reaching 90% RTP is
reasonable to establish stable operating conditions, install
the test equipment, perform the test, and analyze the
results. The Surveillance shall be performed within 30 days
after reaching 90% RTP.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 15.
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BASES

ACTIONS

RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality
B 3.4.2

A.1

If the parameters that are outside the limit cannot be
restored, the unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO
does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be
brought to MODE 2 with keff < 1.0 within 30 minutes. Rapid
reactor shutdown can be readily and practically achieved
within a 30 minute period. The allowed time is reasonable,
based on operating experience, to reach MODE 2 with keff
< 1.0 in an orderly manner and without challenging unit
systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.2.1

/Insert 1

REFERENCES

RCS loop average temperature is required to be verified at or
above 541°F every 12 Ro~rs. TRe ~R to verify RG~ loop average
teffiperat~res every 12 Ro~rs takes iRtO aCco~Rt iReicatioRS
aRe alarffis tRat are cORtiR~o~sly available to tRe operator
iR tRe cORtrol rOOffi aRe is cORsisteRt witR otRer ro~tiRe

~~~rveillaRces wRicR are typically perforffiee ORce per SRi ft.
IR aeeitioR, operators are traiRee to be seRsitive to RG~

teffiperat~re e~riRg approacR to criticality aRe will eRs~re

tRat tRe ffiiRiffi~ffi teffiperat~re for criticality is ffiet as
criticality is approacRee.

None.
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RCS P/T Limits
B 3.4.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.3.1

Iinsert 1

Verification that operation is within limits is required
every dO miR~tes when RCS pressure and temperature
conditions are undergoing planned changes. TRis fre~~eRcy is
ceRsieeree reaseRaBle iR view ef tRe ceRtrel reem iReicatieR
availaBle te meRiter RC~ stat~s. Alse, siRce tem~erat~re

~ rate ef cRaR~e limits are s~ecifiee iR Re~rly iRcremeRts,
dO miR~tes ~ermits assessmeRt aRe cerrectieR fer miRer
eeviatieRs witRiR a reaseRaBle time.

Surveillance for heatup, cool down, or ISLH testing may be
discontinued when the definition given in the relevant unit
procedure for ending the activity is satisfied.

This SR is modified by a Note that only requires this SR to
be performed during system heatup, cool down, and ISLH
testing. No SR is given for criticality operations because
LCO 3.4.2 contains a more restrictive requirement.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix G.

2. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III,
Appendix G.

3. ASTM E 185.

4. 10 CFR 50, Appendix H.

5. Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2, May 1988.

6. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI,
Appendix E.
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BASES

APPLICABILITY

ACTIONS

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

RCS Loops-MODES 1 and 2
B 3.4.4

In MODES 1 and 2, the reactor is critical and thus has the
potential to produce maximum THERMAL POWER. Thus, to ensure
that the assumptions of the accident analyses remain valid,
all RCS loops are required to be OPERABLE and in operation in
these MODES to prevent DNB and core damage.

The decay heat production rate is much lower than the full
power heat rate. As such, the forced circulation flow and
heat sink requirements are reduced for lower, noncritical
MODES as indicated by the LCOs for MODES 3, 4, and 5.

Operation in other MODES is covered by:

LCO 3.4.5, "RCS Loops-MODE 3";
LCO 3.4.6, "RCS Loops-MODE 4";
LCO 3.4.7, "RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Fi 11 ed" ;
LCO 3.4.8, "RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Fill ed" ;
LCO 3.9.5, "Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant

Circulation-High Water Level" (MODE 6); and
LCO 3.9.6, "Res i dua1 Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant

Circulation-Low Water Level" (MODE 6).

A.l

If the requirements of the LCO are not met, the Required
Action is to reduce power and bring the unit to MODE 3. This
lowers power level and thus reduces the core heat removal
needs and minimizes the possibility of violating DNBR
limits.

The Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
safety systems.

SR 3.4.4.1

This SR requires verification every 12 Ro~rs that each RCS
loop is in operation. Verification includes flow rate,
temperature, or pump status monitoring, which help ensure
that forced flow is providing heat removal while maintaining
the margin to the DNBR limit. TRe ~re~~eRcy ef 12 Re~rs is
s~fficieRt ceRsieeriR§ etRer iReicatieRS aRe alarffis

;'--~~-;I ~ availaele to tRe e~erator iR tRe ceRtrel rOOffi te ffioRiter RCS
Iinsert 1 I 1ee~ ~erforffiaRce.
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Iinsert 1

RCS Loops-MODE 3
B 3.4.5

SR 3.4.5.1

This SR requires verification every 12 Ro~rs that the
required loops are in operation. Verification includes flow
rate, temperature, and pump status monitoring, which help
ensure that forced flow is providing heat removal. ~
freq~eAcy of 12 Ro~rs is s~fficieAt cOAsideriA~ otRer
iAdicatioAs aAd alarms availaele to tRe o~erator iA tRe
cOAtrol room to mOAitor ReS loo~ ~erformaAce.

SR 3.4.5.2

Verification that the required RCP is OPERABLE ensures that
safety analyses limits are met. The requirement also ensures
that an additional RCP can be placed in operation, if needed,
to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant
circulation. Verification is performed by verifying proper
breaker alignment and power availability to the required
RCP. ~Insert 1 I
This SR is modified by a Note that states the SR is not
required to be performed until 24 hours after a required
pump is not in operation.

REFERENCES None.
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RCS Loops-MODE 4
B 3.4.6

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.6.1

This SR requires verification every 12 ReyrS that the
required RCS or RHR loop is in operation. Verification
includes flow rate, temperature, or pump status monitoring,
which help ensure that forced flow is providing heat
removal. TRe fre~YeRcy ef 12 ReyrS is sYfficieRt ceRsiseriR~

~~~-'I ~ etRer iRsicatieRs aRs alarms available te tRe e~erater iR
\Insert 1 I tRe ceRtrel reem te meR iter ReS aRs RIo4R 1ee~ ~erfermaRce.

SR 3.4.6.2

Iinsert 1

Verification that the required pump is OPERABLE ensures that
an additional RCS or RHR pump can be placed in operation, if
needed, to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant
circulation. Verification is performed by verifying proper
breaker alignment and power available to the required pump.
TRe fre~YeRcy ef 7 says is ceRsiseres reaseRable iR view ef

i ~etRer asmiRistrative ceRtrels available aRs Ras beeR sRewR
I te be acce~table by e~eratiR~ ex~erieRce.

This SR is modified by a Note that states the SR is not
required to be performed until 24 hours after a required
pump is not in operation.

REFERENCES None.
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RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Filled
B 3.4.7,

BASES

ACTIONS

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

C.1 and C.2 (continued)

LCO 3.1.1 is required to assure continued safe operation.
With coolant added without forced circulation, unmixed
coolant could be introduced to the core, however coolant
added with boron concentration meeting the minimum SDM
maintains acceptable margin to subcritical operations. The
immediate Completion Times reflect the importance of
maintaining operation for heat removal.

SR 3.4.7.1

This SR requires verification every 12 Rs~rs that the
required loop is in operation. Verification includes flow
rate, temperature, or pump status monitoring, which help
ensure that forced flow is providing heat removal. The
Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient considering other
indications and alarms available to the operator in the
control room to monitor RHR loop performance. ~ I~ ~_

SR 3.4.7.2 '-1lnsert1

Verification that the required RHR pump is OPERABLE ensures
that an additional pump can be placed in operation, if
needed, to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant
circulation. Verification is performed by verifying proper
breaker alignment and power available to the requtred RHR
pump. If secondary side water level is ~ 17% in at least one
SG, this Surveillance is not needed. TRe ~re~~eRcy af 7 says
is cSRsiseres reassRaBle iR view af stRer aSffiiRistrative

I ~caRtrs~s availa~le aRs Ras BeeR SRawR ts Be acceptaBle By
!Insert 1 I speratl R~ experl eRce.

This SR is modified by a Note that states the SR is not
required to be performed until 24 hours after a required
pump is not in operation.
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RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled
B 3.4.8

BASES

ACTIONS
(continued)

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

B.1 and B.2

If no required loop is OPERABLE or the required loop is not
in operation, except during conditions permitted by Note 1,
all operations involving introduction of coolant into the
RCS with boron concentration less than required to meet the
minimum SDM of LCO 3.1.1 must be suspended and action must be
initiated immediately to restore an RHR loop to OPERABLE
status and operation. The required margin to criticality
must not be reduced in this type of operation. Suspending the
introduction of coolant into the RCS of coolant with boron
concentration less than required to meet the minimum SDM of
LCO 3.1.1 is required to assure continued safe operation.
With coolant added without forced circulation, unmixed
coolant could be introduced to the core, however coolant
added with boron concentration meeting the minimum SDM
maintains acceptable margin to subcritical operations. The
immediate Completion Time reflects the importance of
maintaining operation for heat removal. The action to
restore must continue until one loop is restored to OPERABLE
status and operation.

SR 3.4.8.1

This SR requires verification eve~y 12 Re~~s that the
required loop is in operation. Verification includes flow
rate, temperature, or pump status monitoring, which help
ensure that forced flow is providing heat removal. +Re
~~e~~eAcy ef 12 Re~~s is s~fficieAt ceAsise~iA§ etRe~

I ~iAsicatieAs aAs ala~ms availaale te tRe e~e~ate~ iA tRe
/Insert 1 I ceAt~el ~eem te meAi te~ RMR 1ee~ ~e~fe~maAce.

SR 3.4.8.2

Verification that the required pump is OPERABLE ensures that
an additional pump can be placed in operation, if needed, to
maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant circulation.
Verification is performed by verifying proper breaker
alignment and power available to the required pump. +Re
~~e~~eAcy ef 7 says is ceAsise~es ~easeAaale iA view ef

~ I ~ etRe~ asmiAist~ative ceAt~els availaale aAs Ras aeeA sRewA
Iinsert 1 I te ae acce~taal e ay e~e~ati A§ ex~e~i eAce.

This SR is modified by a Note that states the SR is not
required to be performed until 24 hours after a required
pump is not in operation.
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Pressurizer
B 3.4.9

BASES

ACTIONS A.1, A.2, A.3 and A.4 (continued)

If the pressurizer water level is not within the limit,
action must be taken to bring the unit to a MODE in which the
LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, within 6 hours
the unit must be brought to MODE 3, with all rods fully
inserted and incapable of withdrawal. Additionally, the unit
must be brought to MODE 4 within 12 hours. This takes the
unit out of the applicable MODES.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems.

B.1

If one required group of pressurizer heaters is inoperable,
restoration is required within 72 hours. The Completion Time
of 72 hours is reasonable considering the anticipation that
a demand caused by loss of offsite power would be unlikely in
this period. Pressure control may be maintained during this
time using the remaining heaters.

C.1 and C.2

If one group of pressurizer heaters are inoperable and
cannot be restored in the allowed Completion Time of
Required Action B.1, the unit must be brought to a MODE in
which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the
unit must be brought to MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 4
within 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required unit conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.9.1

This SR requires that during steady state operation,
pressurizer level is maintained below the nominal upper
limit to provide a minimum space for a steam bubble. The
Surveillance is performed by observing the indicated level.
TRe ~req~eRcy ef 12 Re~rs cerreSpeReS te YerifyiR9 tRe
parameter eacR SRi ft. TRe 12 Re~r iRterYal Ras seeR SReWR sy

~~~~I ~eperatiR9 practice te se s~fficieRt te re9~larly assess
~ level fer aRy eeyiatieR aRe verify tRat eperatieR is WitRiR

(continued)
Iinsert 1
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Pressurizer
B 3.4.9

SR 3.4.9.1 (continued)

tRe safety aRalyses ass~m~tioR of eRs~riR9 tRat a steam
s~ssle exists iR tRe ~ress~rizer. Alarms are also availasle
for early setectioR of aSRormal level iRsicatioRs.

SR 3.4.9.2

The SR is satisfied when the power supplies are demonstrated
to be capable of producing the minimum power and the
associated pressurizer heaters are verified to be at their
required rating. This may be done by testing the power supply
output and by performing an electrical check on heater
element continuity and resistance. TRe preq~eRcy of
18 mORtRs is cORsi seres aseq~ate to setect Reater

~~~-;I ~se9rasatioR aRs Ras seeR SROWR sy o~eratiR9 ex~erieRce to se
Iinsert 1 I acce~tasl e.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 15.

2. NUREG-0737, November 1980.
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Pressurizer PORVs
B 3.4.11

BASES

ACTIONS

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

H.l and H.2 (continued)

least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 4 within 12 hours.
The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems. In MODE 4, automatic PORV
OPERABILITY is required. See LCO 3.4.12.

SR 3.4.11.1

SR 3.4.11.1 requires verification that the pressure in the
PORV backup nitrogen system is sufficient to provide motive
force for the PORVs to cope with a steam generator tube
rupture coincident with loss of the containment Instrument
Airisystem. TRe ~req~eRcy of 7 says is bases OR operatiR§

Iinsert 1 r---* experieRce.

SR 3.4.11.2

Iinsert 1

Block valve cycling verifies that the valve(s) can be opened
and closed if needed. TRe basis for tRe ~req~eRcy of 92 says
is tRe A~M[ Case (Ref. d).

This SR is modified by two Notes. Note 1 modifies this SR by
stating that it is not required to be performed with the
block valve closed, in accordance with the Required Actions
of this LCO. Opening the block valve in this condition
increases the risk of an unisolable leak from the RCS since
the PORV is already inoperable.

Note 2 modifies this SR to allow entry into and operation in
MODE 3 prior to performing the SR. This allows the test to be
performed in MODE 3 under operating temperature and pressure
conditions, prior to entering MODE 1 or 2.

SR 3.4.11.3

(continued)Iinsert 1

SR 3.4.11.3 requires a complete cycle of each PORV.
Operating a PORV through one complete cycle ensures that the
PORV can be manually actuated for mitigation of an SGTR. This
testing is performed in MODES 3 or 4 to prevent possible RCS
pressure transients with the reactor critical. TRe ~req~eRcy

of 18 ffiORtRS is bases OR a typical ref~eliR§ cycle aRsr---* i f1S~stry acceptes practi ce.
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Pressurizer PORVs
B 3.4.11

SR 3.4.11.3 (continued)

The Note modifies this SR to allow entry into and operation
in MODE 3 prior to performing the SR. This allows the test to
be performed in MODE 3 under operating temperature and
pressure conditions, prior to entering MODE 1 or 2.

SR 3.4.11.4

Operating the solenoid control valves and check valves on
the accumulators ensures the PORV control system actuates
properly when called upon. TRe ~req~eRcy of 18 mORtRs is
eases OR a ty~ical ref~eliR§ cycle aRs tRe ~req~eRcy of tRe

Iinsert 1 r---* otRer S~rvei 11 aRces ~ses to semoRstrate PORV OP~:Rl·\IH LITY.

REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide 1.32, February 1977.

2. UFSAR, Section 15.4.

3. ASME Code for Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear Power
Plants.
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

LTOP System
B 3.4.12

SR 3.4.12.1, SR 3.4.12.2, and SR 3.4.12.3 (continued)

incapable of injecting into the RCS and the accumulator
discharge isolation valves are verified closed with power
removed from the isolation valve operator.

SR 3.4.12.3 is modified by a Note stating that the
verification is only required when accumulator pressure is
greater than the PORV 1i ft setti ng. Wi th accumul ator
pressure less than the PORV lift setting, the accumulator
cannot challenge the LTOP limits and the isolation valves
are allowed to be open.

The LHSI pumps and charging pumps are rendered incapable of
injecting into the RCS through removing the power from the
pumps by racking the breakers out under administrative
control. An alternate method of LTOP control may be employed
using at least two independent means to prevent a pump start
such that a single failure or single action will not result
in an injection into the RCS. This may be accomplished
through the pump control switch being placed in pull to lock
and at least one valve in the discharge flow path being
closed.

!Insert 1

TRC ~rcq~cRcy of 12 Ro~rs is s~fficicRt, cORsiscriR§ otRcr
iRsicatioRs aRs alarms availaslc to tRC o~crator iR tRC

~coRtrol room, to vcrify tRC rcq~ircs stat~s of tRC
cq~i~mcRt.

SR 3.4.12.4

The RCS vent of ~ 2.07 square iRCRCS is proven OPERABLE by
verifying its open condition.citRcr:

a. ORCC cvcry 12 Ro~rs for a valvc tRat is Rot lodcS.

Iinsert 1

S. ORCC cvcry d1 says for a valvc tRat is 1oclEcs, scal cs, or
scc~rcs iR ~ositioR. A rcmovcs ~rcss~rizcr safcty valvc
or slockcs O~CR PORV witR its slock valvc sisaslcs iR tRC
O~CR ~ositioR fits tRis catc§ory.

TRc ~assivc VCRt arraR§cmcRt m~st oRly SC O~CR to SC
OP[RABL[. TRis S~rvcillaRcc is rcq~ircs to SC ~crformcs if
tRC VCRt is SCiR§ ~scs to satisfy tRC ~rcss~rc rclicf
rcq~ircmcRts of tRC LCO d.Q.12s.
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

LTOP System
B 3.4.12

SR 3.4.12.5

The PORV block valve must be verified open every 72 Ro~rs to
provide the flow path for each required PORV to perform its
function when actuated. The valve may be remotely verified
open in the main control room. In addition, the PORV
keyswitch must be verified to be in the proper position to
provide the appropriated trip setpoints to the PORV
actuation logic. This Surveillance is performed if the PORV
is used to satisfy the LCO.

The block valve is a remotely controlled, motor operated
valve. The power to the valve operator is not required
removed, and the manual operator is not required locked in
the inactive position. Thus, the block valve can be closed in
the event the PORV develops excessive leakage or does not
close (sticks open) after relieving an overpressure
situati on.

Iinsert 1

lRe 72 Ro~r ~req~eAcy is cOAsidered adeq~ate iA view of
otRer admiAistrative cOAtrols available to tRe operator iA

~ tRe cOAtrol room, S~CR as valve positioA iAdicatioA aAd
al arms, tRat veri fy tRat tRe PORV bJ ock valve remai AS opeA
aAd tRe keyswitcR iA tRe proper positioA.

SR 3.4.12.6

Iinsert 1

SR 3.4.12.6 requires verification that the pressure in the
PORV backup nitrogen system is sufficient to provide motive
force for the PORVs to cope with an overpressure event. +Re
~req~eAcy of 7 days is based OA operatiA9 experieAce.

SR 3.4.12.7

Performance of a COT is required every 31 days on each t
required PORV to verify the PORV is capable of performing its
LTOP function and, as necessary, adjust its lift setpoint. A
successful test of the required contact(s) of a channel
relay may be performed by the verification of the change of
state of a single contact of the relay. This clarifies what
is an acceptable CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST of a relay. This is
acceptable because all of the other required contacts of the
relay are verified by other Technical specifications and
non-Technical Specifications tests at least once per
refueling interval with applicable extensions. The COT will
verify the setpoint is within the allowed maximum limits in
this specification. PORV actuation could depressurize the

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

REFERENCES

LTOP System
B 3.4.12

SR 3.4.12.7 (continued)

RCS and is not required. TRe J1 say freq~eRcy cORsisers
eXf3eri eRce wi tR eq~i f3 RleRt rel i aei 1i ty. ~Insert1 I
A Note has been added indicating that this SR is not required
to be performed until 12 hours after entering a condition in
which the PORV is required to be OPERABLE. The Note allows
entering the LTOP Applicability prior to performing the SR.
The 12-hour frequency considers the unlikelihood of a low
temperature overpressure event during this time.

SR 3.4.12.8

Performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION on each required PORV
actuation channel is required every 18 RlORtRS to adjust the
whole channel so that it responds and the valve opens within
the required range and accuracy to known input,~, _

~Insert 1

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix G.

2. Generic Letter 88-11.

3. UFSAR, Section 5.2.2.2.

4. 10 CFR 50, Section 50.46.

5. Generic Letter 90-06.
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RCS Operational LEAKAGE
B 3.4.13

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.13.1 (continued)

the containment sump level. It should be noted that LEAKAGE
past seals and gaskets is not pressure boundary LEAKAGE.
These leakage detection systems are specified in LCO 3.4.15,
"RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation."

Note 2 states that this SR is not applicable to primary to t
secondary LEAKAGE because LEAKAGE of 150 gallons per day
cannot be measured accurately by an RCS water inventory
balance.

lRe 72 Ro~r ~req~eRcy is a reasoRaele iRterval to treRs
I ~ Ltl\Kl\Gt aRS reco§Rizes tRe im\30rtaRce of early leaka§e

Iinsert 1 I setecti OR i R tRe \3reveRti OR of acci seRts.

SR 3.4.13.2

This SR verifies that primary to secondary LEAKAGE is less
than or equal to 150 gallons per day through anyone SG.
Satisfying the primary to secondary LEAKAGE limit ensures
that the operational LEAKAGE performance criterion in the
Steam Generator Program is met. If this SR is not met,
compliance with LCO 3.4.20, "Steam Generator Tube
Integrity, II should be evaluated. The 150 ga11 ons per day
limit is measured at room temperature as described in
Reference 5. The operational LEAKAGE rate limit applies to
LEAKAGE through anyone SG. If it is not practical to assign
the LEAKAGE to an individual SG, all the primary to secondary
LEAKAGE should be conservatively assumed to be from one SG.

The Surveillance is modified by a Note, which states that the
Surveillance is not required to be performed until 12 hours
after establishment of steady state operation. For RCS
primary to secondary LEAKAGE determination, steady state is
defined as stable RCS pressure, temperature, power level,
pressurizer and makeup tank levels, makeup and letdown, and
RCP seal injection and return flows.

lRe S~rveillaRce ~req~eRcy of 72 Ro~rs is a reasoRaele
iRterval to treRs \3rimary to secoRsary LtAKAGt aRs

I
insert 1 I ~ reco§Rizes tRe im\30rtaRce of early leaka§e setectioR iR tRe

I \3reveRtioR of acciseRts. The primary to secondary LEAKAGE is
determined using continuous process radiation monitors or
radiochemical grab sampling in accordance with the EPRI
guidelines (Ref. 5).
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RCS PIV Leakage
B 3.4.14

BASES

ACTIONS A.1
(continued)

Required Action A.1 requires that RCS PIV leakage be
restored to within limit within 4 hours. Four hours provides
time to reduce leakage in excess of the allowable limit. The
4 hour Completion Time allows the actions and restricts the
operation with leaking isolation valves.

B.1 and B.2

If leakage cannot be reduced the unit must be brought to a
MODE in which the requirement does not apply. To achieve this
status, the unit must be brought to MODE 3 within 6 hours and
MODE 5 within 36 hours. This Action may reduce the leakage
and also reduces the potential for a LOCA outside the
containment. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable
based on operating experience, to reach the required unit
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.14.1

Performance of leakage testing on the affected RCS PIV or
isolation valve used to satisfy Required Action A.1 is
required to verify that leakage is below the specified limit
and to identify each leaking valve. The leakage limit of
0.5 gpm per inch of nominal valve diameter up to 5 gpm
maximum applies to each valve. Leakage testing requires a
stable pressure condition. Leakage may be measured
indirectly (as from the performance of pressure indicators)
to satisfy ALARA requirements if supported by calculations
verifying that the method is capable of demonstrating valve
compliance with the leakage criteria.

For the two PIVs in series, the leakage requirement applies
to each valve individually and not to the combined leakage
across both valves. If the PIVs are not individually leakage
tested, one valve may have failed completely and not be
detected if the other valve in series meets the leakage
requirement. In this situation, the protection provided by
redundant valves would be lost.

Iinsert 1
TestiA~ is ts ee ~erfsrffie8 every 18 ffiSAtRS, a ty~ical

reft:ieli I'l~ eyel e, if the t:il'li t e1ees I'let ~e i I'lte rmDE 5 fer at
least 7 days. The 18 mel'lth Frequency is cSAsisteAt with
10 erR SO.SSa(g) (Ref. 7) as eentailied i" the Inse'viee

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

REFERENCES

RCS PIV Leakage
B 3.4.14

SR 3.4.14.1 (continued)

Te~tin~ Pre~raffi, is within frequency allowed by the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code (Ref. 6), aR8 is
Basee en tRe Reed te ~erferm S~CR s~rveillances ~neer tRe
condi tions tllat apply dut'ing an outage and tile potential fOr'
an ~n~lannee transient if tRe S~l"veillanee were ~erf6rmee

wi til tile reactor at power.

In addition, testing must be performed once after the valve
has been opened by flow or exercised to ensure tight
reseating. PIVs disturbed in the performance of this
Surveillance should also be tested unless documentation
shows that an infinite testing loop cannot practically be
avoided. Testing must be performed within 24 hours after the
valve has been reseated. Within 24 hours is a reasonable and
practical time limit for performing this test after opening
or reseating a valve.

The leakage limit is to be met at the RCS pressure associated
with MODES 1 and 2. This permits leakage testing at high
differential pressures with stable conditions not possible
in the MODES with lower pressures. If testing cannot be
performed at these pressures, testing can be performed at
lower pressures and scaled to operating pressure.

Entry into MODES 3 and 4 is allowed if needed to establish
the necessary differential pressures and stable conditions
to a11 ow for performance of thi s Survei11 ance,' The Note that
allows this provision is complementary to the Frequency of
prior to entry into MODE 2 whenever the unit has been in
MODE 5 for 7 days or more, if leakage testing has not been
performed in the previous 9 months. In addition, this
Surveillance is not required to be performed on any RCS PIVs
in the RHR System flow path when the RHR System is aligned to
the RCS in the shutdown cooling mode of operation. PIVs
contained in the RHR shutdown cooling flow path that are
required to be tested must be leakage rate tested after RHR
is secured and stable unit conditions and the necessary
differential pressures are established.

1. 10 CFR 50.2.

2. 10 CFR 50.55a(c).

3. UFSAR, Section 3.1.48.1.
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.15

BASES

ACTIONS

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

B.1.1, B.1.2, and B.2 (continued)

With a sample obtained and analyzed or water inventory
balance performed every 24 hours, the reactor may be
operated for up to 30 days to allow restoration of the
required containment atmosphere radioactivity monitors.

The 24 hour interval provides periodic information that is
adequate to detect leakage. A Note is added allowing that
SR 3.4.13.1 is not required to be performed until 12 hours
after establishing steady state operation (stable
temperature, power level, pressurizer and makeup tank
levels, makeup and letdown, and RCP seal injection and
return flow). The 12 hour allowance provides sufficient time
to collect and process all necessary data after stable unit
conditions are established. The 30 day Completion Time
recognizes at least one other form of leakage detection is
available.

C.1 and C.2

If a Required Action of Condition A or B cannot be met, the
unit must be brought to a MODE in which the requirement does
not apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be brought
to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within
36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based
on operating experience, to reach the required unit
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging unit systems.

D.1

With all required monitors inoperable, no required automatic
means of monitoring leakage are available, and immediate
unit shutdown in accordance with LCO 3.0.3 is required.

SR 3.4.15.1

SR 3.4.15.1 requires the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK of
the required containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor.
The check gives reasonable confidence that the channel is
operating properly. TRe ~req~eRcy of 12 Ro~rs is bases OR
iRstr~ffieRt reliability aRs is reasoRable for setectiR§ off

Iinsert 1 r----* Rorffial CORsi ti ORS.
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RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.15

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

Iinsert 1

SR 3.4.15.2

SR 3.4.15.2 requires the performance of a COT eve,} 9E days
on the required containment atmosphere radioactivity
monitor. The test ensures that the monitor can perform its
function in the desi~ed manner. The test verifies the alarm
setpoint and relative accuracy of the instrument string. +Re
pre~~eRcy is Bases OR tRe staff recommeRsatioR for

~iRcreasiR~ tRe availaBility of rasiatioR mORitors accorsiR~

to NYR[G 13ee (Ref. 3).

SR 3.4.15.3 and SR 3.4.15.4

These SRs require the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION
for each of the RCS leakage detection instrumentation
channels. The calibration verifies the accuracy of the
instrument string, including the instruments located inside
containment. TRe fre~~eRcy of 18 mORtRs is a ty~ical ~

ref~eliR~ cycle aRs cORsisers cRaRRel reliaBility. A~aiR,

I ~o~eratiR~ ex~erience has proven that this Frequency is
Iinsert 1 I acceptable.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 3.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.45, dated May, 1973.

3. NUREG-1366, dated December, 1992.
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BASES

ACTIONS

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.16

A.1 and A.2 (continued)

The DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 must be restored to within limits
within 48 hours. The Completion Time of 48 hours is
required, if the limit violation resulted from normal iodine
spiking.

B.1

With the gross specific activity in excess of the allowed
limit, the unit must be placed in a MODE in which the
requirement does not apply.

The change within 6 hours to MODE 3 and RCS average
temperature < 500°F lowers the saturation pressure of the
reactor coolant below the setpoints of the main steam safety
valves and prevents venting the SG to the environment in an
SGTR event. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3
below 5000E from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging unit systems.

C.1

If a Required Action and the associated Completion Time of
Condition A is not met or if the DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 is in
the unacceptable region of Figure 3.4.16-1, the reactor must
be brought to MODE 3 with RCS average temperature < 500°F
within 6 hours. The Completion Time of 6 hours is
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3
below 500°F from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging unit systems.

SR 3.4.16.1

SR 3.4.16.1 requires performing a gamma isotopic analysis as
a measure of the gross specific activity of the reactor
coolant at least DAce every 7 says. While basically a
quantitative measure of radionuclides with half lives longer
than 15 minutes, excluding iodines, this measurement is the
sum of the degassed gamma activities and the gaseous gamma
activities in the sample taken. This Surveillance provides
an indication of any increase in gross specific activity.

(continued)
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BASES

ACTIONS
(continued)

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.16

to the significant conservatism incorporated into the
specific activity limit, the low probability of an event
which is limiting due to exceeding this limit, and the
ability to restore transient-specific activity excursions
while the plant remains at, or proceeds to, power operation.

B.1

With the DOSE EQUIVALENT XE-133 greater than the LCO limit,
DOSE EQUIVALENT XE-133 must be restored to within limit
within 48 hours. The allowed Completion Time of 48 hours is
acceptable since it is expected that, if there were a noble
gas spike, the normal coolant noble gas concentration would
be restored within this time period. Also, there is a low
probability of a SLB or SGTR occurring during this time
period.

A Note permits that the use of the provisions of LCO 3.0.4.c.
This allowance permits entry into the applicable MODE(S),
relying on Required Action B.1 while the DOSE EQUIVALENT XE
133 LCO limit is not met. This allowance is acceptable due to
significant conservatism incorporated into the specific
activity limit, the low probability of an event which is
limiting due to exceeding this limit, and the ability to
restore transient-specific activity excursions while the
plant remains at, or proceeds to, power operation.

C.1 and C.2

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of
Condition A or B is not met, or if the DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131
is > 60.0 ~Ci/gm, the reactor must be brought to MODE 3
within 6 hours and MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner an without challenging
plant systems.

SR 3.4.16.1

SR 3.4.16.1 requires performing a gamma isotopic analysis as
a measure of the noble gas specific activity of the reactor
coolant at lea3t once every 7 days. This measurement is the
sum of the degassed gamma activities and the gaseous gamma

(continued)
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.16

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

activities in the sample taken. This Surveillance provides
an indication of any increase in the noble gas specific
acti vity.

Iinsert 1

Trending the results of this Surveillance allows proper
remedial action to be taken before reaching the LCO limit
under normal operating conditions. TIle 7 day Frequency
caAsi~ers t~e law ~ra~a~ility at a §rass t~el tail~re ~~riAg

~tlIiS tillie.

Due to the inherent difficulty in detecting Kr-85 in a
reactor coolant sample due to masking from radioisotopes
within similar decay energies, such as F-18 and 1-134, it is
acceptable to include the minimum detectable activity for
Kr-85 in the SR 3.4.16.1 calculation. If a specific noble
gas nuclide listed in the definition of DOSE EQUIVALENT XE
133 is not detected, it should be assumed to be present at
the minimum detectable activity.

SR 3.4.16.2

This Surveillance is performed to ensure iodine specific
activity remains within the LCO limit during normal
operation and following fast power changes when iodine
spiking is more apt to occur. TRe 1~ ~ay Fre~~eAcy is

I ~ase~Yate ts treRs ERaR~es iR tRe issiRe aEtivity level,
~~~~~ ESRsiseriR~ Rsele ~as aEtivity is mSRitsres every 7 says.

The Frequency, between 2 and 6 hours after a power change
~ 15% RTP within a 1 hour period, is established because the
iodine levels peak during this time following the iodine
spike initiation; samples at other times would provide
accurate results.

Iinsert 1
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BASES

ACTIONS

RCS Loop Isolation Valves
B 3.4.17

B.1. B.2. and B.3 (continued)

resulting in positive reactivity insertion. The Completion
Time of Required Action B.1 allows time for borating the
operating loops to a shutdown boration level such that the
unit can be brought to MODE 3 within 6 hours and MODE 5
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable. based on operating experience. to reach the
required unit conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.17.1

The Surveillance is performed to ensure that the RCS loop
isolation valves are open prior to removing power from the
isolation valve operator. There is no remote position
indication available after power is removed from the valve
operators. The valves will maintain their last position when
power is removed for the valve operator.

SR 3.4.17.2

Iinsert 1

The primary function of this Surveillance is to ensure that
power is removed from the valve operators. since SR 3.4.4.1
of LCO 3.4.4. "RCS Loops-MODES 1 and 2. II ensures that the
loop isolation valves are open by verifying every 12 Ro~rs

that all loops are operating and circulating reactor
coolant. TRe ~re~~eRcy of d1 says eRs~res tRat tRe re~~ires

flow will remaiR available. is bases OR eR9iReeriR9
j~s9meRt. aRS Ras ~roveR to be acce~table. O~eratiR9

~e*~erieRce Ras SROWR tRat tRe fail~re rate is 50 low tRat tRe
d1 say ~re~~eRcy is j~stifies.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR. Section 15.2.6.
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BASES

ACTIONS

RCS Loops-Test Exceptions
B 3.4.19

A.l

When THERMAL POWER is ~ the P-7 interlock setpoint 10%, the
only acceptable action is to ensure the reactor trip
breakers (RTBs) are opened immediately in accordance with
Required Action A.l to prevent operation of the fuel beyond
its design limits. Opening the RTBs will shut down the
reactor and prevent operation of the fuel outside of its
design limits.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.19.1

Iinsert 1

Verification that the power level is < the P-7 interlock
setpoint (10%) will ensure that the fuel design criteria are
not violated during the performance of the PHYSICS TESTS.
TRe Fre~~eRcy of ORce ~er Ro~r is ase~~ate to eRs~re tRat tRe
~ower level soes Rot excees tRe limit. URit o~eratioRs are
CORs~ctes slowly s~riR~ tRe ~erformaRce of P~YSICS T[STS aRs

~moRitoriR~ tRe ~ower level ORce ~er Ro~r is s~fficieRt to
eRs~re tRat tRe ~ower level soes Rot excees tRe limit.

SR 3.4.19.2

The power range and intermediate range neutron detectors,
P-I0, and P-13 interlock setpoint must be verified to be
OPERABLE and adjusted to the proper value. The Low Power
Reactor Trips Block, P-7 interlock, is actuated from either
the Power Range Neutron Flux, P-I0, or the Turbine Impulse
Chamber Pressure, P-13 interlock. The P-7 interlock is a
logic Function with train, not channel identity. A COT is
performed prior to initiation of the PHYSICS TESTS. A
successful test of the required contact(s) of a channel
relay may be performed by the verification of the change of
state of a single contact of the relay. This clarifies what
is an acceptable CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST of a relay. This is
acceptable because all of the other required contacts of the
relay are verified by other Technical Specifications and
non-Technical Specifications tests at least once per
refueling interval with applicable extensions. This will
ensure that the RTS is properly aligned to provide the
required degree of core protection during the performance of
the PHYSICS TESTS. The SR 3.3.1.8 Frequency is sufficient
for the power range and intermediate range neutron detectors
to ensure that the instrumentation is OPERABLE before
initiating PHYSICS TESTS.
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Accumulators
B 3.5.1

BASES

ACTIONS B.1
(continued)

If one accumulator is inoperable for a reason other than
boron concentration, the accumulator must be returned to
OPERABLE status within 1 hour. In this Condition, the
required contents of two accumulators cannot be assumed to
reach the core during a large break LOCA. Due to the severity
of the consequences should a large break LOCA occur in these
conditions, the 1 hour Completion Time to open the valve,
remove power to the valve, or restore the proper water volume
or nitrogen cover pressure ensures that prompt action will
be taken to return the inoperable accumulator to OPERABLE
status. The Completion Time minimizes the time the unit is
exposed to a LOCA under these conditions.

C.1 and C.2

If the accumulator cannot be returned to OPERABLE status
within the associated Completion Time, the unit must be
brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve
this status, the unit must be brought to MODE 3 within
6 hours and RCS pressure reduced to ~ 1000 psig within
12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based
on operating experience, to reach the required unit
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging unit systems.

D.1

If more than one accumulator is inoperable, the unit is in a
condition outside the accident analyses; therefore,
LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immediately.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.5.1.1

Each accumulator isolation valve should be verified to be
fully open every 12 Ro~rs. This verification ensures that
the accumulators are available for injection and ensures
timely discovery if a valve should be less than fully open.
If an isolation valve is not fully open, the rate of
injection to the RCS would be reduced. Although a motor
operated valve position should not change with power
removed, a closed valve could result in not meeting accident
analyses assumptions. TRis ~req~eAcy is cOAsiaerea
reasoAaele iA view of otRer aaffiiAistrative cOAtrols tRat

Iinsert1 r---*eAs~re a ffiisl3ositioAea isolatioA valve is ~Alil(ely.
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Accumulators
B 3.5.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

!Insert 1

Iinsert 1

SR 3.5.1.2 and SR 3.5.1.3

[very 12 Re~rs, 10rated water volume and nitrogen cover
pressure are verified for each accumulator. IRis Freq~eRcy

is s~fficieRt te eRs~re aseq~ate iRjectieR s~riR9 a LQCA.
Qeca~se ef tRe static sesi9R ef tRe acc~m~later, a 12 Re~r

~ Freq~eRcy ~s~ally allews tRe eperater te iseRtify cRaRges
befere limits are reacRes. QperatiR9 experieRce Ras sRewR
tRis Freq~eRcy te be apprepriate fer early setectieR aRs
cerrectieR ef eff Rermal treRss.

SR 3.5.1.4

The boron concentration should be verified to be within
required limits for each accumulator everyJ1 says since the
static design of the accumulators limits the ways in which
the concentration can be changed. IRe J1 say Freq~eRcy is 11
aseq~ate te iseRtify cRaRges tRat ce~ls ecc~r frem

I ~mecRaRisms s~CR as stratificatieR er iRleakage. Sampling the
~ affected accumulator within 6 hours after a 50% increase of

indicated level will identify whether inleakage has caused a
reduction in boron concentration to below the required
limit. It is not necessary to verify boron concentration if
the added water inventory is from the refueling water
storage tank (RWST), because the water contained in the RWST
is within the accumulator boron concentration requirements.
This is consistent with the recommendation of NUREG-1366
(Ref. 3).

Although the run of piping between the two accumulator
discharge check valves is credited in demonstrating
compliance with Technical Specification 3.5.1 minimum
accumulator volume requirement, the minimum boron
concentration requirement does not apply to this run of
piping. Applicable accident analyses have explicitly
considered in-leakage from the RCS, and the resulting
reduction in boron concentration in this run of piping,
which is not sampled.

SR 3.5.1.5

Verification every J1 says that power is removed from each
accumulator isolation valve operator when the RCS pressure
is 2 2000 psig ensures that an active failure could not
result in the closure of an accumulator motor operated
isolation valve. If this were to occur, only one accumulator
would be available for injection given a single failure

(continued)
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Accumulators
B 3.5.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.5.1.5 (continued)

coincident with a LOCA. SiAce ~owe~ is ~effiOYee ~Aee~

aeffiiAi5t~atiYe cOAt~ol, tRe dl eay ~~e~~eAcy will ~~oYiee

Iinsert 1 r---* aee~~ate a55~~aAce tRat ~owe~ i 5 ~effiOYee.

This SR allows power to be supplied to the motor operated
isolation valves when RCS pressure is < 2000 psig, thus
allowing operational flexibility by avoiding unnecessary
delays to manipulate the breakers during unit startups or
shutdowns.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 6 and Chapter 15.

2. 10 CFR 50.46.

3. NUREG-1366, February 1990.
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

ECCS-Operating
B 3.5.2

SR 3.5.2.1

Verification of proper valve position ensures that the flow
path from the ECCS pumps to the RCS is maintained.
Misalignment of these valves could render both ECCS trains
inoperable. Securing these valves in position by removal of
power or by key locking the control in the correct position
ensures that they cannot change position as a result of an
active failure or be inadvertently misaligned. These valves
are of the type that can disable the function of both ECCS
trains and invalidate the accident analyses. A 12 Ro~r

~re~~eRcy is cORsidered reasoRasle iR view of otRer
I ~admiRistrative cORtrols tRat will eRs~re a mis~ositioRed

Iinsert1 I valve is ~Rlikely.

SR 3.5.2.2

Iinsert 1

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated,
and automatic valves in the ECCS flow paths provides
assurance that the proper flow paths will exist for ECCS
operation. This SR does not apply to valves that are locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in position, since these were
verified to be in the correct position prior to locking,
sealing, or securing. A valve that receives an actuation
signal is allowed to be in a nonaccident position provided
the valve will automatically reposition within the proper
stroke time. This Surveillance does not require any testing
or valve manipulation. Rather, it involves verification that
those valves capable of being mispositioned are in the
correct position. TRe 31 day Ffe~~efley is a~~fe~fiate

beea~~e tne valves are o~erated ~Rder admiRistrative
cORtrol, aRd aR im~ro~er valve ~ositioR wo~ld oRly affect a
siR9le traiR. TRis ~re~~eRcy Ras seeR SROWR to se acce~tasle

tRro~9R o~eratiR9 e*~erieRce.

SR 3.5.2.3

With the exception of the operating charging pump, the ECCS
pumps are normally in a standby nonoperating mode. As such,
some flow path piping has the potential to develop pockets of
entrained gases. Plant operating experience and analysis has
shown that after proper system filling (following
maintenance or refueling outages), some entrained
noncondensable gases remain. These gases will form small
voids, which remain stable in the system in both normal and
transient operation. Mechanisms postulated to increase the

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

ECCS-Operating
B 3.5.2

SR 3.5.2.3 (continued)

void size are gradual in nature, and the system is operated
in accordance with procedures to preclude growth in these
voids.

Periodic surveillance testing of ECCS pumps is required by ~

the ASME Code. This type of testing may be accomplished by
measuring the pump developed head at only one point of the
pump characteristic curve. This testing is performed at low
flow conditions during quarterly tests and near design flow
conditions at least once every 24 months, as required by the
Code. The quarterly test will detect gross degradation
caused by impeller structural damage or other hydraulic
component problems, but is not a good indicator of expected
pump performance at high flow conditions. Both tests verify
that the measured performance is within an acceptable
tolerance of the original pump baseline performance.
Additionally, the 24-month comprehensive test verifies thatr
the test flow is greater than or equal to the performance
assumed in the safety analysis. Due to limitations in system
design, the 24-month test is performed during refueling
outages. SRs are specified in the Inservice Testing Program,

(continued)
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ECCS-Operating
B 3.5.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.5.2.4 (continued)

which encompasses the ASME Code. The ASME Code provides the
activities and Frequencies necessary to satisfy the
requirements.

SR 3.5.2.5 and SR 3.5.2.6

Iinsert 1

Iinsert 1

Iinsert 1

These Surveillances demonstrate that each automatic ECCS
valve actuates to the required position on an actual or
simulated SI signal and that each ECCS pump capable of
starting automatically starts on receipt of an actual or
simulated SI signal. This Surveillance is not required for
valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in the
required position under administrative controls. +Re
18 ffiORtR ~re~~eRcy is bases OR tRe Rees to perforffi tRese
g~rYeillaRces ~Rser tRe cORsitioRS tRat apply s~riR9 a ~Rit

~0~tage aRs tRe poteRtial for ~RplaRRes ~Rit traRsieRts if
tRe g~rYeillaRces were perforffies witR tRe reactor at power.

rRe 18 ffiORtR ~re~~eRcy is also acceptable bases OR
cORsiseratioR of tRe sesi9R reliability (aRs cORfirffiiR9
operatiR9 experieRce) of tRe e~~ipffieRt. rRe act~atioR 109ic
is testes as part of [g~ Act~atioR gysteffi testiR9, aRs
e~~ipffieRt perforffiaRce is ffioRitores as part of tRe IRserYice
restiR9 Pro9raffi.

SR 3.5.2.7

Proper throttle valve position is necessary for proper ECCS
performance and to prevent pump runout and subsequent
component damage. The Surveillance verifies each listed ECCS
throttle valve is secured in the correct position.-+Re
18 ffiORtR ~re~~eRcy is bases OR tRe saffie reasORs as tRose

~states iR gR d.a.2.a aRs gR d.a.2.e.

SR 3.5.2.8

Periodic inspections of the containment sump components ~

ensure that they are unrestricted and stay in proper 1
operating condition. rRe 18 ffiORtR ~re~~eRcy is bases OR tRe
Rees to perforffi tRi 5 g~r\!ei 11 aRce ~Rser tRe CORsi ti ORS tRat
apply s~riR9 a ~Rit 0~tage aRs OR tRe Rees to Raye access to
tRe 10catioR. rRis ~re~~eRcy Ras beeR fO~RS to be s~fficieRt

~to se~ect abRorffial se9rasatioR aRs is cORfirffies by operatiR9
expen eRce.
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RWST
B 3.5.4

BASES

ACTIONS B.1
(continued)

With the RWST inoperable for reasons other than Condition A
(e.g., water volume), it must be restored to OPERABLE status
withi n 1 hour.

In this Condition, neither the ECCS nor the Quench Spray
System can perform its design function. Therefore, prompt
action must be taken to restore the tank to OPERABLE status
or to place the unit in a MODE in which the RWST is not
required. The short time limit of 1 hour to restore the RWST
to OPERABLE status is based on this condition simultaneously
affecting redundant trains.

C.1 and C.2

If the RWST cannot be returned to OPERABLE status within the
associated Completion Time, the unit must be brought to a
MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status,
the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours
and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times
are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required unit conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.5.4.1

The RWST borated water temperature should be verified~
2q Ro~rs to be within the limits assumed in the accident
analyses band. TRis ~req~eRcy is s~fficieRt to ideRtify a
tem~erat~re cRaR§e tRat wo~ld a~~roacR eitRer limit aRd Ras

!Insert 1 r--* beeR SRQ'".'R to be acce~tabl e tRro~§R o~erati R§ ex~erieRce.

SR 3.5.4.2

The RWST water volume should be verified e¥e~y 7 days to be
above the required minimum level in order to ensure that a
sufficient initial supply is available for injection and to
support continued ECCS and Recirculation Spray System pump
operation on recirculation. SiRce tRe RWST vol~me is
Rormally stable aRd is ~rotected by aR alarm, a 7 day

I ~~req~eRcy is a~~ro~riate aRd Ras beeR SROWR to be acce~table

Iinsert 1 I tRro~§R o~erati R§ ex~eri eRce.
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RWST
B 3.5.4

BASES

SR 3.5.4.3

The boron concentration of the RWST should be verified e~
7 says to be within the required limits. This SR ensures that
the reactor will remain subcritical following a LOCA.
Further, it assures that the resulting sump pH will be
maintained in an acceptable range so that boron
precipitation in the core will not occur and the effect of
chloride and caustic stress corrosion on mechanical systems
and components will be minimized. SiRce tRe RWST vel~me is
ReFmally staBle, a 7 say sam~liR§ Vre~~eRcy te veFify BOFOR

~~~-'I ~ cORceRtFatioR is a~~FO~Fiate aRe Ras BeeR SROWR te Be
~ acce~taBle tRFO~§R o~eFatiR§ ex~eFieRce.Iinsert1

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 6 and Chapter 15.
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BASES

APPLICABILITY
(continued)

ACTIONS

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Seal Injection Flow
B 3.5.5

injection flow is less critical as a result of the lower
initial RCS pressure and decay heat removal requirements in
these MODES. Therefore, RCP seal injection flow must be
limited in MODES 1, 2, and 3 to ensure adequate ECCS
performance.

A.1

With the seal injection flow exceeding its limit, the amount
of charging flow available to the RCS may be reduced or,
following a LOCA, pump runout could occur. Under this
Condition, action must be taken to restore the flow to below
its limit. The operator has 4 hours from the time the flow is
known to be above the limit to correctly position the manual
valves and thus be in compliance with the accident analysis.
The Completion Time minimizes the potential exposure of the
unit to a LOCA with insufficient injection flow and provides
a reasonable time to restore seal injection flow within
limits. This time is conservative with respect to the
Completion Times of other ECCS LCOs; it is based on operating
experience and is sufficient for taking corrective actions
by operations personnel.

B.1 and B.2

When the Required Actions cannot be completed within the
required Completion Time, a controlled shutdown must be
initiated. The Completion Time of 6 hours for reaching
MODE 3 from MODE 1 is a reasonable time for a controlled
shutdown, based on operating experience and normal cooldown
rates, and does not challenge unit safety systems or
operators. Continuing the unit shutdown begun in Required
Action B.1, an additional 6 hours is a reasonable time,
based on operating experience and normal cooldown rates, to
reach MODE 4, where this LCO is no longer applicable.

SR 3.5.5.1

Verification every ~1 says that the manual seal injection
throttle valves are adjusted to give a flow within the limit
ensures that proper manual seal injection throttle valve
position, and hence, proper seal injection flow, is
maintained. TRe ~req~eRcy of 31 days is eased OR eR9iReeriR9

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Iinsert 1

REFERENCES

Seal Injection Flow
B 3.5.5

SR 3.5.5.1 (continued)

jYB~meRt aRB is cORsisteRt witR otRer tCCS valve
SYrveillaRce fre~YeRCies. TRe fre~YeRcy Ras ~roveR to se
acce~tasle tRrOY~R o~eratiR~ ex~erieRce.

As noted, the Surveillance is not required to be performed
until 4 hours after the RCS pressure has stabilized within a
± 20 psi range of normal operating pressure. The RCS
pressure requirement is specified since this configuration
will produce the required pressure conditions necessary to
assure that the manual valves are set correctly. The
exception is limited to 4 hours to ensure that the
Surveillance is timely.

1. UFSAR, Chapter 6 and Chapter 15.
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BASES

ACTIONS
(continued)

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Iinsert 1

BIT
B 3.5.6

B.1, B.2, and B.3

When Required Action A.1 cannot be completed within the
required Completion Time, a controlled shutdown should be
initiated. Six hours is a reasonable time, based on
operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power
conditions and to be borated to the required SDM without
challenging unit systems or operators. Borating to the
required SDM assures that the unit is in a safe condition,
without need for any additional boration.

After determining that the BIT is inoperable and the
Required Actions of B.1 and B.2 have been completed, the
tank must be returned to OPERABLE status within 7 days.
These actions ensure that the unit will not be operated with
an inoperable BIT for a lengthy period of time. It should be
noted, however, that changes to applicable MODES cannot be
made until the BIT is restored to OPERABLE status, except as
provided by LCO 3.0.4.

C.1

Even though the RCS has been borated to a safe and stable
condition as a result of Required Action B.2, either the BIT
must be restored to OPERABLE status (Required Action C.1) or
the unit must be placed in a condition in which the BIT is
not required (MODE 4). The 12 hour Completion Time to reach
MODE 4 is reasonable, based on operating experience and
normal cooldown rates, and does not challenge unit safety
systems or operators.

SR 3.5.6.1

Verification every 2q Re~rs that the BIT water te erature
is at or above the specified minimum temperature is freq~eRt

eRe~§R4e identify a temperature change that would approach
the acceptable limit. The solution temperature is also
monitored by an alarm that provides further assurance of
protection against low temperature. IRis ~req~eRcy Ras seeR
sReWR te se acce~tasle tRre~§R e~eratiR§ ex~erieRce.
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BIT
B 3.5.6

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

!Insert 1

Verification every 7 says that the boron concentration of
the BIT is within the required band ensures that the reactor
remains subcritical following a LOCA; it limits return to
power following an MSLB, and maintains the resulting sump pH
in an acceptable range so that boron precipitation will not
occur in the core. In addition, the effect of chloride and
caustic stress corrosion on mechanical systems and
components will be minimized.

The BIT is in a recirculation loop that provides continuous
circulation of the boric acid solution through the BIT and
the boric acid tank (BAT). There are a number of points along
the recirculation loop where local samples can be taken. The
actual location used to take a sample of the solution is
specified in the unit Surveillance procedures. Sampling from
the BAT to verify the concentration of the BIT is not
recommended, since this sample may not be homogenous and the
boron concentration of the two tanks may differ.

Jlnsert 1

REFERENCES

>
The sample should be taken from the B1T or from a point in
the flow path of the BIT recirculation loop.

1. UFSAR, Chapter 6 and Chapter 15.
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.2

SR 3.6.2.1

Maintaining containment air locks OPERABLE requires
compliance with the leakage rate test requirements of
TS 5.5.15 con. tainment Leakage Rate Testing Program. This SR{
reflects the overall air lock leakage rate testing
acceptance criteria with regard to air lock leakage (Type B
leakage tests). The acceptance criteria were established
during initial air lock and containment OPERABILITY testing.
The periodic testing requirements verify that the air lock
leakage limits do not exceed the allowed fraction of the {
overall containment leakage rate required by the Technical
Specifications. The Frequency is required by the Containment
Leakage Rate Testing Program.

The SR has been modified by two Notes. Note 1 states that an
inoperable air lock door does not invalidate the previous
successful performance of the overall air lock leakage test.
This is considered reasonable since either air lock door is
capable of providing a fission product barrier in the event
of a DBA. Note 2 has been added to this SR requiring the
results to be evaluated against the acceptance criteria
which are applicable to SR 3.6.1.1. This ensures that air
lock leakage is properly accounted for in determining the
combined Type Band C containment leakage rate.

SR 3.6.2.2

The air lock interlock is designed to prevent simultaneous
opening of both doors in a single air lock. Since both the
inner and outer doors of an air lock are designed to
withstand the maximum expected post accident containment
pressure, closure of either door will support containment
OPERABILITY. Thus, the door interlock feature supports
containment OPERABILITY while the air lock is being used for
personnel transit in and out of the containment. Periodic
testing of this interlock demonstrates that the interlock
will function as designed and that simultaneous opening of
the inner and outer doors will not inadvertently occur when
combined with administrative procedures. D~e to tRO ~~roly

mocRaRical Rat~ro of tRis iRtorlock, aR~ giVOR tRat tRO
iRtorlock mocRaRism is Rot Rormally cRalloRgo~ WROR tRO
€eRtaiRmoRt ~oor is ~so~ for oRtry aR~ oxit (~roco~~ros

ro~~iro strict a~RoroRco to siRglo ~oor o~oRiRg), tRis tost
is oRly ro~~iro~ to so ~orformo~ ovory 24 mORtRs. TRo
24 mORtR ~ro~~oRcy is saso~ OR tRO ROO~ to ~orform tRis
~rvoillaRco ~R~or tRO cOR~itioRS tRat a~~ly ~~riRg a ~Rit

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Iinsert 1

REFERENCES

Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.2

SR 3.6.2.2 (continued)

s~ta~e, aRS tRe ~steRtial fsr lsss sf cSRtaiRffieRt
OP[RAgILITY if tRe ~~rveillaRce were ~erfsrffies witR tRe
reactsr at ~swer. O~eratiR~ ex~erieRce Ras SRSWR tRese
cSffi~sReRts ~s~ally ~ass tRe ~~rve1llaRce wReR ~erfsrffies at
tRe 24 ffiSRtR ~re~~eRcy. TRe 24 ffiSRtR ~re~~eRcy is alss bases
SR eR~iReeriR~ j~s~ffieRt aRs is cSRsiseres ase~~ate ~iveR

tRat tRe iRterlsck is RSt cRalleR~es s~riR~ ~se sf tRe air
~

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, Option B.

2. UFSAR, Section 6.2.

3. UFSAR, Chapter 15.
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Containment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.6.3.1 (continued)

Iinsert 1

boundary is within design limits. This SR does not require
any testing or valve manipulation. Rather, it involves
verification, through a system walkdown, that those
containment isolation valves outside containment and capable
of being mispositioned are in the correct position.~
verificatioR of valve positioR for cORtaiRffieRt isolatioR
valves o~tsise cORtaiRffieRt is relatively easy, tRe Jl say

~fre~~eRCY is bases OR eRgiReeriRg j~sgffieRt aRs was cRoseR to
provise asses ass~raRce of tRe correct positioRS. The SR
specifies that containment isolation valves that are open
under administrative controls are not required to meet the
SR during the time the valves are open. This SR does not
apply to valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise
secured in the closed position, since these were verified to
be in the correct position upon locking, sealing, or
securing.

The Note applies to valves and blind flanges located in high
radiation areas and allows these devices to be verified
closed by use of administrative means. Allowing verification
by administrative means is considered acceptable, since
access to these areas is typically restricted during
MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4 for ALARA reasons. Therefore, the
probability of misalignment of these containment isolation
valves, once they have been verified to be in the proper
position, is small. .

SR 3.6.3.2

This SR requires verification that each containment
isolation manual valve and blind flange located inside
containment and not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured and
required to be closed during accident conditions is closed.
The SR helps to ensure that post accident leakage of
radioactive fluids or gases outside of the containment
boundary is within design limits. For containment isolation
valves inside containment, the Frequency of "prior to
entering MODE 4 from MODE 5 if not performed within the
previous 92 days" is appropriate since these containment
isolation valves are operated under administrative controls
and the probability of their misalignment is low. The SR
specifies that containment isolation valves that are open
under administrative controls are not required to meet the
SR during the time they are open. This SR does not apply to

(continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

Iinsert1 ~

SR 3.6.3.5

Automatic containment isolation valves close on a
containment isolation signal to prevent leakage of
radioactive material from containment following a DBA. This
SR ensures that each automatic power operated containment
isolation valve will actuate to its isolation position on a
containment isolation signal. Check valves which are
containment isolation valves are not considered automatic
valves for the purpose of this Surveillance as they do not
receive a containment isolation signal. This Surveillance is
not required for valves that are locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in the required position under
administrative controls. TRe 18 mORtR fre~~eRcy is eased OR
tRe Reed to ~erform tRis S~rveillaRce ~Rder tRe cORditioRS
tRat a~~ly d~riR§ a ~Rit o~ta§e aRd tRe ~oteRtial for aR
~R~laRRed traRsieRt if tRe S~rveillaRce were ~erformed witR
tRe reactor at ~ower. O~eratiR§ ex~erieRce Ras SROWR tRat
tRese com~oReRts ~s~ally ~ass tRis S~rveillaRce wReR
~erformed at tRe 18 mORtR fre~~eRcy. TRerefore, tRe
fre~~eRcy was cORcl~ded to ee acce~taele from a reliaeility
staRd~oiRt.

SR 3.6.3.6

Iinsert 1

REFERENCES

The check valves that serve a containment isolation function
are weight or spring loaded to provide positive closure in
the direction of flow. This ensures that these check valves
will remain closed when the inside containment atmosphere
returns to subatmospheric conditions following a DBA.
SR 3.6.3.6 verifies the operation of the check valves that
are not testable during unit operation. TRe fre~~eRcy of
18 mORtRs is eased OR S~CR factors as tRe iRaccessieility of
tRese valves, tRe fact tRat tRe ~Rit m~stee SR~t dOWR to

~~erform tRe tests, aRd tRe s~ccessf~l res~lts of tRe tests OR
aR 18 mORtR easis d~riR§ ~ast ~Rit o~eratioR.

1. UFSAR, Chapter 15.

2. Technical Requirements Manual.

3. Standard Review Plan 6.2.4.

4. UFSAR, Section 6.2.4.2.
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Containment Pressure
B 3.6.4

BASES

B.l and B.2

If containment air partial pressure cannot be restored to
within limits within the required Completion Time, the unit
must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To
achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least
MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.6.4.1

Verifying that containment air partial pressure is within
limits ensures that operation remains within the limits
assumed in the containment analysis. IRe 12 Ro~r ~req~eAcy

of tRis SR was sevelo~es cOAsiseriA9 o~eratiA9 ex~erieAce

relates to treAsiA9 of cOAtaiAmeAt~ress~re variatioAS aAS
~ress~re iAstr~meAt srift s~riA9 tRe a~~licaele MOQ[S.

~~~~I ~ ~~rtRermore, tRe 12 Ro~r ~req~eAcy is cOAsiseres aseq~ate iAr-- view of otRer iAsicatioAs availaele iA tRe cOAtrol room,
iAcl~siA9 alarms, to alert tRe o~erator to aA aeAormal
cOAtaiAmeAt ~ress~re cOAsitioA.

Iinsert 1

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 6.2.

2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix K.

3. UFSAR, Section 15.4.1.7.
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Containment Air Temperature
B 3.6.5

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.6.5.1 (continued)

!Insert 1

REFERENCES

a weighted average is calculated using measurements taken at
locations within containment selected to provide a
representative sample of the overall containment atmosphere.
rRe 24 Ro~r ~re~~eRcy of tRis SR is CORsi seres acce~table

bases OR observes slow rates of tem~erat~re iRcrease witRiR
cORtaiRmeRt as a res~lt of eRviroRmeRtal Reat so~rces (s~e

~to tRe large vol~me of cORtaiRmeRt). ~~rtRermore, tRe
. 24 Ro~r ~re~~eRcy is cORsiseres ase~~ate iR view of otRer

iRsicatioRs available iR tRe cORtrol room, iRcl~siRg alarms,
to alert tRe o~erator to aR abRormal cORtaiRmeRt tem~erat~re

cORsHi OR.

1. UFSAR, Section 6.2.

2. 10 CFR 50.49.
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BASES

ACTIONS

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

QS System
B 3.6.6

B.1 and B.2 (continued)

within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required unit conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

SR 3.6.6.1

Verifying the correct alignment of manual, power operated,
and automatic valves, excluding check valves, in the QS
System provides assurance that the proper flow path exists
for QS System operation. This SR does not apply to valves
that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position,
since they were verified to be in the correct position prior
to being secured. This SR does not require any testing or
valve manipulation. Rather, it involves verification,
through a system walkdown, that those valves outside
containment and capable of potentially being mispositioned
are in the correct position. ~ .~ ~~

SR 3.6.6.2 "--1lnsert 1

Verifying that each QS pump's developed head at the flow test
point is greater than or equal to the required developed head
ensures that QS pump performance is consistent with the
safety analysis assumptions. Flow and differential head are
normal tests of centrifugal pump performance required by the
ASME Code (Ref. 5). Since the QS System pumps cannot be
tested with flow through the spray headers, they are tested
on recirculation flow. This test confirms one point on the
pump design curve and is indicative of overall performance.
Such inservice tests confirm component OPERABILITY, trend
performance, and detect incipient failures by indicating
abnormal performance. The Frequency of this SR is in
accordance with the Inservice Testing Program.

SR 3.6.6.3 and SR 3.6.6.4

These SRs ensure that each QS automatic valve actuates to its
correct position and each QS pump starts upon receipt of an
actual or simulated Containment Pressure high-high signal.
This Surveillance is not required for valves that are
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in the required
position under administrative controls. The 18 month
Frequency is based on the need to perform these

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

REFERENCES

QS System
B 3.6.6

SR 3.6.6.3 and SR 3.6.6.4 (continued)

Surveillances under the conditions that apply during a unit
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillances were performed with the reactor at power.
Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the Surveillances when performed at an 18 month
Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.~ Ir.--~~--,

-,Insert 1
SR 3.6.6.5

With the quench spray inlet valves closed and the spray
header drained of any solution, low pressure air or smoke can
be blown through test connections or an inspection of the
nozzles can be performed. This SR ensures that each spray
nozzle is unobstructed and that spray coverage of the
containment during an accident is not degraded. Due to the
passive nature of the design of the nozzle and the
non-corrosive design of the system, a test performed
following maintenance which could result in nozzle blockage
is considered adequate to detect obstruction of the nozzles.

1. UFSAR, Section 6.2.

2. 10 CFR 50.49.

3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix K.

4. UFSAR, Section 15.4.1.7.

5. ASME Code for Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear Power
Plants.
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BASES

ACTIONS

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

RS System
B 3.6.7

E.1 and E.2 (continued)

MODE 5 allows additional time and is reasonable considering
that the driving force for a release of radioactive material
from the Reactor Coolant System is reduced in MODE 3.

F.1

With an inoperable inside RS subsystem in one train, and an
inoperable outside RS subsystem in the other train, only 1800

containment spray coverage is available. This condition is
outside accident analysis. With three or more RS subsystems
inoperable, the unit is in a condition outside the accident
analysis. With two inoperable outside RS subsystems, less
than 100% of required RS flow is available. Therefore, in all
three cases, LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immediately.

SR 3.6.7.1

Verifying that the casing cooling tank solution temperature
is within the specified tolerances provides assurance that
the water injected into the suction of the outside RS pumps
will increase the NPSH available as per design. The 24 hour
Frequency of this SR was developed considering operating
experience related to the parameter variations and
instrument drift during the applicable MODES. Furthermore,
the 24 hour Frequency is considered adequate in view of
other indications available in the control room, including
alarms, to alert the operator to an abnormal conditio~

SR 3.6.7.2 Iinsert 1

Iinsert 1

Verifying the casing cooling tank contained borated water
volume provides assurance that sufficient water is available
to support the outside RS subsystem pumps during the time
they are required to operate. T~c 7 day F~e~~eAGY sf t~is £R
was devels~ed GSRside~iR§ s~eratiR§ ex~erieRGe related ts
Llle pat aliletet vat i at i 0115 filid ; n3trl::Jlflcnt 61"i ft dl:ll"i R§ t~e

a~fll i Gael e ~40DES. F~~t~e~msre, tl:le 7 day Fre~~eRGY is
GSRsidered ade~~ate iR view sf stl:ler iRdiGatisRs availaele
iR tl:le GSRtrsl rssm, iRG1~diR§ alarms, ts alert tl:le s~e~atsr

ts aR aeRs~mal GSRditisR.
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

RS System
B 3.6.7

SR 3.6.7.3

Verifying the boron concentration of the solution in the
casing cooling tank provides assurance that borated water
added from the casing cooling tank to RS subsystems will not
dilute the solution being recirculated in the containment
sump. A Note states that for Unit 2, until the first entry
into MODE 4 following the Unit 2 Fall 2002 refueling outage,
the casing cooling tank boron concentration acceptance
criteri a shall be 2 2300 ppm and ~ 2400 ppm. TIle 7 e1ay
~re~~eRcy sf t~is ~R was ~evels~e~ cSRsi~eriR9 t~e kRSWR
~tahil;ty of ~tOI ed hOI ated water and tile 10.. 1'1 ohahil;ty of
il'-'ly ~Qblrb8 Qf gil blti 1'-'19 ~blre ..."iter. ~Insert1

SR 3.6.7.4

Verifying the correct alignment of manual, power operated,
and automatic valves, excluding check valves, in the RS
System and casing cooling tank provides assurance that the
proper flow path exists for operation of the RS System. This
SR does not apply to valves that are locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in position, since they are verified as
being in the correct position prior to being secured. This SR
does not require any testing or valve manipulation. Rather,
it involves verification, through a system walkdown, that
those valves outside containment and capable of potentially
being mispositioned are in the correct position.~

Insert 1
SR 3.6.7.5

Verifying that each RS and casing cooling pump's developed
head at the flow test point is greater than or equal to the
required developed head ensures that these pumps'
performance has not degraded during the cycle. Flow and
differential head are normal tests of centrifugal pump
performance required by the ASME Code (Ref. 5). Since the RS
System pumps cannot be tested with flow through the spray
headers, they are tested on recirculation flow. This test
confirms one point on the pump design curve and is indicative
of overall performance. Such inservice tests confirm
component OPERABILITY, trend performance, and detect
incipient failures by indicating abnormal performance. The
Frequency of this SR is in accordance with the Inservice
Testing Program.
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RS System
B 3.6.7

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

Iinsert1 ~

SR 3.6.7.6

These SRs ensure that each automatic valve actuates and that
the casing cooling pumps start upon receipt of an actual or

-simulated High-High containment pressure signal. The RS
pumps are verified to start with an actual or simulated RWST
Level-Low signal coincident with a Containment Pressure-High
High signal. The start delay times for the inside RS pumps
are also verified. This Surveillance is not required for
valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in the
required position under administrative controls. +Re
18 mORtR ~req~eRcy is sasea OR tRe Reea to ~erform tRis
S~rveillaRce ~Raer tRe cORaitioRs tRat a~~ly a~riR§ a ~Rit

o~ta§e aRa tRe ~oteRtial for aR ~R~laRRea traRsieRt if tRe
S~rveillaRce were ~erformea WitR tRe reactor at ~ower.

O~eratiR§ ex~erieRce Ras SROWR tRat tRese com~oReRts ~s~ally

~ass tRe S~rveillaRce wReR ~erformea at tRe 18 mORtR
~req~eRcy. TRerefore, tRe ~req~eRcy was cORsiaerea to se
acce~tasle from a reliasility staRa~oiRt.

SR 3.6.7.7

Periodic inspections of the containment sump components
ensure that they are unrestricted and stay in proper
operating condition. TRe 18 mORtR ~req~eRcy is sasea OR tRe
Reea to ~erform tRis S~rveillaRce ~Raer tRe cORaitioRs tRat
a~~ly a~riR§ a ~Rit o~ta§e aRa OR tRe Reea to Rave access to

I ~ tRe locatioR. TRis ~req~eRcy Ras seeR fO~Ra to se s~fficieRtIInsert 1 I to aetect aSRormal ae§raaati OR aRa is cORfi rmea sy o~erati R§
ex~erieRce.

SR 3.6.7.8

This SR ensures that each spray nozzle is unobstructed and
that spray coverage of the containment will meet its design
bases objective. Either an inspection of the nozzles or an
air or smoke test is performed through each spray header. Due
to the passive design of the spray header and its normally
dry state, a test performed following maintenance which
could result in nozzle blockage is considered adequate for
detecting obstruction of the nozzles.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 6.2.

2. 10 CFR 50.49.

3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix K.
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Chemical Addition System
B 3.6.8

BASES

ACTIONS
(continued)

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit
systems. The extended interval to reach MODE 5 allows
48 hours for restoration of the Chemical Addition System in
MODE 3 and 36 hours to reach MODE 5. This is reasonable when
considering the reduced pressure and temperature conditions
in MODE 3 for the release of radioactive material from the
Reactor Coolant System.

SR 3.6.8.1

Verifying the correct alignment of Chemical Addition System
manual, power operated, and automatic valves in the chemical
addition flow path provides assurance that the system is
able to provide additive to the Quench Spray System in the
event of a DBA. This SR does not apply to valves that are
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position, since
these valves were verified to be in the correct position
prior to locking, sealing, or securing. This SR does not
require any testing or valve manipulation. Rather, it
involves verification, through a system walkdown, that those
valves outside containment and capable of potentially being
mispositioned are in the correct position.~ I~~~_

,Insert 1
SR 3.6.8.2

Iinsert 1

To provide effective iodine removal, the containment spray
must be an alkaline solution. Since the RWST contents are
normally acidic, the volume of the chemical addition tank
must provide a sufficient volume of spray additive to adjust
pH for all water injected. This SR is performed to verify the
availability of sufficient NaOH solution in the Chemical
Addition System. lRe 184 say ~re~~eRcy was sevelo~es bases
OR tRe low ~robability of aR ~Rsetectes cRaR~e iR taRk vol~ffie

occ~rriR~ s~riR~ tRe SR iRterval (tRe taRk is isolates
s~riR~ Rorffial ~Rit o~eratioRs). laRk level is also iRsicates

~aRs alarffies iR tRe cORtrol rooffi, 50 tRat tRere is Ri~R

cORfiseRce tRat a s~bstaRtial cRaR~e iR level wo~ls be
setectes.

SR 3.6.8.3

This SR provides verification, by chemical analysis, of the
NaOH concentration in the chemical addition tank and is
sufficient to ensure that the spray solution being injected

(continued)
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Chemical Addition System
B 3.6.8

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

Iinsert 1

into containment is at the correct pH level. TRe 184 say
~reqYeAcy is syfficieAt to eASyre tRat tRe COAceAtratioA
level of NaO~ iA tRe cRemical assitioA taAk remaiAS WitRiA
tRe esta~lisRes limits. TRis is ~ases OA tRe low likeliRoos

~ of aA YAcoAtroll es cRaAge i A COAceAtrati OA (tRe taAk is
Aormally isolates) aAs tRe ~ro~a~ility tRat aAy sY~staAtial

variaAce iA taAk volyme will ~e setectes.

SR 3.6.8.4

Iinsert 1

Iinsert 1

This SR provides verification that each automatic valve in
the Chemical Addition System flow path actuates to its
correct position. This Surveillance is not required for
valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in the
required position under administrative controls. ~
18 mOAtR ~reqYeAcy is ~ases OA tRe Aees to ~erform tRis
~YrveillaAce YASer tRe cOAsitioAS tRat a~~ly SyriA9 a YAit
Oytage aAs tRe ~oteAtial for aA YA~laAAes traAsieAt if tRe
~YrveillaAce were ~erformes witR tRe reactor at ~ower.

O~eratiA9 ex~erieAce Ras SROWA tRat tRese com~oAeAts YsYally
~ass tRe ~YrveillaAce wReA ~erformes at tRe 18 mOAtR
~reqYeAcy. TRerefore, tRe ~reqYeAcy was cOAclYses to ~e

acce~ta~le from a relia~ility staAs~oiAt.

SR 3.6.8.5

To ensure that the correct pH level is established in the
borated water solution provided by the Quench Spray System,
flow from the Chemical Addition System is verified~
every § years By draining solution from the RWST and
chemical addition tank through the drain lines in the cross
connection between the tanks. This SR provides assurance
that the correct amount of NaOH will be metered into the flow
path upon Quench Spray System initiation. Qye to tRe ~assive

AatYre of tRe cRemical assitioA flow cOAtrols, tRe § year
~reqYeAcy is sYfficieAt to iseAtify com~oAeAt se9rasatioA
tRat may affect flow rate.

REFERENCES None
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MSTVs
B 3.7.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.2.1 (continued)

This test may be conducted in MODE 3 with the unit at
operating temperature and pressure. This SR is modified by a
Note that allows entry into and operation in MODE 3 prior to
performing the SR. This allows a delay of testing until
MODE 3, to establish conditions consistent with those under
which the acceptance criterion was generated.

SR 3.7.2.2

This SR verifies that each MSTV closes on an actual or
simulated actuation signal. This Surveillance is normally
performed upon returning the plant to operation following a
refueling outage. rRe ~req~eRcy of M~rV testiR~ is every
18 ffiORtRS. rRe 18 ffiORtR ~req~eRcy for testiR~ is based OR

I ~ tRe ref~eliR~ cycle. O~eratiR~ ex~erieRce Ras SROWR tRat
~~~--'r-- tRese cOffi~oReRts ~s~ally ~ass tRe ~~rveillaRce wReR

~erforffied at tRe 18 ffiORtR ~req~eRcy. rRerefore, tRis
~req~eRcy is acce~table froffi a reliability staRd~oiRt.

Iinsert 1

REFERENCES l. UFSAR, Section 10.3.

2. UFSAR, Section 6.2.

3. UFSAR, Section 15.4.2.

4. 10 CFR 50.67. ;r'
5. ASME Code for Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear Power

Plants.
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MFIVs, MFPDVs, MFRVs, and MFRBVs
B 3.7.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.3.1

This SR verifies that the isolation time of each MFIV, MFRV,
and MFRBV is ~ 6.98 seconds and the isolation time for each
MFPDV is ~ 60 seconds. The isolation times are assumed in
the accident and containment analyses. This Surveillance is
normally performed during a refueling outage.

The Frequency for this SR is in accordance with the Inservice
Testing Program.

SR 3.7.3.2

This SR verifies that each MFIV, MFRV, MFRBV, and MFPDV can
close on an actual or simulated actuation signal. This
Surveillance is normally performed upon returning the plant
to operation following a refueling outage.

TIle Fr equeliC} fOi tid ~ SR ; ~ evei:Y 18 IflOl'ltM3. He 18 Ifloflth
Freq~el'l€:Y fOf testiflg is ~ased OR t~e Fef~eliR§ cycle.
Ol'~i at; 1'9 eXl'ei";eliee lia~ ~liOM tliat th~~~ eOIflI'OI'~lit~ ~~~all}

I I ~~ass t~e S~FveillaRce w~eR ~eFfoF~e8 at tRQ 19 ~ORtR

Insert 1 r-- ~rQ~~QRcy, TRQrQforQ, tRis ~rQ~~QRcy is accQ~taQ1Q fro~ a
reliability staQdpoiQt.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 10.4.3.
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SG PORVs
B 3.7.4

BASES

ACTIONS

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

C.1 and C.2 (continued)

experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems.

SR 3.7.4.1

To perform a controlled cooldown of the RCS, the SG PORVs
must be able to be opened either remotely or locally and
throttled through their full range. This SR ensures that the
SG PORVs are tested through a full control cycle at least
once per fuel cycle. Performance of inservice testing or use
of an SG PORV during a unit cooldown may satisfy this
requirement. O~eratiR9 ex~erieRce Aas SAOWR tAat tAese
com~oReRts ~s~ally ~ass tAe S~rveillaRce wAeR ~erforme8 at

I ~tAe 18 mORtA ~req~eRcy. lAe ~req~eRcy is acce~table from a
Iinsert 1 I rel i abil ity staR8~oiRt.

SR 3.7.4.2

Iinsert 1

REFERENCES

The function of the upstream manual isolation valve is to
isolate a failed SG PORV. Cycling the upstream manual
isolation valve both closed and open demonstrates its
capability to perform this function. Performance of
inservice testing or use of the upstream manual isolation
valve during unit cooldown may satisfy this requirement.
O~eratiR9 ex~erieRce Aas SAOWR tAat tAese com~oReRts ~s~ally

~ass tAe S~rveillaRce wAeR ~erforme8 at tAe 18 mORtA
~~req~eRCY. lAe ~req~eRcy is acce~table from a reliability

staR8~oiRt.

1. UFSAR, Section 10.3.

2. UFSAR, Section 15.4.3.
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AFW System
B 3.7.5

BASES

ACTIONS D.1
(continued)

If all three AFW trains are inoperable in MODE 1, 2, or 3,
the unit is in a seriously degraded condition with no safety
related means for conducting a cooldown, and only limited
means for conducting a cooldown with nonsafety related
equipment. In such a condition, the unit should not be
perturbed by any action, including a power change, that
might result in a trip. The seriousness of this condition
requires that action be started immediately to restore one
AFW train to OPERABLE status.
Required Action D.1 is modified by a Note indicating that
all required MODE changes or power reductions required by
the Technical Specifications are suspended until one AFW
train is restored to OPERABLE status. In this case,
LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable because it could force the unit
into a less safe condition.

E.1

In MODE 4, either the reactor coolant pumps or the RHR loops
can be used to provide forced circulation. This is addressed
in LCO 3.4.6, "RCS Loops-MODE 4." With the required AFW
train inoperable, action must be taken to immediately
restore the inoperable train to OPERABLE status. The
immediate Completion Time is consistent with LCO 3.4.6.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.5.1

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated,
and automatic valves in the AFW System water and steam supply
flow paths provides assurance that the proper flow paths
will exist for AFW operation. This SR does not apply to
valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in
position, since they are verified to be in the correct
position prior to locking, sealing, or securing. This SR
also does not apply to valves that cannot be inadvertently
misaligned, such as check valves. This Surveillance does not
require any testing or valve manipulation; rather, it
involves verification that those valves capable of being
mispositioned are in the correct position.

lAC 31 say ~rcq~cAcy is eascs SA cA§iAccriA§ j~s§mcAt, is
~~~--'I ~ cSAsistCAt witA tAC ~rsccs~ral cSAtrsls §svcrAiA§ valvc
Iinsert 1 I s~crati SA, aAs cAs~rcs csrrcct valvc ~ssi ti SAS.
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

AFW System
B 3.7.5

SR 3.7.5.2

Verifying that each AFW pump's developed head at the flow
test point is greater than or equal to the required developed
head ensures that AFW pump performance has not degraded
during the cycle. Flow and differential head are normal
tests of centrifugal pump performance required by the ASME
Code (Ref 2). Because it is sometimes undesirable to
introduce cold AFW into the steam generators while they are
operating, this testing is typically performed on
recirculation flow. This test confirms one point on the pump
design curve and is indicative of overall performance. Such
inservice tests confirm component OPERABILITY, trend
performance, and detect incipient failures by indicating
abnormal performance. Performance of inservice testing
discussed in the ASME Code (Ref. 2) (only required at 3 month
intervals) satisfies this requirement.

This SR is modified by a Note indicating that the SR should
be deferred until suitable test conditions are established.
This deferral is required because there may be insufficient
steam pressure to perform the test.

SR 3.7.5.3

IInsert 1

This SR verifies that AFW can be delivered to the appropriate
steam generator in the event of any accident or transient
that generates an ESFAS, by demonstrating that each
automatic valve in the flow path actuates to its correct
position on an actual or simulated actuation signal. This
Surveillance is not required for valves that are locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in the required position under
administrative controls. The 18 month Frequency is based on
the need to perform this ~~rYeillaRce ~Rder tRe cORditioRS
tRat a~~ly d~riR9 a ~Rit o~tage aRd tRe ~oteRtial for aR
~R~laRRed traRsieRt if tRe ~~rYeillaRce were ~erformed witR
tRe reactor at ~ower. IRe IS mORtR rreq~eRcy is acce~table

based OR o~eratiR9 ex~erieRce aRd tRe desi9R reliability of
tRe eq~i~meRt.

This SR is modified by a Note that states the SR is not
required in MODE 4. In MODE 4, the heat removal requirements
would be less providing more time for operator action to
manually align the required valves.
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AFW System
B 3.7.5

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

Iinsert 1

SR 3.7.5.4

This SR verifies that the AFW pumps will start in the event
of any accident or transient that generates an ESFAS by
demonstrating that each AFW pump starts automatically on an
actual or simulated actuation signal in MODES 1, 2, and 3.
In MODE 4, the required pump's autos tart function is not
required. The 18 mORth ~re~~eRcy is eases OR the Rees to
~erform this S~rveillaRce ~Rser the cORsitioRS that a~~ly

s~riR9 a ~Rit o~tage aRS the ~oteRtial for aR ~R~laRRes

~traRSieRt if the S~rveillaRce were ~erformes with the
reactor at ~ower.

This SR is modified by two Notes. Note 1 indicates that the
SR be deferred until suitable test conditions are
established. This deferral is required because there may be
insufficient steam pressure to perform the test. Note 2
states that the SR is not required in MODE 4. In MODE 4, the
heat removal requirements would be less providing more time
for operator action to manually start the required AFW pump.

SR 3.7.5.5

This SR verifies that the AFW is properly aligned by
verifying the flow paths from the ECST to each steam
generator prior to entering MODE 3 after more than
30 contiguous day~ in any combination of MODES 5, 6, or
defueled. OPERABILITY of AFW flow paths must be verified
before sufficient core heat is generated that would require
the operation of the AFW System during a subsequent
shutdown. The Frequency is reasonable, based on engineering
judgement and other administrative controls that ensure that
flow paths remain OPERABLE. To further ensure AFW System
alignment, flow path OPERABILITY is verified following
extended outages to determine no misalignment of valves has
occurred. This SR ensures that the flow path from the ECST to
the steam generators is properly aligned.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 10.4.3.2.

2. ASME Code for Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear Power
Plants.
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

!Insert 1

REFERENCES

ECST
B3.7.6

SR 3.7.6.1

This SR verifies that the ECST contains the required volume
of cooling water. TRe 12 ROYF PFe~YeRcy is eases OR
o~eFatiR~ ex~eFieRce aRs tRe Rees fOF o~eFatoF awaFeRess of
YRit evolYtioRs tRat may affect tRe [CST iRveRtOFY eetweeR
cRecks. Also, tRe 12 ROYF PFe~YeRcy is cORsiseFes ase~Yate

iR view of otReF iRsicatioRs iR tRe cORtFol Foom, iRclYsiR~

alaFms, to aleFt tRe o~eFatoF to aeRoFmal seviatioRs iR tRe
[CST level.

1. UFSAR, Section 9.2.4.

2. UFSAR, Chapter 6.

3. UFSAR, Chapter 15.
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Secondary Specific Activity
B 3.7.7

BASES

APPLICABI LIlY

ACTIONS

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the limits on secondary specific
activity apply due to the potential for secondary steam
releases to the atmosphere.

In MODES 5 and 6, the steam generators are not being used for
heat removal. Both the RCS and steam generators are
depressurized, and primary to secondary LEAKAGE is minimal.
Therefore, monitoring of secondary specific activity is not
required.

A.l and A.2

DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 exceeding the allowable value in the
secondary coolant, is an indication of a problem in the RCS
and contributes to increased post accident doses. If the
secondary specific activity cannot be restored to within
limits within the associated Completion Time, the unit must
be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To
achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least
MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 5 within 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full
power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems.

SR 3.7.7.1

This SR verifies that the secondary specific activity is
within the limits of the accident analysis. A gamma isotopic
analysis of the secondary coolant, which determines DOSE
EQUIVALENT 1-131, confirms the validity of the safety
analysis assumptions as to the source terms in post accident
releases. It also serves to identify and trend any unusual
isotopic concentrations that might indicate changes in
reactor coolant activity or LEAKAGE. TRe 31 day FreqyeRcy is
eased OR tRe detectioR of iRcreasiR§ treRds of tRe level of

Iinsert 1 I ~QOg[ [QUIVAL[NT I HI, aRd all 01\'S for af3f3rof3ri ate acti OR to
. ~ ee takeR to maiRtaiR levels eelow tRe LCO limit.

REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide 1.183, July 2000.

2. UFSAR, Chapter 15.
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SW System
B 3.7.8

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.8.1 (continued)

valve manipulation; rather, it involves verification that
those valves capable of being mispositioned are in the
correct position. This SR does not apply to valves that
cannot be inadvertently misaligned, such as check valves.
TRe Jl say ~re~~eRcy is bases OR eR§iReeriR§ j~s§meRt, is

I ~coRsisteRt WitR tRe ~rOces~ral cORtrols §overRiR§ valve
IInsert 1 I of)erati OR, aRs eRS~reS COHect val ve f)ositi ORS.

SR 3.7.8.2

This SR verifies proper automatic operation of the SW System
valves on an actual or simulated actuation signal~ The SW
System is a normally operating system that cannot be fully
actuated as part of normal testing. This Surveillance is not
required for valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise
secured in the required position under administrative
controls. TRe 18 mORtR ~re~~eRcy is bases OR tRe Rees to
f)erfOrm tRis g~rveillaRce ~Rser tRe CORsitioRS tRat af)f)ly
s~riR§ a ~Rit o~ta§e aRs tRe f)oteRtial fOr aR ~Rf)laRRes

traRsieRt if tRe g~rveillaRce were f)erfOrmes WitR tRe

Iinsert 1

Iinsert 1

~reactor at f)ower. Of)eratiR§ eXf)erieRCe Ras SROWR tRat tRese
COmf)OReRts ~s~ally f)ass tRe g~rveillaRce wReR f)erfOrmes at
tRe 18 mORtR ~re~~eRcy. TRerefore, tRe ~re~~eRcy is
accef)table from a reliability staRsf)oiRt.

SR 3.7.8.3

This SR verifies proper automatic operation of the SW pumps
on an actual or simulated actuation signal. The SW System is
a normally operating system that cannot be fully actuated as
part of normal testing during normal operation. TRe 18 mORtR
~re~~eRcy is bases OR tRe Rees to f)erfOrm tRis g~rveillaRce

~Rser tRe cORsitioRS tRat af)f)ly S~riR§ a ~Rit o~ta§e aRs tRe
f)oteRtial fOr aR ~Rf)laRRes traRsieRt if tRe g~rveillaRce

were f)erfOrmes witR tRe reactOr at f)ower. Of)eratiR§
~ eXf)erieRCe Ras SROWR tRat tRese COmf)OReRts ~s~ally f)ass tRe

g~rveillaRce wReR f)erfOrmes at tRe 18 mORtR ~re~~eRcy.

TRerefore, tRe ~re~~eRcy is accef)table from a reliability
staRsf)oiRt.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 9.2.1.

2. UFSAR, Section 6.2.2.

3. UFSAR, Section 5.5.4.
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UHS
B 3.7.9

BASES

LCO

APPLICABILITY

ACTIONS

The UHS is required to be OPERABLE. The UHS is considered
OPERABLE if it contains a sufficient volume of water at or
below the maximum temperature that would allow the SW System
to operate for at least 30 days following the design basis
LOCA without the loss of net positive suction head (NPSH),
and without exceeding the maximum design temperature of the
equipment served by the SW System. To meet this condition,
the Service Water Reservoir temperature should not exceed
95°F and the level should not fall below 313 ft mean sea
level during normal unit operation.

In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the UHS is required to support the
OPERABILITY of the equipment serviced by the UHS and
required to be OPERABLE in these MODES.

In MODE 5 or 6, the OPERABILITY requirements of the UHS are
determined by the systems it supports.

A.l and A.2

If the UHS is inoperable, the unit must be placed in a MODE
in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the
unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and in
MODE 5 within 36 hours.

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.9.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies that adequate long term (30 day) cooling
can be maintained. The specified level also ensures that
sufficient NPSH is available to operate the SW pumps. +he
24 ROYP ~pe~YeRcy is eased OR o~epatiR9 ex~epieRce pelated
to tpeRdiR9 of tRe ~apaffietep vapiatioRS dypiR9 tRe

I ~a~~licaele MOD[S. TRis SR vepifies tRat tRe Sepvice Watep
Iinsert 1 I Resepvoi P 'IIatep 1evel i s ~ dB ft ffieaR sea 1evel, USGS

datYffi.
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UHS
B 3.7.9

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

Iinsert 1

REFERENCES

SR 3.7.9.2

This SR verifies that the SW System is available with the
maximum accident or normal design heat loads for 30 days
following a Design Basis Accident. TRe 24 Ro~r fre~~eRcy is
eases OR 013eratiR9 eXl3erieRCe relates to treRsiR9 of tRe
l3arameter variatioRS s~riR9 tRe al3l3licaele MOg[~. TRis ~R

I ~verifies tRat tRe average water teml3erat~re of tRe ~ervice
~ Water Reservoir is ~ 9sof as meas~res at tRe service water

l3~ml3 o~tlet.

1. UFSAR, Section 9.2.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.27, March, 1974.
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MCR/ESGR EVS
B 3.7.10

BASES

ACTIONS

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

0.1.1, 0.1.2, and 0.2 (continued)

An alternative to Required Action 0.1 is to immediately
suspend activities that present a potential for releasing
radioactivity that might require isolation of the control
room. This places the unit in a condition that minimizes
accident risk. This does not preclude the movement of fuel to
a safe position.

E.1

During movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies, if a
required train of MCR/ESGR EVS train becomes inoperable due
to an inoperable MCR/ESGR envelope boundary or two required
MCR/ESGR EVS trains inoperable, action must be taken
immediately to suspend activities that could result in a
release of radioactivity that might require isolation of the
control room. This places the unit in a condition that
minimizes risk. This does not preclude the movement of fuel
to a safe position.

F.1

When two reqUired MCR/ESGR EVS trains are inoperable in
MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4 for reasons other than an inoperable
MCR/ESGR envelope boundary (i.e., Condition B), the MCR/ESGR
EVS may not be capable of performing the intended function
and the unit is in a condition outside the accident analyses.
Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immediately.

SR 3.7.10.1

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure
that they function properly. As the environment and normal
operating conditions on the MCR/ESGR EVS are not too severe,
testing each required train once every month provides an
adequate check of this system. Monthly heater operations dry
out any moisture accumulated in the charcoal and HEPA
filters from humidity in the ambient air. Each required
train must be operated for 2 10 continuous hours with the
heaters energized. TRe 31 day ~rcq~cRcy is bascd OR tRC

Iinsert 1 ~ rcl i abil ity of tRC cq~i J:'lIflCRt aRd tRC ORC trai R rcd~RdaRcy.
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MCR/ESGR ACS
B3.7.11

BASES

ACTIONS

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

C.1 and C.2 (continued)

An alternative to Required Action C.1 is to immediately
suspend activities that present a potential for releasing
radioactivity that might require isolation of the MCR/ESGR
envelope. This places the unit in a condition that minimizes
accident risk. This does not preclude the movement of fuel to
a safe position.

D.1

During movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies, with
less than 100% of the MCR/ESGR ACS cooling equivalent to a
single OPERABLE MCR/ESGR ACS subsystem available,action
must be taken immediately to suspend activities that could
result in a release of radioactivity that might require
isolation of the MCR/ESGR envelope. This places the unit in a
condition that minimizes risk. This does not preclude the
movement of fuel to a safe position.

E.1

With less than 100% of the MCR/ESGR ACS cooling equivalent to
a single OPERABLE MCR/ESGR ACS subsystem available in
MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the MCR/ESGR ACS may not be capable of
performing its intended function. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 must
be entered immediately.

SR 3.7.11.1

This SR verifies that the heat removal capability of anyone
of the three chillers for the unit is sufficient to remove
the heat load assumed in the safety analyses in the MCR/ESGR
envelope. This SR consists of a combination of testing and
calculations. TRe 18 mORtR OR a STAGG[R[D T[ST BASIS
rreq~eRcy is a~~ro~riate siRce Si§RificaRt se§rasatioR of

I ~ tRe MCR/[SGR ACS is slow aRs is ROt ex~ectes over tRis time
Iinsert 1 I ~eri os.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 9.4.
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ECCS PREACS
B 3.7.12

BASES

ACTIONS

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

B.1 (continued)

protect control room operators from potential hazards such
as radioactive contamination. Preplanned measures should be
available to address these concerns for intentional and
unintentional entry into the condition. The 24 hour
Completion Time is reasonable based on the low probability
of a DBA occurring during this time period, and the use of
compensatory measures. The 24 hour Completion Time is a
typically reasonable time to diagnose, plan and possibly
repair, and test most problems with the ECCS pump room
boundary.

C.1 and C.2

If the ECCS PREACS train(s) or ECCS pump room boundary cannot
be restored to OPERABLE status within the associated
Completion Time, the unit must be placed in a MODE in which
the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit must
be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 5
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required unit conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

SR 3.7.12.1

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure
that they function properly. As the environment and normal
operating conditions on this system are not severe, testing
each train once a month provides an adequate check on this
system. Monthly heater operations dry out any moisture that
may have accumulated in the charcoal and HEPA filters from
humidity in the ambient air. The system must be operated
~ 10 continuous hours with the heaters energized. TRe 31 say
Freq~eRcy is bases OR tRe kROWR reliability of eq~ipffieRt aRs

Iinsert 1 ~ tRe two traiR res~RsaRcy available.

SR 3.7.12.2

This SR verifies that Safeguards Area exhaust flow and
Auxiliary Building Central Exhaust subsystem flow, when
actuated from the control room, diverts flow through the
Auxiliary Building HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber
assembly for the operating train. Exhaust flow is diverted

(continued)
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ECCS PREACS
B 3.7.12

BASES

SR 3.7.12.2 (continued)

manually through the filters in case of a DBA requiring their
use. T~e J1 ~ay Fre~~eRcy is ~ase~ OR t~e kROWR relia~ility

~~~__~ of e~~i~ffieRt aR~ t~e two traiR re~~R~aRcy availa~le.

SR 3.7.12.3
Iinsert 1

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

This SR verifies that the required ECCS PREACS testing is
performed in accordance with the Ventilation Filter Testing
Program (VFTP). The VFTP includes testing HEPA filter
performance, charcoal adsorbers efficiency, minimum system
flow rate, and the physical properties of the activated
charcoal (general use and following specific operations).
Specific test Frequencies and additional information are
discussed in detail in the VFTP.

SR 3.7.12.4

This SR verifies that Safeguards Area exhaust flow for the
operating Safeguards Area fan is diverted through the
filters on an actual or simulated actuation signal. ~
18 ffiORt~ Fre~~eRcy is cORsisteRt wit~ t~at s~ecifie~ iR

Iinsert 1 ~ RefereRce J.

SR 3.7.12.5

This SR verifies the integrity of the ECCS pump room
enclosure. The ability of the ECCS pump room to maintain a
negative pressure, with respect to potentially
uncontaminated adjacent areas, is periodically tested in a
qualitative manner to verify proper functioning of each
train of the ECCS PREACS. During the post accident mode of
operation, the ECCS PREACS is designed to maintain a slight
negative pressure in the ECCS pump room, with respect to
adjacent areas, to prevent unfiltered LEAKAGE. A single
train of ECCS PREACS is designed to maintain a negative
pressure relative to adjacent areas. T~e Fre~~eRcy of
18 ffiORt~s is cORsisteRt wit~ t~e 9~i~aRce ~rovi~e~ iR
NUR[G 0800, SectioR a.5.1 (Ref. 5).

T~is test is COR~~cte~ wit~ t~e tests for filter
I ~ ~eRetratioR; t~~s, aR 18 ffiORt~ Fre~~eRcy OR a STAGG[R[D T[ST

!Insert 1 I BASIS is cORsisteRt 'Ilit~ t~at s~ecifie~ iR RefereRce J.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 9.4.
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FBVS
B 3.7.15

BASES

ACTIONS A.l
(continued)

When the FBVS is inoperable or not in operation during
movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel
building, action must be taken to place the unit in a
condition in which the LCO does not apply. Action must be
taken immediately to suspend movement of recently irradiated
fuel assemblies in the fuel building. This does not preclude
the movement of fuel to a safe position.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Iinsert 1

REFERENCES

SR 3.7.15.1

This SR verifies the integrity of the fuel building pressure
envelope. The ability of the fuel building to maintain
negative pressure with respect to potentially uncontaminated
adjacent areas is periodically tested to verify proper
function of the FBVS. The FBVS is designed to maintain a
slight negative pressure in the fuel building, to prevent
unfiltered LEAKAGE. The FBVS is designed to maintain a
~ -0.125 inches water gauge with respect to atmospheric
pressure. TRc ~rcq~cRcy of 18 ffiORtRS is cORsistCRt witR tRC
9~isaRcc proviscs iR NUR[G 0800, SCCtiOR a.a.1 (Rcf. a).

1. UFSAR, Section 9.4.5.

2. UFSAR, Section 15.4.5.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.183, July 2000.

4. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC-19.

a. NUR[G 0800, SCCtiOR a.s.1, Rcv. 2, J~ly 1981.
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Fuel Storage Pool Water Level
B 3.7.16

BASES

LCO The fuel storage pool water level is required to be 2 23 ft
over the top of irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the
storage racks. The specified water level preserves the
assumptions of the fuel handling accident analysis (Ref. 3).
As such, it is the minimum required for fuel storage and
movement within the fuel storage pool.

APPLICABI LIlY This LCO applies during movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies in the fuel storage pool, since the potential for
a release of fission products exists.

ACTIONS A.l

Required Action A.l is modified by a Note indicating that
LCO 3.0.3 does not apply.

When the initial conditions for prevention of an accident
cannot be met, steps should be taken to preclude the accident
from occurring. When the fuel storage pool water level is
lower than the required level, the movement of irradiated
fuel assemblies in the fuel storage pool is immediately
suspended to a safe position. This action effectively
precludes the occurrence of a fuel handling accident. This
does not preclude movement of a fuel assembly to a safe
position. .

If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 5 or 6,
LCO 3.0.3 would not specify any action. If moving irradiated
fuel assemblies while in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the fuel
movement is independent of reactor operations. Therefore,
inability to suspend movement of irradiated fuel assemblies
is not sufficient reason to require a reactor shutdown.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.16.1

This SR verifies sufficient fuel storage pool water is
available in the event of a fuel handling accident. The water
level in the fuel storage pool must be checked periodically.
TRe 7 say rreq~eRcy is a~~ro~riate beca~se tRe vol~me iR tRe

~ ~_I.~ ~ool is Rormally stable. Water level cRaRges are cORtrolles
~ by ~laRt ~roces~res aRs are acce~table bases OR o~eratiR9

ex~erieRce.

Iinsert 1

(continued)
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BASES

ACTIONS

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration
B 3.7.17

A.l and A.2 (continued)

of fuel assemblies. The concentration of boron is restored
simultaneously with suspending movement of fuel assemblies.
Prior to resuming movement of fuel assemblies, the
concentration of boron must be restored to within limit.
This does not preclude movement of a fuel assembly to a safe
position.

If the LCO is not met while moving irradiated fuel assemblies
in MODE 5 or 6, LCO 3.0.3 would not be applicable. If moving
irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the
fuel movement is "independent of reactor operation.
Therefore, inability to suspend movement of fuel assemblies
is not sufficient reason to require a reactor shutdown.

SR 3.7.17.1

This SR verifies that the concentration of boron in the fuel
storage pool is within the required limit. As long as this SR
is met, the analyzed accidents are fully addressed. ~
7 day ~re~~eRcy is a~~ro~riate beca~se RO major

I ~re~leRisRmeRt of ~ool water is ex~ected to take ~lace over
!Insert 1 I S~CR a sRort ~eri od of time.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 9.1.2.

2. UFSAR, Section 4.3.2.7.

3. UFSAR, Section 3.1.53.
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

CC System
B 3.7.19

SR 3.7.19.1

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated,
and automatic valves in the CC flow path to the RHR heat
exchangers provides assurance that the proper flow paths
exist for CC operation. This SR does not apply to valves that
are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position, since
these valves are verified to be in the correct position prior
to locking, sealing, or securing. This SR also does not apply
to valves that cannot be inadvertently misaligned, such as
check valves. This Surveillance does not require any testing
or valve manipulation; rather, it involves verification that
those valves capable of being mispositioned are in the
correct position.

T~e 31 say fre~~eRcy is bases SR eR~iReeriR~ j~s~meRt, is
I ~csRsisteRt wit~ t~e ~rsces~ral cSRtrsls ~sverRiR~ valve

Iinsert 1 I s~erati SR, aRs eRs~res csrrect valve ~ssiti SRS.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 9.2.2.
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

Iinsert 1

SR 3.8.1.1

This SR ensures proper circuit continuity for the offsite AC
electrical power supply to the onsite distribution network
and availability of offsite AC electrical power. The breaker
alignment verifies that each breaker is in its correct
position to ensure that distribution buses and loads are
connected to the preferred or alternate power sources for
Unit 1 or the preferred power source for Unit 2, and that
appropriate independence of offsite circuits is maintained.
TRe 7 eay Vre~~eRcy is aee~~ate siRce sreaker ~esitieR is

~ Ret likely te cRaR!'je witRe~t tRe ol3erater seiR!'j aware ef it
aRe seca~se its stat~s is eisl3layee iR tRe GORtrel reem.

SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.7

These SRs help to ensure the availability of the standby
electrical power supply to mitigate DBAs and transients and
to maintain the unit in a safe shutdown condition.

To minimize the wear on moving parts that do not get
lubricated when the engine is not running, these SRs are
modified by a Note (Note 1 for SR 3.8.1.2) to indicate that
all EDG starts for these Surveillances may be preceded by an
engine prelube period and followed by a warmup period prior
to loading.

For the purposes of SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.7 testing, the
EDGs are started from standby conditions. Standby conditions
for an EDG mean that the diesel engine coolant and oil are
being continuously circulated, as required, and temperature
is being maintained consistent with manufacturer
recommendations.

In order to reduce stress and wear on diesel engines, the
manufacturer recommends a modified start in which the
starting speed of EDGs is limited, warmup is limited to this
lower speed, and the EDGs are gradually accelerated to
synchronous speed prior to loading. These start procedures
are the intent of Note 2.

SR 3.8.1.7 requires that{ at a 19q eay Vre~~eRGY, the EDG
starts from standby conditions and achieves required voltage
and frequency within 10 seconds. The 10 second start
requirement supports the assumptions of the design basis
LOCA analysis in the UFSAR, Chapter 15 (Ref. 5).

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.7 (continued)

The 10 second start requirement is not applicable to
SR 3.8.1.2 (see Note 2) when a modified start procedure as
described above is used. If a modified start is not used, the
10 second start requirement of SR 3.8.1.7 applies.

Since SR 3.8.1.7 requires a 10 second start, it is more
restrictive than SR 3.8.1.2, and it may be performed in lieu
of SR 3.8.1.2.

In addition to the SR requirements, the time for the EDG to
reach steady state operation, unless the modified EDG start
method is employed, is periodically monitored and the trend
evaluated to identify degradation of governor and voltage
regulator performance.

TRe 31 day freq~eRcy for SR 3.8.1.2 aRd tRe 18q day
freq~eRcy for SR 3.8.1.7 are acceptable based OR operatiR§

I ~experieRce. TRese freq~eRcies provide adeq~ate ass~raRce of
Iinsert 1 I. m(; OPERABILITY, wRile miRimiziR§ de§radatioR res~ltiR§ from

testiR§.

SR 3.8.1.3

This Surveillance verifies that the EDGs are capable of
synchronizing with the offsite electrical system and
accepting loads greater than or equal to the equivalent of
90% to 100% of continuous rating (2500 to 2600 kW). Aminimum
run time of 60 minutes is required to stabilize engine
temperatures, while minimizing the time that the EDG is
connected to the offsite source.

Although no power factor requirements are established by
this SR, the EDG is normally operated at a power factor
between 0.8 lagging and 1.0. The 0.8 value is the design
rating of the machine, while the 1.0 is an operational
limitation to ensure circulating currents are minimized. The
load band is provided to avoid routine overloading of the
EDG. Routine overloading may result in more frequent
teardown inspections in accordance with vendor
recommendations in order to maintain EDG OPERABILITY.

TRe 31 day freq~eRcy for tRis S~rveillaRce is acceptable
Iinsert 1~ based OR operatiR§ experieRce.

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.1.3 (continued)

This SR is modified by four Notes. Note 1 indicates that
diesel engine runs for this Surveillance may include gradual
loading, as recommended by the manufacturer, so that
mechanical stress and wear on the diesel engine are
minimized. Note 2 states that momentary transients, because
of changing bus loads, do not invalidate this test.
Similarly, momentary power factor transients above the limit
do not invalidate the test. Note 3 indicates that this
Surveillance should be conducted on only one EDG at a time in
order to avoid common cause failures that might result from
offsite circuit or grid perturbations. Note 4 stipulates a
prerequisite requirement for performance of this SR. A
successful EDG start must precede this test to credit
satisfactory performance.

SR 3.8.1.4

Iinsert 1

This SR provides verification that the level of fuel oil in
the day tank is at or above the level which is required. The
level is expressed as an equivalent volume in gallons, and is
selected to ensure adequate fuel oil for a minimum of 1 hour
of EDG operation at full load plus 10%.

TRe dl say Fre~~eRcy is ase~~ate to ass~re tRat a s~fficieRt

s~~~ly of f~el oil is available, siRce low level alarms are
I ~~rovises aRs o~erators wo~ls be aware of aRy lar§e ~ses ofr-- f~el oil s~riR§ tRis ~erios.

SR 3.8.1.5

Microbiological fouling is a major cause of fuel oil
degradation. There are numerous bacteria that can grow in
fuel oil and cause fouling, but all must have a water
environment in order to survive. Removal of water from the
fuel oil day tanks ORce every 92 says eliminates the
necessary environment for bacterial survival. This is the
most effective means of controlling microbiological fouling.
In addition, it eliminates the potential for water
entrainment in the fuel oil during EDG operation. Water may
come from any of several sources, including condensation,
ground water, rain water, contaminated fuel oil, and
breakdown of the fuel oil by bacteria. Frequent checking for
and removal of accumulated water minimizes fouling and
provides data regarding the watertight integrity of the fuel

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8:1.5 (continued)

oil system. TRe ~~rYeillaRce ~re~~eRcies are cORsisteRt WitR
I ~tRe recommeRsatioRs of Re9~latory G~ise 1.ld? (Ref. 9). This

Iinsert 1 I SR is for preventative maintenance. The presence of water
does not necessarily represent failure of this SR, provided
the accumulated water is removed during the performance of
this Surveillance.

SR 3.8.1.6

llnsert 1

Iinsert 1

This Surveillance demonstrates that each required fuel oil
transfer pump operates and transfers fuel oil from its
associated storage tank to its associated day tank. This is
required to support continuous operation of standby power
sources. This Surveillance prOVides assurance that the fuel
oil transfer pump is OPERABLE, the fuel oil piping system is
intact, the fuel delivery piping is not obstructed, and the
controls and control systems for fuel transfer systems are
OPERABLE. Only one fuel oil transfer subsystem is reqUired
to support an OPERABLE EDG.

TRe 92 say ~re~~eRcy corres~oRss to tRe testiR9 re~~iremeRts

of ~~m~s as cORtaiRes iR tRe A~M[ Cose (Ref. 1Q). TRe f~el

oil traRsfer system is S~CR tRat tRe ~~m~s m~st Be startes
~maR~allY iR orser to maiRtaiR aR ase~~ate Yol~me of f~el iR

tRe say taRk s~riR9 or followiR9 [QG testiR9, aRs a 92 say
~re~~eRcy is a~~ro~riate.

SR 3.8.1.7

See SR 3.8.1.2.

SR 3.8.1.8

Transfer of each 4.16 kV ESF bus power supply from the normal
offsite circuit to the alternate offsite circuit
demonstrates the OPERABILITY of the alternate circuit
distribution network to power the shutdown loads for Unit 1
only. TRe 18 mORtR ~re~~eRcy of tRe ~~rYeillaRce is Bases OR
eR9iReeriR9 j~s9meRt, takiR9 iRtO cORsiseratioR tRe ~Rit

CORsitioRS re~~ires to ~erform tRe ~~rYeillaRce, aRs is
iRteRses to Be cORsisteRt WitR ex~ectes f~el cycle leR9tRs.

~Q~eratiR9 ex~erieRce Ras SROWR tRat tRese com~oReRts ~s~ally
~ass tRe ~R wReR ~erformes at tRe 18 mORtR ~re~~eRCY.

TRerefore, tRe ~re~~eRCY was cORcl~ses to Be acce~taBle from
a reliaBility staRs~oiRt.

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.1.9 (continued)

b. \Tripping its associated single largest post-accident
load with the EDG solely supplying the bus.

As required by IEEE-308 (Ref. 11), the load rejection test
is acceptable if the increase in diesel speed does not exceed
75% of the difference between synchronous speed and the
overspeed trip setpoint, or 15% above synchronous speed,
whichever is lower.

The time, voltage, and frequency tolerances specified in
this SR are derived from Safety Guide 9 (Ref. 3)
recommendations for response during load sequence intervals.

The 3 seconds specified is equal to 60% of a typical 5 second
load sequence interval associated with sequencing of the
largest load. The voltage and frequency specified are
consistent with the design range of the equipment powered by
the EDG. SR 3.8.1.9.a corresponds to the maximum frequency
excursion, while SR 3.8.1.9.b and SR 3.8.1.9.c are steady
state voltage and frequency values to which the system must
recover following load rejection. lRe 18 mORtR ~req~eRcy is

I ~ cORsi steRt 'NitR tRe recommeRelati OR of Re§~l atory G~i ele 1.108
Iinsert 1 I (Ref. 8).

This SR is modified by a Note. The Note ensures that the EDG
is tested under load conditions that are as close to design
basis conditions as possible. When synchronized with offsite
power, testing should be performed at a power factor of
~ 0.9. This power factor is representative of the actual
inductive loading an EDG would see under design basis
accident conditions. Under certain conditions, however, the
Note allows the surveillance to be conducted at a power
factor other than ~ 0.9. These conditions occur when grid
voltage is high, and the additional field excitation needed
to get the power factor to ~ 0.9 results in voltages on the
emergency busses that are too high. Under these conditions,
the power factor should be maintained as close as
practicable to 0.9 while still maintaining acceptable
voltage limits on the emergency busses. In other
circumstances, the grid voltage may be such that the EDG
excitation levels needed to obtain a power factor of 0.9 may
not cause unacceptable voltages on the emergency busses, but
the excitation levels are in excess of those recommended for
the EDG. In such cases, the power factor shall be maintained
as close as practicable to 0.9 without exceeding the EDG
excitation limits.
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
(continued)

SR 3.8.1.10

Consistent with the recommendations of Regulatory
Guide 1.108 (Ref. 8), paragraph 2.a.(I), this Surveillance
demonstrates the as designed operation of the standby power
sources during loss of the offsite source. This test
verifies all actions encountered from the loss of offsite
power, including shedding of the nonessential loads and
energization of the emergency buses and respective loads
from the EDG. It further demonstrates the capability of the
EDG to automatically achieve the required voltage and
frequency within the specified time.

The EDG autostart time of 10 seconds is derived from
requirements of the accident analysis to respond to a design
basis large break LOCA. The Surveillance should be continued
for a minimum of 5 minutes in order to demonstrate that all
starting transients have decayed and stability is achieved.

The requirement to verify the connection and power supply of
permanent and autoconnected loads is intended to
satisfactorily show the relationship of these loads to the
EDG loading logic. In certain circumstances, many of these
loads cannot actually be connected or loaded without undue
hardship or potential for undesired operation. For instance,
Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) injection valves are
not desired to be stroked open, or high pressure injection
systems are not capable of being operated at full flow, and
not desired to be realigned to the ECCS mode of operation. In
lieu of actual demonstration of connection and loading of
loads, testing that adequately shows the capability of the
EDG systems to perform these functions is acceptable. This
testing may include any series of sequential, overlapping,
or total steps so that the entire connection and loading
sequence is verified.

lRe ~req~eRcy of 19 mORtRs is cORsisteRt witR tRe
recommeRdatioRs of Re§~latory G~ide 1.10g (Ref. g),

I ~ para§.raPR 2. a. (1), takes i RtO CORsi derati OR ~Ri t cORditi ORS
~~~~~ req~ired to perform tRe S~rveillaRce, aRd is iRteRded to Be

cORsisteRt witR expected f~el cycle leR§tRs.

This SR is modified by two Notes. The reason for Note 1 is to
minimize wear and tear on the EDGs during testing. For the
purpose of this testing, the EDGs must be started from
standby conditions, that is, with the engine ~oolant and oil
continuously circulated, as required, and temperature

(continued)

Iinsert 1
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.1.11 (continued)

injection systems are not capable of being operated at full
flow. In lieu of actual demonstration of connection and
loading of loads, testing that adequately shows the
capability of the EDG system to perform these functions is
acceptable. This testing may include any series of
sequential, overlapping, or total steps so that the entire
connection and loading sequence is verified.

T~e Fre~~eAcy of 18 mOAt~s takes iAtO cOAsi~eratioA ~Ait

COA~itioAS re~~ire~ to ~erform t~e ~~rYeillaAce aA~ is
iAteA~e~ to se cOAsisteAt wit~ t~e ex~ecte~ f~el cycle

I I ~leA9t~s. O~eratiA9 ex~erieAce ~as S~OWA t~at t~ese
Insert 1 Icom~oAeAts ~s~all y .~ass t~e ~R w~eA ~erforme~ at t~e

18 mOAt~ Fre~~eAcy. T~erefore, t~e Fre~~eAcy was cOAcl~~e~

to se acce~tasle from a reliasility staA~~oiAt.

This SR is modified by two Notes. The reason for Note 1 is to
minimize wear and tear on the EDGs during testing. For the
purpose of this testing, the EDGs must be started from
standby conditions, that is, with the engine coolant and oil
continuously circulated and temperature maintained
consistent with manufacturer recommendations. The reason for
Note 2 is that during operation with the reactor critical,
performance of this Surveillance could cause perturbations
to the electrical distribution systems that could challenge
continued steady state operation and, as a result, unit
safety systems. This restriction from normally performing
the Surveillance in MODE 1 or 2 is further amplified to
allow portions of the Surveillance to be performed for the
purpose of reestablishing OPERABILITY (e.g., post work
testing following corrective maintenance, corrective
modification, deficient or incomplete surveillance testing,
and other unanticipated OPERABILITY concerns) provided an
assessment determines unit safety is maintained or enhanced.
This assessment shall, as a minimum, consider the potential
outcomes and transients associated with a failed partial
Surveillance, a successful partial Surveillance, and a
perturbation of the offsite or onsite system when they are
tied together or operated independently for the partial
Surveillance; as well as the operator procedures available
to cope with these outcomes. These shall be measured against
the avoided risk of the unit shutdown and startup to
determine that unit safety is maintained or enhanced when
portions of the Surveillance are performed in MODE 1 or 2.
Risk insights or deterministic methods may be used for this
assessment.
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
(continued)

SR 3.8.1.12

This Surveillance demonstrates that EDG noncritical
protective functions (e.g., high jacket water temperature)
are bypassed on actual or simulated signals from an ESF
actuation, a loss of voltage, or a loss of voltage signal
concurrent with an ESF actuation test signal, and critical
protective functions (engine overspeed and generator
differential current) trip the EDG to avert substantial
damage to the EDG unit. The noncritical trips are bypassed
during DBAs and provide an alarm on an abnormal engine
condition. This alarm provides the operator with sufficient
time to react appropriately. The EDG availability to
mitigate the DBA is more critical than protecting the engine
against minor problems that are not immediately detrimental
to emergency operation of the EDG.

Iinsert 1

T~e 18 ffiORt~ Freq~eRcy is based OR eR§iReeriR§ j~d§ffieRt,

takiR§ iRto cORsideratioR ~Rit CORditioRS req~ired to
~erforffi t~e S~rveillaRce, aRd is iRteRded to be cORsisteRt
wit~ ex~ected f~el cycle leR§t~s. O~eratiR§ ex~erieRce ~as

I ~S~OWR t~at t~ese cOffi~oReRts ~s~ally ~ass t~e SR w~eR
~ ~erforffied at t~e 18 ffiORt~ Freq~eRcy. T~erefore, t~e

Freq~eRcy was cORcl~ded to be acce~table froffi a reliability
staRd~oiRt.

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is
that performing the Surveillance would remove a required EDG
from service. This restriction from normally performing the
Surveillance in MODE 1 or 2 is further amplified to allow
the Surveillance to be performed for the purpose of
reestablishing OPERABILITY (e.g., post work testing
following corrective maintenance, corrective modification,
deficient or incomplete surveillance testing, and other
unanticipated OPERABILITY concerns) provided an assessment
determines unit safety is maintained or enhanced. This
assessment shall, as a minimum, consider the potential
outcomes and transients associated with a failed
Surveillance, a successful Surveillance, and a perturbation
of the offsite or onsite system when they are tied together
or operated independently for the Surveillance; as well as
the operator procedures available to cope with these
outcomes. These shall be measured against the avoided risk
of a unit shutdown and startup to determine that unit safety
is maintained or enhanced when the Surveillance is performed
in MODE 1 or 2. Risk insights or deterministic methods may
be used for this assessment.
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(continued)

SR 3.8.1.13

Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 8), paragraph 2.a.(3), provides
an acceptable method to demonstrate ORce ~er 19 mORtRs that
the EDGs can start and run continuously at full load
capability for an interval of not less than 24 hours,
2 2 hours of which is at a load equivalent from 105% to 110%
of the continuous duty rating and the remainder of the time
at a load equivalent from 90% to 100% of the continuous duty
rating of the EDG. The EDG starts for this Surveillance can
be performed either from standby or hot conditions. The
provisions for prelubricating and warmup, discussed in
SR 3.8.1.2, and for gradual loading, discussed in
SR 3.8.1.3, are applicable to this SR.

The load band is prOVided to avoid routine overloading of the
EDG. Routine overloading may result in more frequent
teardown inspections in accordance with vendor
recommendations in order to maintain EDG OPERABILITY.

TRe 19 mORtR ~re~~eRcy is cORsisteRt witR tRe
recommeAsatioRs of Re9~latory G~ise 1.10g (Ref. g),

I ~~ara9ra~R 2.a. (d), takes iRtO cORsiseratioR ~Rit cORsitioRS
Iinsert 1 I re~~i res to ~erform tRe S~rvei 11 aRce, aRs is i RteRses to 13e

cORsisteRt witR ex~ectes f~el cycle leR9tRs.

This Surveillance is modified by three Notes. Note 1 states
that momentary transients due to changing bus loads dO'not
invalidate this test. Similarly, momentary power factor
transients above the power factor limit will not invalidate
the test. The reason for Note 2 is that during operation with
the reactor critical, performance of this Surveillance could
cause perturbations to the electrical distribution systems
that could challenge continued steady state operation and,
as a result, unit safety systems. This restriction from
normally performing the Surveillance in MODE 1 or 2 is
further amplified to allow the Surveillance to be performed
for the purpose of reestablishing OPERABILITY (e.g., post
work testing following corrective maintenance, corrective
modification, deficient or incomplete surveillance testing,
and other unanticipated OPERABILITY concerns) provided an
assessment determines unit safety is maintained or enhanced.
This assessment shall, as a minimum, consider the potential
outcomes and transients associated with a failed
Surveillance, a successful Surveillance, and a perturbation
of the offsite or onsite system when they are tied together
or operated independently for the Surveillance; as well as

(continued)
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SR 3.8.1.13 (continued)

the operator procedures available to cope with these
outcomes. These shall be measured against the avoided risk
of a unit shutdown and startup to determine that unit safety
is maintained or enhanced when the Surveillance is performed
in MODE 1 or 2. Risk insights or deterministic methods may
be used for this assessment. Note 3 ensures that the EDG is
tested under load conditions that are as close to design
basis conditions as possible. When synchronized with offsite
power, testing should be performed at a power factor of
~ 0.9. This power factor is representative of the actual
inductive loading an EDG would see under design basis
accident conditions. Under certain conditions, however,
Note 3 allows the surveillance to be conducted at a power
factor other than ~ 0.9. These conditions occur when grid
voltage is high, and the additional field excitation needed
to get the power factor to ~ 0.9 results in voltages on the
emergency busses that are too high. Under these conditions,
the power factor should be maintained as close as
practicable to 0.9 while still maintaining acceptable
voltage limits on the emergency busses. In other
circumstances, the grid voltage may be such that the ,EDG
excitation levels needed to obtain a power factor of 0.9 may
not cause unacceptable voltages on the emergency busses, but
the excitation levels are in excess of those recommended for
the EDG. In such cases, the power factor shall be maintained
as close as practicable to 0.9 without exceeding the EDG
excitation limits.

SR 3.8.1.14

This Surveillance demonstrates that the diesel engine can
restart from a hot condition, such as subsequent to shutdown
from normal Surveillances, and achieve the required voltage
and frequency within 10 seconds. The 10 second time is
derived from the requirements of the accident analysis to
respond to a design basis large break LOCA. lAC 18 mORtA
~req~eRcy is cORsistCRt witA tAe recommcRsatioRs of

Iinsert 1 ~Re~~l atory G~i se 1.108 (Ref. 8), fJara~rafJA 2. a. (9) .

This SR is modified by two Notes. Note 1 ensures that the
test is performed with the diesel sufficiently hot. The load
band is provided to avoid routine overloading of the EDG.
Routine overloads may result in more frequent teardown
inspections in accordance with vendor recommendations in
order to maintain EDG OPERABILITY. The requirement that the

(continued)
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SR 3.8.1.14 (continued)

diesel has operated for at least 2 hours at full load
conditions, or after operating temperatures reach a
stabilized state, prior to performance of this Surveillance
is based on manufacturer recommendations for achieving hot
conditions. Momentary transients due to changing bus loads
do not invalidate this test. Note 2 allows all EDG starts to
be preceded by an engine prelube period to minimize wear and
tear on the diesel during testing.

SR 3.8.1.15

Consistent with the recommendations of Regulatory
Guide 1.108 (Ref. 8), paragraph 2.a.(6), this Surveillance
ensures that the manual synchronization and load transfer
from the EDG to the offsite source can be made and the EDG
can be returned to ready to load status when offsite power is
restored. It also ensures that the autos tart logic is reset
to allow the EDG to reload if a subsequent loss of offsite
power occurs. The EDG is considered to be in ready to load
status when the EDG is at rated speed and voltage, the output
breaker is open and can receive an autoclose signal on bus
undervoltage, and the load sequencing timing relays are
reset. EDG loading of the emergency bus is limited to normal
energized loads.

Iinsert 1

lRe ~req~eRcy of 19 ffiORtRS is cORsisteRt witR tRe
recoffiffieRdatioRs of Re9~latory G~ide 1.lQg (Ref. g),

~ para9rapR 2.a. ((3), aRd takes iRtO cORsideratioR ~Rit
cORditioRS req~ired to perforffi tRe S~rveillaRce.

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is
that performing the Surveillance would remove a required
offsite circuit from service, perturb the electrical
distribution system, and challenge safety systems. This
restriction from normally performing the Surveillance in
MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4 is further amplified to allow the
Surveillance to be performed for the purpose of
reestablishing OPERABILITY (e.g., post work testing
following corrective maintenance, corrective modification,
deficient or incomplete surveillance testing, and other
unanticipated OPERABILITY concerns) provided an assessment
determines unit safety is maintained or enhanced. This
assessment shall, as a minimum, consider the potential
outcomes and transients associated with a failed
Surveillance, a successful Surveillance, and a perturbation

(continued)
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SR 3.8.1.15 (continued)

of the offsite or onsite system when they are tied together
or operated independently for the Surveillance; as well as
the operator procedures available to cope with these
outcomes. These shall be measured against the avoided risk
of a unit shutdown and startup to determine that unit safety
is maintained or enhanced when the Surveillance is performed
in MODE I, 2, 3, or 4. Risk insights or deterministic
methods may be used for this assessment.

SR 3.8.1.16

Iinsert 1

Under accident conditions, with a loss of offsite power,
safety injection, containment spray, or recirculation spray,
loads are sequentially connected to the bus by the automatic
load sequencing timing relays. The sequencing timing relays
control the permissive and starting signals to motor
breakers to prevent overloading of the EDGs due to high motor
starting currents. The load sequence time interval
tolerances, listed in the Technical Requirements Manual
(Ref. 12), ensure that sufficient time exists for the EDG to
restore frequency and voltage prior to applying the next
load and that safety analysis assumptions regarding ESF
equipment time delays are not violated. Reference 2 provides
a summary of the automatic loading of ESF buses.

TRe ~re~~eRcy of 19 mORtRs is cORsisteRt witR tRe
recommeReatioRs of Reg~latory G~iee 1.10g (Ref. g),

~ (3aragra(3R 2. a. (2), takes i RtO CORsi eerati OR ~Rit cOReitiORS
re~~iree to (3erform tRe S~rYeillaRce, aRe is iRteReee to Be
cORsisteRt witR eX(3ectee f~el cycle le~gtRs.

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is
that performing the Surveillance would remove a required
offsite circuit from service, perturb the electrical
distribution system, and challenge safety systems. This
restriction from normally performing the Surveillance in
MODE I, 2, 3, or 4 is further amplified to allow the
Surveillance to be performed for the purpose of
reestablishing OPERABILITY (e.g., post work testing
following corrective maintenance, corrective modification,
deficient or incomplete surveillance testing, and other
unanticipated OPERABILITY concerns) provided an assessment
determines unit safety is maintained or enhanced. This
assessment shall, as a minimum, consider the potential
outcomes and transients associated with a failed

(continued)
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SR 3.8.1.16 (continued)

Surveillance, a successful Surveillance, and a perturbation
of the offsite or onsite system when they are tied together
or operated independently for the Surveillance; as well as
the operator procedures available to cope with these
outcomes. These shall be measured against the avoided risk
of a unit shutdown and startup to determine that unit safety
is maintained or enhanced when the Surveillance is performed
in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. Risk insights or deterministic
methods may be used for this assessment.

SR 3.8.1.17

In the event of a DBA coincident with a loss of offsite
power, the EDGs are required to supply the necessary power to
ESF systems so that the fuel, RCS, and containment design
limits are not exceeded.

This Surveillance demonstrates the EDG operation, as
discussed in the Bases for SR 3.8.1.10, during a loss of
offsite power actuation test signal in conjunction with an
ESF actuation signal. In lieu of actual demonstration of
connection and loading of loads, testing that adequately
shows the capability of the EDG system to perform these
functions is acceptable. This testing may include any series
of sequential, overlapping, or total steps so that the
entire connection and loading sequence is verified.

Iinsert 1

TRe ~reqloleflcy of 18 mOfltAs takes iflto cOflsieleratiofl lolflit
cOflelitiofls reqlolireel to ~erform tAe ~lolrveillaflce aflel is

~ifltefleleel to be cOflsisteflt witA afl ex~ecteel flolel cycle leflgtA
of 18 mOfltAs.

This SR is modified by two Notes. The reason for Note 1 is to
minimize wear and tear on the EDGs during testing. For the
purpose of this testing, the EDGs must be started from
standby conditions, that is, with the engine coolant and oil
continuously circulated and temperature maintained
consistent with manufacturer recommendations for EDGs. The
reason for Note 2 is that the performance of the
Surveillance would remove a required offsite circuit from
service, perturb the electrical distribution system, and
challenge safety systems. This restriction from normally
performing the Surveillance in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4 is further
amplified to allow portions of the Surveillance to be
performed for the purpose of reestablishing OPERABILITY

(continued)
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SR 3.8.1.17 (continued)

(e.g., post work testing following corrective maintenance,
corrective modification, deficient or incomplete
surveillance testing, and other unanticipated OPERABILITY
concerns) provided an assessment determines unit safety is
maintained or enhanced. This assessment shall, as a minimum,
consider the potential outcomes and transients associated
with a failed partial Surveillance, a successful partial
Surveillance, and a perturbation of the offsite or onsite
system when they are tied together or operated independently
for the partial Surveillance; as well as the operator
procedures available to cope with these outcomes. These
shall be measured against the avoided risk of the unit
shutdown and startup to determine that unit safety is
maintained or enhanced when portions of the Surveillance are
performed in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. Risk insights or
deterministic methods may be used for this assessment.

SR 3.8.1.18

This Surveillance demonstrates that the EDG starting
independence has not been compromised. Also, this
Surveillance demonstrates that each engine can achieve
proper speed within the specified time when the EDGs are
started simultaneously.

I ~TRe 10 year Freq~eRcy is cSRsisteRt witR tRe recsffiffieRsatisRs
1~ln---se---rt~1~~ sf Re§~latsry G~ise 1.10g (Ref. g).

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is to
minimize wear on the EDG during testing. For the purpose of
this testing, the EDGs must be started from standby
conditions, that is, with the engine coolant and oil
continuously circulated and temperature maintained
consistent with manufacturer recommendations.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 3.

2. UFSAR, Chapter 8.

3. Safety Guide 9, March 1971.

4. UFSAR, Chapter 6.

5. UFSAR, Chapter 15.
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SR 3.8.3.1

This SR provides verification that there is an adequate
inventory of fuel oil in the storage tanks to support two
EOGs' operation for 7 days at full load. The 7 day period is
sufficient time to place the unit in a safe shutdown
condition and to bring in replenishment fuel from an offsite
location.

!Insert 1

lRe dl say ~re~~eRcy is ase~~ate to eRs~re tRat a s~fficieRt

s~~~ly of f~el oil is available, siRce low level alarms are
~~rovises aRs ~Rit o~erators wo~ls be aware of aRy large ~ses

of f~el oil s~riR9 tRis ~erios.

SR 3.8.3.2

The tests listed below are a means of determining whether new
fuel oil is of the appropriate grade and has not been
contaminated with substances that would have an immediate,
detrimental impact on diesel engine combustion. If results
from these tests are within acceptable limits, the fuel oil
may be added to the storage tanks without concern for
contaminating the entire volume of fuel oil in the storage
tanks. These tests are to be conducted prior to adding the
new fuel to the storage tank(s), but in no case is the time
between receipt of new fuel and conducting the tests to
exceed 31 days. The tests, limits, and applicable ASTM
Standards are as follows:

a. Sample the new fuel oil in accordance with ASTM 04057-88
(Ref. 6);

b. Verify in accordance with the tests specified in ASTM
0975-89 (Ref. 6) that the sample has an absolute specific
gravity at 60/60°F of ~ 0.83 and ~ 0.89 or an API gravity
at 60°F of 2 27x and ~ 39x when tested in accordance with
ASTM 0287-82 (Ref. 6), a kinematic viscosity at 40°C of
~ 1.9 centistokes and ~ 4.1 centistokes, and a flash point
of ~ 125°F; and '

c. Verify that the new fuel oil is checked for water and
sediment content within limits when tested in accordance
with ASTM 01796-83 (Ref. 6).

(continued)
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SR 3.8.3.3 (continued)

Iinsert 1

(seconds of cranking). With receiver pressurized> 150 psig,
there is adequate capacity for at least one start. The
pressure specified in this SR is intended to reflect the
lowest value at which more than one start can be
accomplished.

l~e ~1 ~ay Fpe~~eAcy takes iAto acco~At t~e ca~acity,

~ Ga~ability. rigURga~bY. aRg givQr~ity of tRQ AC ~OUrbQ~ aRg
r-- . ot~ep iA~icatioAs availaele iA tRe cOAtpol rOOffi, iAcl~~iA~

alaill's, to alelt tile opeiatoi to belo~ lioil11al ail stait
fJress~re.

SR 3.8.3.4

Microbiological fouling is a major cause of fuel oil
degradation. There are numerous bacteria that can grow in
fuel oil and cause fouling, but all must have a water
environment in order to survive. Removal of water from the
fuel storage tanks OAce every 92 ~ays eliminates the
necessary environment for bacterial survival. This is the
most effective means of controlling microbiological fouling.
In addition, it eliminates the potential for water
entrainment in the fuel oil during EDG operation. Water may
come from any of several sources, including condensation,
ground water, rain water, and contaminated fuel oil, and
from breakdown of the fuel oil by bacteria. Frequent
checking for and removal of accumulated water minimizes
fouling and provides data regarding the watertight integrity
of the fuel oil system. IRe S~rveillaAce Fre~~eAcies are
establisRe~ ey Re~~latory G~i~e 1.1~7 (Ref. 2). IRis SR is
for fJreveAtive ffiaiAteAaAce. IRe fJreSeACe of water ~oes AOt

I ~ Aecessarily refJreseAt fail~re of tRis SR, fJrovi~e~ tRe
Iinsert 1 I acc~ffi~l atee water 15 reffiovee e~rl A§ fJerforffiaAce of tRe

S~rveillaAce.

REFERENCES l. UFSAR, Section 9.5.4.2.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.137.

3. ANSI NI95-1976, Appendix B.

4. UFSAR, Chapter 6.

5. UFSAR, Chapter 15.
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D.1 (continued)

LCO 3.7.10, "MCR/ESGR Emergency Ventilation Systems,"
LCO 3.7.12, "Emergency Core Cooling System Pump Room Exhaust
Air Cleanup System," and LCO 3.7.19, "Component Cooling
Water (CC) System," are followed.

SR 3.8.4.1

For Station and EDG batteries, verifying battery terminal
voltage while on float charge for the batteries helps to
ensure the effectiveness of the charging system and the
ability of the batteries to perform their intended function.
Float charge is the condition in which the charger is
supplying the continuous charge required to overcome the
internal losses of a battery (or battery cell) and maintain
the battery (or a battery cell) in a fully charged state. The
voltage requirements are based on the nominal design voltage
of the battery and are consistent with the initial voltages
assumed in the battery sizing calculations. TRe 7 say

I ~ fre~~eRcy is cORsisteRt WitR maR~fact~rer recommeRsatioRs
l""'-ln-se-rt""'-1":"""""""'1r aRs n:n: 4190 (Ref. 9).

SR 3.8.4.2

Visual inspection of both Station and EDG batteries to
detect corrosion of the battery cells and connections, or
measurement of the resistance of each intercell, interrack,
intertier, and terminal connection, provides an indication
of physical damage or abnormal deterioration that could
potentially degrade battery performance.

The presence of visible corrosion does not necessarily
represent a failure of this SR provided visible corrosion is
removed during performance of SR 3.8.4.4.

TRe ~~rveillaRce fre~~eRcy for tRese iRs~ectioRs, WRiCR caR
setect CORsitioRS tRat caR ca~se ~ower losses s~e to

i ~resistaRce ReatiR§, is 92 says. TRis fre~~eRcy is cORsiseres
Iinsert 1 r acce~tabl e bases OR o~erati R§ ex~eri eRce rel ates to

setectiR§ corrosioR treRss.
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SR 3.8.4.4 and SR 3.8.4.5

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.8.4.3

Visual inspection of the battery cells, cell plates, and
battery racks provides an indication of physical damage or
abnormal deterioration that could potentially degrade
battery performance. The presence of physical damage or
deterioration does not necessarily represent a failure of
this SR, provided an evaluation determines that the physical
damage or deterioration does not affect the OPERABILITY of
the battery (its ability to perform its design function).

Iinsert1 ~
Station and EDG battery visual inspection and resistance
measurements of intercell, interrack, intertier, and
terminal connections provide an indication of physical
damage or abnormal deterioration that could indicate
degraded battery condition. The anticorrosion material is
used to help ensure good electrical connections and to
reduce terminal deterioration. The visual inspection for
corrosion is not intended to require removal of and
inspection under each terminal connection. The removal of
visible corrosion is a preventive maintenance. SR~

SR 3.8.4.6 and SR 3.8.4.7 Iinsert 1 ~

SR 3.8.4.6 requires that each Station battery charger be
capable of supplying 2 270 amps and 2 125 V for 2 4 hours.
These requirements are based on the design capacity of the
chargers (Ref. 4). According to Regulatory Guide 1.32
(Ref. 10), the battery charger supply is required to be
based on the largest combined demands of the various steady
state loads and the charging capacity to restore the battery
from the design minimum charge state to the fully charged
state, irrespective of the status of the unit during these
demand occurrences. The minimum required amperes and
duration ensures that these requirements can be satisfied.

SR 3.8.4.7 requires that each EDG battery charger be capable
of supplying 2 10 amps and 2 125 V for 2 ~ hours. These
values are based on the design requirements of the charger.

Iinsert 1 ~----------)~ IRe S~FveillaRce FFe~~eRcy fe~ SR 3.8.4.6 is acce~table,

§iveR tRe ~Rit cORditioRS Fe~~iFed to ~eFfoFm tRe test aRd
tRe otReF admiRistFative cORtFols existiR§ to eRS~Fe

ade~~ate cRaF§eF ~eFfoFmaRce d~FiR§ tRese 18 mORtR
iRteFvals. IR additioR, tRis ~Fe~~eRcy is iRteRded to be

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.4.6 and SR 3.8.4.7 (continued)

cORsisteRt WitR expectes f~el cycle leR9tRs. The spare
charger for the Station batteries is required to be tested to
the same criteria as the normal charger if it is to be used
as a substitute charger.

!Insert 1
rRe S~rveillaAce Fre~~eAcy fer SR 3.8.4.7 is acceptaele
9iveR tRe [QG m~st Rot ee re~~ires to ee OP[RABL[ s~riR9 tRe
performaRce of tRe re~~ires test.

SR 3.8.4.8

Iinsert 1

A Station battery service test is a special test of battery
capability, as found, to satisfy the design requirements
(battery duty cycle) of the DC electrical power system. The
discharge rate and test length should correspond to the
design duty cycle requirements as specified in Reference 4.

TRe g~rveillaRce ~re~~eRcy of 18 mORtRs is cORsisteRt WitR
tRe recommeRsatioRs of Re9~latory G~ise 1.J2 (Ref. 10) aRs
Re9~latory G~ise 1.129 (Ref. 11), wRicR state tRat tRe

I ~ eattery service test sRo~ls ee performes s~riR9 ref~eliR9
~ operatloRs or at some otRer o~tage, witR iRtervals eetweeR

tests, Rot to excees 18 mORtRs.

This SR is modified by three Notes. Note 1 allows the
performance of a modified performance discharge test in lieu
of a service test.

A modified performance discharge test is a test of the
battery capacity and its ability to provide a high rate,
short duration load (usually the highest rate of the duty
cycle). This will confirm the battery's ability to meet the
critical period of the load duty cycle, in addition to
determining its percentage of rated capacity. Initial
conditions for the modified performance discharge test
should be identical to those specified for a service test.

It may consist of just two rates; for instance, the one
minute rate published for the battery or the largest current
load of the duty cycle, followed by the test rate employed
for the performance test, both of which envelope the duty
cycle of the service test. Since the ampere-hours removed by
a one minute discharge represents a very small portion of the
battery capacity, the test rate can be changed to that for
the performance test without compromising the results of the

(continued)
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B 3.8.4

SR 3.8.4.8 (continued)

performance discharge test. The battery terminal voltage for
the modified performance discharge test must remain above
the minimum battery terminal voltage specified in the
battery service test for the duration of time equal to that
of the service test.

Note 2 allows the performance discharge test in lieu of the
service test SRce ~er eQ ~SRtRS.

The reason for Note 3 is that performing the Surveillance on
the Station batteries would perturb the electrical
distribution system and challenge safety systems. This
restriction from normally performing the Surveillance in
MODE I, 2, 3, or 4 is further amplified to allow portions of
the Surveillance to be performed for the purpose of
reestablishing OPERABILITY (e.g., post work testing
following corrective maintenance, corrective modification,
deficient or incomplete surveillance testing, and other
unanticipated OPERABILITY concerns) provided an assessment
determines unit safety is maintained or enhanced. This
assessment shall, as a minimum, consider the potential
outcomes and transients associated with a failed partial
Surveillance, a successful partial Surveillance, and a
perturbation of the offsite or onsite system when they are
tied together or operated independently for the partial
Surveillance; as well as the operator procedures available
to cope with these outcomes. These shall be measured against
the avoided risk of the unit shutdown and startup to
determine that unit safety is maintained or enhanced when
port ions of the Surveil 1ance are performed in MODE I, 2, 3,
or 4. Risk insights or deterministic methods may be used for
this assessment.

SR 3.8.4.9

A battery performance discharge test for Station and EDG
batteries is a test of constant current capacity of a battery
to detect any change in the capacity determined by the
acceptance test. The test is intended to determine overall
battery degradation due to age and usage.

A battery modified performance discharge test is described
in the Bases for SR 3.8.4.8. Either the battery performance
discharge test or the modified performance discharge test is
acceptable for satisfying SR 3.8.4.9.

(continued)
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SR 3.8.4.9 (continued)

!Insert 1

The acceptance criteria for this Surveillance are consistent
with IEEE-450 (Ref. 9) and IEEE-485 (Ref. 5). These
references recommend that the battery be replaced if its
capacity is below 80% of the manufacturer1s rating. A
capacity of 80% shows that the battery rate of deterioration
is increasing, even if there is ample capacity to meet the
load requirements.

TRc ~~rYeillaRGc ~re~~CRGY for tRis test is Rormally
I ~eO mORtRs. If the battery shows degradation, or if the
~ battery has reached 85% of its expected life, the

Surveillance Frequency is reduced to 18 months. Degradation
is indicated, according to IEEE-450 (Ref. 9), when the
battery capacity drops by more than 10% relative to its
capacity on the previous performance test or when it is
~ 10% below the manufacturer's rating. The 60 month
Frequency is consistent with the recommendations in IEEE-450
(Ref. 9) and the 18 month Frequency is consistent with
operating experience.

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is
that performing the Surveillance would perturb the
electrical distribution system and challenge safety systems
for the Station batteries. This restriction from normally
performing the Surveillance in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4 is further
amplified to allow portions of the Surveillance to be
performed for the purpose of reestablishing OPERABILITY
(e.g., post work testing following corrective maintenance,
corrective modification, deficient or incomplete
surveillance testing, and other unanticipated OPERABILITY
concerns) provided an assessment determines unit safety is
maintained or enhanced. This assessment shall, as a minimum,
consider the potential outcomes and transients associated
with a failed partial Surveillance, a successful partial
Surveillance, and a perturbation of the offsite or onsite
system when they are tied together or operated independently
for the partial Surveillance; as well as the operator
procedures available to cope with these outcomes. These
shall be measured against the avoided risk of the unit
shutdown and startup to determine that unit safety is
maintained or enhanced when portions of the Surveillance are
performed in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. Risk insights or
deterministic methods may be used for this assessment.
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BASES

ACTIONS

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Battery Cell Parameters
B 3.8.6

A.1, A.2, and A.3 (continued)

Continued operation is only permitted for 31 days before
battery cell parameters must be restored to within
Category A and B limits. With the consideration that, while
battery capacity is degraded, sufficient capacity exists to
perform the intended function and to allow time to fully
restore the battery cell parameters to normal limits, this
time is acceptable prior to declaring the battery
inoperable.

B.1

With one or more batteries with one or more battery cell
parameters outside the Category C limit for any connected
cell, sufficient capacity to supply the maximum expected
load requirement is not assured and the corresponding DC
electrical power subsystem or EDG DC system must be declared
inoperable. Additionally, other potentially extreme
conditions, such as not completing the Required Actions of
Condition A within the required Completion Time or average
electrolyte temperature of representative cells falling
below 60°F for the Station batteries, are also cause for
immediately declaring the associated DC electrical power
subsystem inoperable. Representative cells will consist of
at least 10 cells.

SR 3.8.6.1

This SR verifies that Category A battery cell parameters are
consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref. 3), which recommends regular
battery inspections (at least one per month) including
voltage, specific gravity, and electrolyte level of pilot
cells. ~ !Insert 1 I
SR 3.8.6.2

Iinsert 1
lRe q~arterly iRspectioR of specific ~ravity aRd volta~e is
cORsisteRt witR ![[[ q§O (Ref. d). In addition, within
24 hours of a battery discharge < 110 V or a battery
overcharge> 150 V, the battery must be demonstrated to meet
Category B limits. Transients, such as motor starting
transients, which may momentarily cause battery voltage to
drop to ~ 110 V, do not constitute a battery discharge
provided the battery terminal voltage and float current
return to pre-transient values. This inspection is also

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Battery Cell Parameters
B 3.8.6

SR 3.8.6.2 (continued)

consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref. 3), which recommends special
inspections following a severe discharge or overcharge, to
ensure that no significant degradation of the battery occurs
as a consequence of such discharge or overcharge.

SR 3.8.6.3

!Insert 1

This Surveillance verification that the average temperature
of representative cells of the Station batteries is > 60°F,
is consistent with a recommendation of IEEE-450 (Ref. 3)~~

tRat states tRat tRe tem~erat~re of electrolytes iR \~D

~---~7re~reseRtative cells sRo~ld be determiRed OR a q~arterly .
-9a-5-i-£ •

Lower than normal temperatures act to inhibit or reduce
battery capacity. This SR ensures that the operating
temperatures remain within an acceptable operating range.
This limit is based on manufacturer recommendations.

Table 3.8.6-1

This table delineates the limits on electrolyte level, float
voltage, and specific gravity for three different
categories. The meaning of each category is discussed below.

Category A defines the normal parameter limit for each
designated pilot cell in each battery. The cells selected as
pilot cells are those whose level, voltage, and electrolyte
specific gravity approximate the state of charge of the
entire battery.

The Category A limits specified for electrolyte level are
based on manufacturer recommendations and are consistent
with the guidance in IEEE-450 (Ref. 3), with the extra
~ inch allowance above the high water level indication for
operating margin to account for temperatures and charge
effects. In addition to this allowance, footnote a to
Table 3.8.6-1 permits the electrolyte level to be above the
specified maximum level during equalizing charge, provided
it is not overflowing. These limits ensure that the plates
suffer no physical damage, and that adequate electron
transfer capability is maintained in the event of transient
conditions. IEEE-450 (Ref. 3) recommends that electrolyte
level readings should be made only after the battery has been
at float charge for at least 72 hours.

(continued)
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BASES

ACTIONS

Inverters-Operating
B 3.8.7

A.l (continued)

b. Entry into Condition A will not be planned concurrent
with planned maintenance on another RPS/ESFAS channel
that results in that channel being in a tripped
condition.

B.l

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

With one or more required LCO 3.B.7.b inverters inoperable,
the reliability of the shared component(s) on the other unit
is degraded. In this condition, the associated shared
component is declared inoperable within 7 days. Service
Water, Main Control Room/Emergency Switchgear Room Emergency
Ventilation System, Auxiliary Building Central Exhaust
System, and Component Cooling Water are shared systems.

C.l and C.2

If the inoperable devices or components cannot be restored
to OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the
unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not
apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at
least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours.
The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging unit systems.

SR 3.8.7.1

Iinsert 1

REFERENCES

This Surveillance verifies that the inverters are
functioning properly with all required circuit breakers
closed and AC vital buses energized from the inverter. The
verification of proper voltage output ensures that the
required power is readily available for the instrumentation
of the RTS and ESFAS connected to the AC vital buses. +Re
7 ~ay Fre~~eRcy takes iRte acce~Rt t~e re~~R~aRt capa~ility

ef t~e iRverters aR~ et~er iR~icatieRs availa~le iR t~e

~ ceRtrel reem t~at alert t~e eperater te iRverter
malf~RctieRs.

1. UFSAR, Chapter 8.

2. UFSAR, Chapter 6.

3. UFSAR, Chapter 15.
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Inverters-Shutdown
B 3.8.8

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.8.1

This Surveillance verifies that the inverters are
functioning properly with all required circuit breakers
closed and AC vital buses energized from the inverter. The
verification of proper voltage output ensures that the
required power is readily available for the instrumentation
connected to the AC vital buses. T~e 7 day Freq~eRcy takes
iRtO acco~Rt t~e red~RdaRt ca~ability of t~e iRverters aRd

I ~ot~er iRdicatioRs available iR t~e cORtrol room t~at alert
Iinsert 1 I t~e o~erator to i Rverter mal f~Rcti ORS.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 6.

2. UFSAR, Chapter 15.
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Distribution Systems-Operating
B 3.8.9

BASES

ACTIONS H.l L"
Condition H corresponds to a level of degradation in the 'T
electrical power distribution system that causes a required
safety function to be lost. When more than one inoperable
LCO 3.8.9.a electrical power distribution subsystem results
in the loss of a required function, the unit is in a
condition outside the accident analysis. Therefore, no
additional time is justified for continued operation.
LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immediately to commence a
controlled shutdown.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.9.1

This Surveillance verifies that the required AC, DC, and AC
vital bus electrical power distribution systems are
functioning properly, with the correct circuit breaker
alignment. The correct breaker alignment ensures the
appropriate separation and independence of the electrical
divisions is maintained, and the appropriate voltage is
available to each required bus. The verification of proper
voltage availability on the buses ensures that the required
voltage is readily available for motive as well as control
functions for critical system loads connected to these
buses. Verification of proper voltage availability for
480 volt buses and load centers may be performed by indirect
methods. T~e 7 ~ay Fre~~eRcy takes iRtO acco~Rt t~e

re~~R~aRt ca~ability of t~e AC, QC, aR~ AC vital b~s

I ~electrical ~ower ~istrib~tioR s~bsystems, aR~ ot~er

~~~~r-- iR~icatioRs available iR t~e cORtrol room t~at alert t~e
o~erator to s~bsystem malf~RctioRs.

Iinsert 1

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 6.

2. UFSAR, Chapter 15.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.93, December 1974.
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Distribution Systems-Shutdown
B 3.8.10

BASES

ACTIONS A.l, A.2.1, A.2.2, A.2.3, A.2.4, and A.2.5 (continued)

Therefore, Required Action A.2.5 is provided to direct
declaring RHR inoperable, which results in taking the
appropriate RHR actions.

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The
restoration of the required distribution subsystems should
be completed as quickly as possible in order to minimize the
time the unit safety systems may be without power.

SURVEI LLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.10.1

This Surveillance verifies that the required AC, DC, and AC
vital bus electrical power distribution subsystems are
functioning properly, with all the buses energized. The
verification of proper voltage availability on the buses
ensures that the required power is readily available for
motive as well as control functions for critical system
loads connected to these buses. Verification of proper
voltage availability for 480 volt buses and load centers may
be performed by indirect methods. T~e 7 ~ay FFe~~eRcy takes
iRtO acco~Rt t~e ca~asility of t~e electFical ~oweF

~
~istFis~tioR s~ssystems, aR~ ot~eF iR~icatioRs availasle iR

---------~ t~e cORtFol Foom t~at aleFt t~e o~eFatoF to s~ssystem
malf~RctioRs.

Iinsert 1

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 6.

2. UFSAR, Chapter 15.
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BASES

ACTIONS

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Boron Concentration
B 3.9.1

A.3 (continued)

Once actions have been initiated, they must be continued
until the boron concentration is restored. The restoration
time depends on the amount of boron that must be injected to
reach the required concentration.

SR 3.9.1.1

This SR ensures that the coolant boron concentration in the
RCS, and connected portions of the refueling canal and the
refueling cavity, is within the COLR limits. The boron
concentration of the coolant in each required volume is
determined periodically by chemical analysis. Prior to
re~connecting portions of the refueling canal or the
refueling cavity to the RCS, this SR must be met per
SR 3.0.1. If any dilution activity has occurred while the
cavity or canal were disconnected from the RCS, this SR
ensures the correct boron concentration prior to
communication with the RCS.

Iinsert 1

REFERENCES

A miRim~m ~re~~eRcy of ORce every 72 Ro~rs is a reasoRable
amo~Rt of time to verify tRe boroR cORceRtratioR of

~re~reseRtative sam~les. TRe ~re~~eRcy is bases OR o~eratiR§
ex~erieRce, WRicR Ras SROWR 72 Ro~rs to be ase~~ate.

1. UFSAR, Section 3.1.22.
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Primary Grade Water Flow Path Isolation Valves-MODE 6
B 3.9.2

BASES

ACTIONS A.3
(continued)

Due to the potential of having diluted the boron
concentration of the reactor coolant, SR 3.9.1.1
(verification of boron concentration) must be performed to
demonstrate that the required boron concentration exists.
The Completion Time of 4 hours is sufficient to obtain and
analyze a reactor coolant sample for boron concentration.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

REFERENCES

SR 3.9.2.1

These valves are to be locked, sealed, or otherwise secured
closed to isolate possible dilution paths. The likelihood of
a significant reduction in the boron concentration during
MODE 6 operations is remote due to the large mass of borated
water in the refueling cavity and the fact that the primary
grade water flow paths are isolated, precluding a dilution.
The boron concentration is checked every 72 Ae~r5 during
MODE 6 under SR 3.9.1.1. The Frequency is based on verifying
that the isolation valves are locked, sealed, or otherwise
secured within 15 minutes following a boron dilution or
makeup activity. This Frequency is based on engineering
judgment and is considered reasonable in view of other
administrative controls that will ensure that the valve
opening is an unlikely possibility.

1. UFSAR, Section 15.2.4.
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Nuclear Instrumentation
B 3.9.3

BASES

ACTIONS

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

B.2 (continued)

The Completion Time of once per 12 hours is sufficient to
obtain and analyze a reactor coolant sample for boron
concentration and ensures that unplanned changes in boron
concentration would be identified. The 12 hour Frequency is
reasonable, considering the low probability of a change in
core reactivity during this time period.

SR 3.9.3.1

SR 3.9.3.1 is the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK, which is a
comparison of the parameter indicated on one channel to a
similar parameter on other channels. It is based on the
assumption that the two indication channels should be
consistent with core conditions. Changes in fuel loading and
core geometry can result in significant differences between
source range channels, but each channel should be consistent
with its local conditions.

!Insert 1

TRe ~~eq~eRcy of 12 RO~~S is cORsisteRt witR iRe C~ANN[L

~ C~[CK ~~eq~eRcy s~ecifie8 simila~ly fo~ tRe same iRst~~meRts
i R LCO 3.3. 1.

SR 3.9.3.2

SR 3.9.3.2 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION~
18 mORtRs. This SR is modified by a Note stating that neutron
detectors are excluded from the CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The
CHANNEL CALIBRATION for the source range neutron flux
monitors consists of obtaining the detector plateau or
preamp discriminator curves, evaluating those curves, and
comparing the curves to the manufacturer's data. The
18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a unit
outage. O~e~atiR§ ex~e~ieRce Ras SROWR tRese com~oReRts

~~~~I ~ ~s~ally ~ass tRe ~~~veillaRce wReR ~e~fo~me8 at tRe 18 mORtR
Iinsert 1 I ~~eq~eRcy.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 3.

2. UFSAR, Chapter 15.
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.4

BASES

APPLICABI LIlY
(continued)

ACTIONS

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

and 4, containment penetration requirements are addressed by
LCD 3.6.1. In MODES 5 and 6, when movement of irradiated
fuel assemblies within containment is not being conducted,
the potential for a design basis fuel handling accident does )/
not exist. Additionally, due to radioactive decay,
containment closure capability is only required during a /I"
fuel handling accident involving handling recently
irradiated fuel (i .e., fuel that has occupied part of a
critical reactor core within t. he previous 100 hours). A fuelt
handling accident involving fuel with a minimum decay time
of 100 hours prior to movement will result in doses that are
within the guideline values specified in Regulatory
Guide 1.183 (Ref. 2) even without containment closure
capability. Therefore, under these conditions no .
requirements are placed on containment penetration status.

A.1

If the containment equipment hatch, air locks, or any
containment penetration that provides direct access from the
containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere is not in
the required status, including the Containment Purge and
Exhaust Isolation System not capable of manual actuation
when the purge and exhaust valves are open, the unit must be
placed in a condition where the isolation function is not
needed. This is accomplished by immediately suspending
movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies within
containment. Performance of these actions shall not preclude
completion of movement of a component to a safe position.

SR 3.9.4.1

This Surveillance demonstrates that each of the containment
penetrations required to be in its closed position is in that
position. The Surveillance on the open purge and exhaust
valves will demonstrate that the valves are not blocked from
closing. Also the Surveillance will demonstrate that each
valve operator has motive power, which will ensure that each
valve is capable of being manually closed.

Iinsert 1

TRe S~rveillaRce is ~erforffies every 7 says s~riR§ ffioveffieRt
of receRtly irrasiates f~el asseffiblies witRiR cORtaiRffieRt.
TRe S~rveillaRce iRterval is selectes to be COffiffieRs~rate

~WitR tRe Rorffial s~ratioR of tiffie to cOffi~lete f~el RaRsliR§
o~eratioRs. A s~rveillaRce before tRe start of ref~eliRg

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.4

SR 3.9.4.1 (continued)

Iinsert 1

This Surveillance demonstrates that each containment purge
and exhaust valve actuates to its isolation position on
manual initiation. lAe Ig maRtA fFe~~eRCY maiRtaiRs
caRsisteRcy witA atAeF similaF valve testiR§ Fe~~iFemeRts.

This Surveillance ~eFfaFme8 8~FiR§ MOQ[ e will ensure that
the valves are capable of being closed after a postulated
fuel handling accident involving handling recently
irradiated fuel to limit a release of fission product
radioactivity from the containment. The SR is modified by a
Note stating that this Surveillance is not required to be met
for valves in isolated penetrations. The LCO provides the
option to close penetrations in lieu of requiring manual
initiation capability.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 15.4.7.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.183, July 2000.
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RHR and Coolant Circulation-High Water Level
B 3.9.5

BASES

ACTIONS

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

A.4, A.5, A.6.1, and A.6.2 (continued)

c. each penetration providing direct access from the
containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere must be
either closed by a manual or automatic isolation valve,
blind flange, or equivalent, or verified to be capable of
being closed by an OPERABLE Containment Purge and Exhaust
Isolation system.

With RHR loop requirements not met, the potential exists for
the coolant to boil and release radioactive gas to the
containment atmosphere. Performing the actions described
above ensures that all containment penetrations are either
closed or can be closed so that the dose limits are not
exceeded.

The Completion Time of 4 hours allows fixing of most RHR
problems and is reasonable, based on the low probability of
the coolant boiling in that time.

SR 3.9.5.1

This Surveillance demonstrates that the RHR loop is in
operation and circulating reactor coolant. The flow rate is
determined by the flow rate necessary to provide sufficient
decay heat removal capability and to prevent thermal and
boron stratification in the core. TRe ~req~eAcy of 12 Ro~rs

;5 s~ff;c;eAt, cOAs;der;A§ tRe flow, tem~erat~re, ~~m~

I ~coAtrol ,aAd alarm; Ad; cat; OAS avail asl e to tRe o~erator ; A
Iinsert 1 I tRe cOAtrol room for mOAitor; A§ tRe R~R System.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 5.5.4.
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RHR and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level
B 3.9.6

BASES

ACTIONS

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

B.3, B.4, B.5.1, and B.5.2 (continued)

above ensures that all containment penetrations are either
closed or can be closed so that the dose limits are not
exceeded.

The Completion Time of 4 hours allows fixing of most RHR
problems and is reasonable, based on the low probability of
the coolant boiling in that time.

SR 3.9.6.1

This Surveillance demonstrates that one RHR loop is in
operation and circulating reactor coolant. The flow rate is
determined by the flow rate necessary to provide sufficient
decay heat removal capability and to prevent thermal and
boron stratification in the core. In addition, during
operation of the RHR loop with the water level lowered to the
level of the reactor vessel nozzles, the RHR pump net
positive suction head requirements must be met. +Re
~re~~eRcy of 12 Ro~rs is s~fficieRt, cORsiseriR9 tRe flow,

~~~'I ~tem~erat~re, ~~m~ cORtrol, aRs alarm iRsicatioRs available
IInsert 1 I to tRe o~erator for mORi tori R9 tRe RI=IR System i R tRe cORtrol

-r-eem.

SR 3.9.6.2

Verification that the required pump is OPERABLE ensures that
an additional RCS or RHR pump can be placed in operation, if
needed, to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant
circulation. Verification is performed by verifying proper
breaker alignment and power available to the required pump.
TRe ~re~~eRcy of 7 says is CORsi seres reasoRable iR view of

I ~ otRer asmiRistrative cORtrols available aRs Ras beeR SROWR
Iinsert 1 I to be acce~tabl e by o~erati R9 ex~eri eRce.

The SR is modified by a Note that states the SR is not
required to be performed until 24 hours after a required
pump is not in operation.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 5.5.4.
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BASES

APPLICABI LITY

ACTIONS

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Refueling Cavity Water Level
B 3.9.7

LCD 3.9.7 is applicable when moving irradiated fuel
assemblies within containment. The LCD minimizes the
possibility of a fuel handling accident in containment that
is beyond the assumptions of the safety analysis. If
irradiated fuel assemblies are not present in containment,
there can be no significant radioactivity release as a
result of a postulated fuel handling accident. Requirements
for fuel handling accidents in the spent fuel pool are
covered by LCD 3.7.16, "Fuel Storage Pool Water Level."

A.1

With a water level of < 23 ft above the top of the reactor
vessel flange, all operations involving movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies within the containment shall be
suspended immediately to ensure that a fuel handling
accident cannot occur.

The suspension of fuel movement shall not preclude
completion of movement of a component to a safe position.

SR 3.9.7.1

Verification of a minimum water level of 23 ft above the top
of the reactor vessel flange ensures that the design basis
for the analysis of the postulated fuel handling accident
during refueling operations is met. Water at the required
level above the top of the reactor vessel flange limits the
consequences of damaged fuel rods that are postulated to
result from a fuel handling accident inside containment
(Ref. 2).

Iinsert 1

REFERENCES

rRe rFeq~eRcy of 2q RO~FS is based OR eR§iReeFiR§ j~d§meRt

aRd is cORsideFed adeq~ate iR view of tRe laF§e vol~me of
~wateF aRd tRe ROFmal ~Foced~Fal cORtFols of valve ~ositioRS,

wRicR make si§RificaRt ~R~laRRed level cRaR§es ~Rlikely.

1. Regulatory Guide 1.183, July 2000.

2. UFSAR, Section 15.4.7.

y
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Serial No. 10-122
Docket Nos. 50-338/339

LAR - Relocate Surveillance Frequencies from TS

ATTACHMENT 5

TSTF-425 (NUREG-1431) VS. NORTH ANNA CROSS-REFERENCE

VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY (DOMINION)
NORTH ANNA UNITS 1 AND 2



Serial No. 10-122
Docket Nos. 50-338/50-339

Page 1 of 9
CROSS REFERENCE NUREG-1431 TS SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS TO

NORTH ANNA TS SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS REMOVED

Technical Specification Section Title/Surveillance Description* TSTF 425 NAPS
Shutdown margin

Verify SDM SR 3.1.1.1 SR 3.1.1.1

Core Reactivity

Verify Reactivity SR 3.1.2.1 SR3.1.2.1

Rod Position

Verify Rod Position within Alignment SR 3.1.4.1 SR 3.1.4.1

Verify Rod Movement SR 3.1.4.2 SR 3.1.4.2

Shutdown Bank

Verify Insertion Limits SR 3.1.5.1 SR 3.1.5.1

Control Bank Insertion limit

Verify Limits SR 3.1.6.2 SR 3.1.6.2

Verify Control Bank Rod Overlap SR 3.1.6.3 SR 3.1.6.3

Rod Position Indication

Calibration of RPI SR3.1.7.1 SR 3.1.7.1

Physics Test Exceptions

RCS Loop Temperature SR 3.1.8.2 SR 3.1.9.2

Verify Thermal Power SR 3.1.8.3 SR 3.1.9.3

VerifySDM SR 3.1.8.4 SR 3.1.9.4

FQ(Z) Limits - RAOC

Verify Fo(Z) limits SR 3.2.1.1 SR 3.2.1.1

Verify F~(Z) limits SR 3.2.1.2 -----
N

Ft.H Limits
N

SR 3.2.2.1 SR 3.2.2.1Verify Ft.H (Z) limits

AFD Limits - RAOC

Verify Limit SR 3.2.3.1 SR 3.2.3.1

QPTR

Verify QPTR by calculation SR 3.2.4.1 SR 3.2.4.1

Verify QPTR w/ incore detectors SR 3.2.4.2 SR 3.2.4.2

RPS Instrumentation

PerrormChannelCheck SR 3.3.1.1 SR 3.3.1.1

Perform Calorimetric - actual power adjust if > 3% SR 3.3.1.2 SR 3.3.1.2

Compare and Adjust NIS to Incore SR 3.3.1.3 SR 3.3.1.3

TADOT SR 3.3.1.4 SR 3.3.1.4
SR 3.3.1.6

Perform Actuation Logic Test SR 3.3.1.5 SR 3.3.1.5

Calibrate NIS to Incore SR 3.3.1.6 -----

Per from COT - 184 days SR 3.3.1.7 SR 3.3.1.7

Perform COT SR 3.3.1.8 SR 3.3.1.8

Perform TADOT - 92 days SR 3.3.1.9 SR 3.3.1.9
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P 2 f9aQe 0

Technical Specification Section Title/Surveillance Description* TSTF 425 NAPS
Perform Channel Calibration wltime constants SR 3.3.1.10 SR 3.3.1.10

Perform Channel Calibration wlo neutron detectors SR 3.3.1.11 SR 3.3.1.11

Perform Channel Calibration wI RTDs SR 3.3.1.12 SR 3.3.1.12

Perform COT - 18 months SR 3.3.1.13 SR 3.3.1.13

Perform TADOT - 18 months SR 3.3.1.14 SR3.3.1.14

Perform Response Time SR 3.3.1.16 SR 3.3.1.16

ESFAS Instrumentation

Perform Channel Check SR 3.3.2.1 SR 3.3.2.1

Perform Actuation Logic Test - 92 days SR 3.3.2.2 SR 3.3.2.2

Perform Actuation Logic Test - 31 days SR 3.3.2.3 -----

Perform Master Relay Test SR 3.3.2.4 SR3.3.2.3

Perform COT - 184 days SR 3.3.2.5 SR 3.3.2.4

Perform Slave Relay Test - 92 days SR 3.3.2.6 SR 3.3.2.5

Perform TADO'T- 92 days SR 3.3.2.7 SR 3.3.2.6

Perform TADOT - 18 months SR 3.3.2.8 SR 3.3.2.7

Perform Channel Calibration SR 3.3.2.9 SR 3.3.2.8

Perform Time Response SR 3.3.2.10 SR 3.3.2.9

PAM Instrumentation

PAM Channel Check SR 3.3.3.1 SR 3.3.3.1

PAM Channel Calibration SR 3.3.3.2 SR3.3.3.3

PAM TADor ----- SR 3.3.3.4

Remote Shutdown System

Perform Channel Check SR 3.3.4.1 SR 3.3.4.1

Perform Control and Transfer Switch Test SR 3.3.4.2 SR 3.3.4.2

Perform Channel Calibration SR 3.3.4.3 SR 3.3.4.3

Perform TADO'T of Reactor Trip Breaker SR 3.3.4.4 -----

LOP EDG Start Instrumentation

Perform Channel Check SR 3.3.5.1 -----

Perform TADOT SR 3.3.5.2 SR 3.3.5.1

Perform Channel Calibration SR 3.3.5.3 SR 3.3.5.2

Perform Response Time Testing ----- SR 3.3.5.3

Containment Purge and Vent Isolation

Perform Channel Check SR 3.3.6.1 Note 1

Perform Actuation Logic Test SR 3.3.6.2 Note 1

Perform Master Relay Test SR 3.3.6.3 Note 1

Perform Actuation SR 3.3.6.4 Note 1

Perform Master Relay Test SR 3.3.6.5 Note 1

Perform COT SR 3.3.6.6 Note 1

Perform Slave Relay Test SR 3.3.6.7 Note 1

TADOT SR 3.3.6.8 Note 1

Channel Calibration SR 3.3.6.9 Note 1
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CREFAS

Channel Check SR 3.3.7.1 -----

COT SR 3.3.7.2 -----

Actuation Logic Test SR 3.3.7.3 -----

Master Relay Test SR 3.3.7.4 -----

Actuation Logic Test SR 3.3.7.5 -----

Master Relay Test SR 3.3.7.6 -----

Slave Relay Test SR 3.3.7.7 -----

TADOT SR 3.3.7.8 SR 3.3.6.1

Channel Calibration SR 3.3.7.9 -----

FBACS Actuation Instrumentation

PenormChannelCheck SR 3.3.8.1 Note 1

Perform COT SR 3.3.8.2 Note 1

Perform Actuation Logic Test SR 3.3.8.3 Note 1

Perform TADOT SR 3.3.8.4 Note 1

Perform Channel Calibration SR 3.3.8.5 Note 1

BOPS

PenormChannelCheck SR 3.3.9.1 Note 1

Perform COT SR 3.3.9.2 Note 1

Perform Channel Calibration SR 3.3.9.3 Note 1

RCS Press Temp & Flow Limits

Verify Pressurizer Pressure SR 3.4.1.1 SR 3.4.1.1

Verify RCS Temperature SR 3.4.1.2 SR 3.4.1.2

Verify RCS total Flow SR 3.4.1.3 SR 3.4.1.3

Verify RCS Total Flow wi Heat Balance SR 3.4.1.4 SR 3.4.1.4

RCS Minimum Temp for Criticality

Verify each Loop SR 3.4.2.1 SR 3.4.2.1

RCS Temperature, Pressure,

Verify Limits SR 3.4.3.1 SR 3.4.3.1

Loop Operation - Modes 1 and 2

Verify loop operating SR 3.4.4.1 SR 3.4.4.1

Loop Operation -Mode 3

Verify loop operating SR 3.4.5.1 SR 3.4.5.1

Verify Steam Generator water Level.::: 17% SR 3.4.5.2 SR 3.4.5.2

Verify Breaker Alignment and Power Available SR 3.4.5.3 SR 3.4.5.3

Loop Operation - Mode 4

Verify Loop Operation - Mode 4 SR 3.4.6.1 SR 3.4.6.1

Verify Steam Generator water Level.::: 17% SR 3.4.6.2 SR 3.4.6.2

Verify Breaker Alignment and Power Available SR 3.4.6.3 SR 3.4.6.3

Loop Operation - Mode 5 -loops Filled

Verify loop operating SR 3.4.7.1 SR 3.4.7.1
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Verify Steam Generator water Level ~ 17% SR 3.4.7.2 SR 3.4.7.2

Verify Breaker Alignment and Power Available RHR Pumps SR 3.4.7.3 SR 3.4.7.3

Verify Loop Operation - Mode 5 -Loops - Not Filled

Verify RHR Operating SR 3.4.8.1 SR 3.4.8.1

Verify Breaker Alignment and Power Available RHR Pumps SR 3.4.8.2 SR 3.4.8.2

Pressurizer

Verify Water Level SR 3.4.9.1 SR 3.4.9.1

Verify Heater Capacity of Required Groups SR 2.4.9.2 SR 3.4.9.2

Verify Heater banks can be Powered for Emergency Power SR 3.4.9.4 -----

Pressurizer PORVS

Cycle each Block Valve SR 3.4.11.1 SR 3.4.11.2

Cycle each PORV SR 3.4.11.2 SR 3.4.11.3

Cycle each SOV Valve and Check Valve on the Air Accumulators SR 3.4.11.3 SR 3.4.11.4
in PORV Control Systems
Verify PORVs and Block Valves can be Powered from SR 3.4.11.4
Emergency Power Sources

-----

Verify PORV Backup Nitrogen Supply Pressure ----- SR 3.4.14.1

LTOP Systems

Verify only one LHSI pump is capable of injecting into the RCS. SR 3.4.12.1 SR 3.4.12.1

Verify a maximum of one charging pump is capable of injecting into SR 3.4.12.2 SR 3.4.12.2
the RCS.
Verify each accumulator is isolated. SR 3.4.12.3 SR 3.4.12.3

Verify each RHR suction Valve is open for each Relief Valve SR 3.4.12.4 -----

Verify required RCS vent [2.07] square inches open SR 3.4.12.5 SR 3.4.12.4

Verify PORV block valve is open for each required PORV. SR 3.4.12.6 SR 3.4.12.5

Verify Nitrogen pressure ----- SR 3.4.12.6

Verify RHR Suction Isolation Valve is Locked Open for Required SR 3.4.12.7 -----
RHR Suction Relief Valve.

COT on PORV SR 3.4.12.8 SR 3.4.12.7

Channel Calibration SR 3.4.12.9 SR 3.4.12.8

Operational Leakage

Verify RCS operational Leakage SR 3.4.13.1 SR 3.4.13.1

Verify ~150 gpd/SG SR 3.4.13.2 SR 3.4.13.2

RCS PIVs

Verify leakage from each is < 0.5 gpm SR 3.4.14.1 SR 3.4.14.1

Verify RHR Autoclosure Interlock Prevents Opening SR 3.4.14.2 ---
Verify RHR Autoclosure Interlock Auto Close SR 3.4.14.3 ---

RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation

PerrormChannelCheck SR 3.4.15.1 SR 3.4.15.1

Perform COT SR 3.4.15.2 SR 3.4.15.2

Channel Calibration Sump Monitor SR 3.4.15.3 SR 3.4.15.3

Channel Calibration containment atmosphere radioactivity monitor. SR 3.4.15.4 SR 3.4.15.4

Channel Calibration containment air cooler. SR 3.4.15.5 -----
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RCS Specific Activity

Verify RCS gross specific activity SR 3.4.16.1 -----

Verify reactor coolant Dose Equivalent 1-131 SR 3.4.16.2 SR 3.4.16.2

Determine E Bar SR 3.4.16.3 ----
Verify Xe-133 ----- SR 3.4.16.1

RCS Loop Isolation Valves

Verify power remove from Isolation valve SR 3.4.17.1 SR 3.4.17.2

RCS Loops Test Exceptions

Verify power < P-7 SR 3.4.19.1 SR 3.4.19-1

Accumulators

Verify Accumulator isolation valve open SR 3.5.1.1 SR 3.5.1.1

Verify borated Water Volume SR 3.5.1.2 SR 3.5.1.2

Verify N2 Pressure SR 3.5.1.3 SR 3.5.1.3

Verify Boron Concentration SR 3.5.1.4 SR 3.5.1.4

Verify Power removed from isolation valve SR 3.5.1.5 SR 3.5.1.5

ECCS - Operating

Verify Valve Lineup SR 3.5.2.1.1 SR 3.5.2.1

Verify Manual Valve Position SR 3.5.2.1.2 SR 3.5.2.2

Verify Piping Sufficiently Full SR 3.5.2.1.3 SR3.5.2.3

Verify Automatic Valve Position SR 3.5.2.1.5 SR 3.5.2.5

Verify Pump Start SR 3.5.2.1.6 SR3.5.2.6

Verify Throttle Valve Position SR 3.5.2.1.7 SR 3.5.2.7

Inspection Sump Components SR 3.5.2.1.8 SR 3.5.2.8

RWST

Verify Water Temperature SR 3.5.4.1 SR 3.5.4.1

Verify Water Volume SR 3.5.4.2 SR 3.5.4.2

Verify Boron Concentration SR 3.5.4.3 SR 3.5.4.3

Seal Injection Flow

Verify throttle Valve Position SR 3.5.5.1 SR 3.5.5.1

BIT

Verify Water Temperature SR3.5.6.1 SR 3.5.6.1

Verify Water Volume SR3.5.6.2 SR 3.5.6.2

Verify Water Boron Concentration SR 3.5.6.3 SR 3.5.6.3

Containment Air Locks

Verify Interlock Operation SR 3.6.2.2 SR 3.6.2.2

Containment Isolation Valves

Verify Purge Valves Sealed Closed SR 3.6.3.1 -----

Verify Purge Valves Closed SR 3.6.3.2 -----

Verify Valves Outside Containment in Correct Position SR 3.6.3.3 SR 3.6.3.1

Verify Isolation Time of Valves SR 3.6.3.5 -----

Cycle Weight Loaded Check Valves SR3.6.3.6 -----
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Perform Leak Rate Test of Purge Valves SR 3.6.3.7 Event Driven

Verify Automatic Valves in Correct Position SR 3.6.3.8 SR 3.6.3.5

Cycle Non Testable Weight Loaded Check Valves SR 3.6.3.9 SR3.6.3.6

Verify Purge Valves Blocked SR 3.6.3.10 -----

Containment Pressure

Verify Pressure SR 3.6B.4.1 SR 3.6.4.1

Containment Air Temperature

Verify Average Air Temperature SR 3.6B.5.1 SR 3.6.5.1

Spray Systems

Verify Valve Position SR3.6.6D.1 SR 3.6.6.1

Verify Valve Actuation SR 3.6.6D.3 SR 3.6.6.3

Verify Pump Start on Auto Signal SR 3.6.6D.4 SR 3.6.6.4

Verify Nozzle are not Obstructed SR 3.6.6D.5 Event Driven

Recirculation Spray

Verify Casing Cooling Temperature SR 3.6.6E.1 SR 3.6.7.1

Verifying Casing Cooling Volume SR 3.6.6E.2 SR 3.6.7.2

Verify Casing Cooling Boron Concentration SR 3.6.6E.3 SR 3.6.7.3

Verify Valve Position SR 3.6.6E 4 SR 3.6.7.4

Verify Actuation of Pumps and Valves SR 3.6.6E.6 SR 3.6.7.6

Verify Nozzle are not Obstructed SR 3.6.6E.7 Event Driven

Inspect Sump Components ----- SR 3.6.7.7

Spray Additive System

Verify Valve position SR 3.6.7.1 SR 3.6.8.1

Verify Tank Volume SR 3.6.7.2 SR 3.6.8.2

Verify Tank Solution Concentration SR 3.6.7.3 SR 3.6.8.3

Actuate Each Flow Path Valve SR 3.6.7.4 SR 3.6.8.4

Spray Additive Flow Rate SR 3.6.7.5 SR 3.6.6.5

Iodine Cleanup System

Operate train with heaters SR 3.6.11.1 Note 1

Verify train Actuation SR 3.6.11.3 Note 1

Verify Filter Bypass Operation SR 3.6.11.4 Note 1

Main Steam Isolation Valves

Actuate Valves SR 3.7.2.2 SR 3.7.2.2

MFIVs and MFRVs

Actuate Valves SR 3.7.3.2 SR3.7.3.2

Atmospheric Dump Valves -

Cycle Dump Valves SR 3.7.4.1 SR 3.7.4.1

Cycle Block Valves SR 3.7.4.2 SR 3.7.4.2

AFW

Verify Valve Position SR 3.7.5.1 SR 3.7.5.1

Verify Auto Valve Actuation SR 3.7.5.3 SR3.7.5.3
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Verify Pump Auto Actuation SR 3.7.5.4 SR 3.7.5.4

Emergency Condensate Storage

Verify Volume SR 3.7.6.1 SR 3.7.6.1

Component Cooling

Verify Valve Position SR 3.7.7.1 SR 3.7.19.1

Verify Valve Actuation SR 3.7.7.2 -----

Verify Pump Actuation SR 3.7.7.3 -----

Service Water

Verify Valve Position SR 3.7.8.1 SR 3.7.8.1

Verify Valve Actuation , SR 3.7.8.2 SR 3.7.8.2

Verify Pump Actuation SR 3.7.8.3 SR 3.7.8.3

Ultimate Heat Sink

Verify Water Level SR 3.7.9.1 SR3.7.9.1

Verify Water Temperature SR 3.7.9.2 SR 3.7.9.2

Operate Cooling Tower SR 3.7.9.3 -----

Verify Fan Actuation SR 3.7.9.4 -----
CR Emergency Ventilation

Operate Heaters SR 3.7.10.1 SR 3.7.10.1

Verify Train Actuation SR 3.7.10.3 -----

Verify Envelope Pressurization SR 3.7.10.4 -----

CR Air Condition System

Verify Train Capacity SR3.7.11.1 SR 3.7.11.1

ECCS PREACS

Operate Heaters SR 3.7.12.1 SR 3.7.12.1

Verify Manual Train Actuation ---- SR 3.7.12.2

Verify Automatic Train Actuation SR 3.12.3 SR 3.7.12.4

Verify Envelope Negative Pressure SR 3.12.4 SR 3.7.12.5

Verify Bypass Damper Closure SR 3.12.5 -----

Fuel Building Air Cleanup

Operate Heaters SR 3.7.13.1 -----

Verify Automatic Train Actuation SR3.7.13.3 -----

Verify Envelope Negative Pressure SR 3.7.13.4 SR 3.715.1

Verify Bypass Damper Closure SR 3.7.13.5 -----

Penetration Room Air Cleanup System -

Operate Heaters SR 3.7.14.1 Note 1

Verify Automatic Train Actuation SR 3.7.14.3 Note 1

Verify Envelope Pressurization SR 3.7.14.4 Note 1

Verify Bypass Damper Closure SR 3.7.14.5 Note 1

Fuel Storage Pool Water Level

Verify Water Level SR 3.7.15.1 SR 3.7.16.1

Fuel Storage Pool Boron
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Verify Boron Concentration SR 3.7.16.1 SR 3.7.17.1

Secondary Specific Activity

Verify Secondary Activity SR 3.7.18.1 SR 3.7.7.1

AC Sources -Operating

Verify Breaker Alignment Offsite Circuits SR 3.8.1.1 SR 3.8.1.1

Verify EDG Starts - Achieves Voltage & Frequency SR 3.8.1.2 SR 3.8.1.2

Synchronize and Load for> 60 minutes SR 3.8.1.3 SR 3.8.1.3

Verify Day Tank Level SR 3.8.1.4 SR 3.8.1.4

Remove Accumulate Water for Day Tank SR 3.8.1.5 SR 3.8.1.5

Verify Operation of Transfer Pump SR 3.8.1.6 SR 3.8.1.6

Verify EDG Starts - Achieves Voltage & Frequency in 10 seconds SR 3.8.1.7 SR 3.8.1.7

Verify Manual Transfer of AC power Sources - Offsite Sources SR 3.8.1.8 SR 3.8.1.8

Verify Largest Load Rejection SR 3.8.1.9 SR 3.8.1.9

Verify EDG Does Not Trip with Load Rejection SR 3.8.1.10 -----

Verify De-energize, Load Shed and Re energize Emergency Bus SR 3.8.1.11 SR 3.8.1.10

Verify EDG Start on ESF Signal SR 3.8.1.12 SR 3.8.1.11

Verify EDG Noncritical Trips SR 3.8.1.13 SR 3.8.1.12

Run EDG for 24 Hours SR 3.8.1.14 SR 3.8.13

Verify EDG Starts - Achieves Voltage & Frequency SR 3.8.1.15 SR 3.8.14

Verify EDG Synchronizes with offsite power and transfers load SR 3.8.1.16 SR 3.8.15

Verify Test Mode is Overrode on ESF Signal SR 3.8.1.17 -----

Verify Load Sequencers are with Design Tolerance SR 3.8.1.18 SR 3.8.16

Verify EDG Start on Loss of Offsite Power SR 3.8.1.19 SR 3.8.17

Verify when started Simultaneously each EDGs reach rated Voltage SR 3.8.1.20 SR 3.8.18
and Frequency

Diesel FO and Starting Air

Verify FO Storage Tank Volume SR 3.8.3.1 SR 3.8.3.1

Verify Lube Oil Inventory SR 3.8.3.2 -----

Verify EDG Start Air Receive Pressure SR 3.8.3.4 SR 3.8.3.3

Check and Remove Accumulate Water from FO Tanks SR 3.8.3.5 SR 3.8.3.4

DC Sources Operating

Verify Battery Terminal Voltage SR 3.8.4.1 SR 3.8.4.1

Verify Station Battery Chargers Capable of Supplying [x]Amp for SR 3.8.4.2 SR 3.8.4.6
[y]Hours

Perform Battery Service Test SR 3.8.4.3 SR 3.8.4.8

Verify no Visible Corrosion on Station and EDG Batteries ----- SR 3.8.4.2

Verify no Damage or Abnormal Deterioration of Station and EDG ----- SR 3.8.4.3
Batteries

Clean and Coat Station and EDG Battery Terminals SR 3.8..4.4

Verify Station and EDG Battery Connection Resistance SR 3.8.4.5

Verify EDG Battery Chargers Capable of Supplying [x]Amp for
----- SR 3.8.4.7

[y]Hours
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Battery Parameters

Verify each Battery Float Current is::: [2] amps. SR 3.8.6.1 SR 3.8.6.1

Verify each Battery Pilot Cell Voltage is ~[2.07] V SR 3.8.6.2 SR 3.8.6.2

Verify each Battery Cell Electrolyte Level is ~ to Minimum Design SR 3.8.6.3 SR 3.8.6.2
Limits.
Verify each Battery Pilot Cell Temperature ~ to Minimum Design

SR 3.8.6.4 SR 3.8.6.3
Limits.

Verify Each Battery Connected Cell Voltage is~[2.07] V. SR 3.8.6.5 SR 3.8.6.2

Verify Station and EDG Battery Capacity - >80% after Performance
SR 3.8.6.6 SR 3.8.4.9

Test

Inverters - Operating .
Verify Correct Inverter Voltage &Alignment to Required AC Vital SR 3.8.7.1 SR 3.8.7.1
Buses.

Inverters - Shutdown

Verify Correct Inverter Voltage &Alignment to Required AC Vital SR 3.8.8.1 SR 3.8.8.1
Buses.

Distribution System - Operating

Verify Correct Breaker Alignments and Voltage to AC, DC, and AC SR 3.8.9.1 SR 3.8.9.1
Vital Bus Electrical Power Distribution Subsystems.

Distribution System - Shutdown

Verify Correct Breaker Alignments and Voltage to AC, DC, and AC SR 3.8.10.1 SR 3.8.10.1
Vital Bus Electrical Power Distribution Subsystems.

Boron Concentration

Verify Boron Concentration is Within the Limit Specified in COLR SR 3.9.1.1 SR 3.9.1.1

Primary Grade Water Source Isolation Valves

Verify Each Valve that Isolates Unborated Water Sources is SR 3.9.2.1 Event
Secured in the Closed Position

Nuclear Instrumentation

Perform Channel Check SR 3.9.3.1 SR 3.9.3.1

Perform Channel Calibration SR 3.9.3.2 SR3.9.3.2

Containment Penetrations

Verify each Required Containment Penetration is in the Required SR 3.9.4.1 SR 3.9.4.1
Status.
Verify Each Required Containment Purge and Exhaust Valve
Actuates to the Isolation Position on an Actuated or Simulated SR 3.9.4.2 SR 3.9.4.2
Actuation Signal.

RHR and Coolant Circulation - High Water Level

Verify One Loop is in Operation and Circulating Reactor Coolant at SR 3.9.5.1 SR 3.9.5.1
a Flow Rate of> [2800] gpm.

RHR and Coolant Circulation - Low Water Level

Verify One Loop is in Operation and Circulating Reactor Coolant at
SR 3.9.6.1 SR 3.9.6.1a flow rate of> [2800] gpm.

Verify Correct Breaker Alignment and Indicated Power Available to SR 3.9.6.2 SR 3.9.6.2
the Required RHR Pump that is Not in Operation.

Refueling Cavity Water Level

Verify Refueling Cavity Water Level is ~23 ft Above The Top of
SR 3.9.7.1 SR 3.9.7.1

Reactor Vessel Flange.

Note 1 - This system IS not Included In the North Anna design or TS.
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PROPOSED NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION

Description of Amendment Request:

This amendment request involves the adoption of approved changes to the standard
technical specifications (STS) for Westinghouse Pressurized Water Reactors
(NUREG-1431), to allow relocation of specific TS surveillance frequencies to a Iicensee
controlled program. The proposed changes are described in Technical Specification
Task Force (TSTF) Traveler, TSTF-425, Revision 3 (ADAMS Accession No.
ML090850642) related to the Relocation of Surveillance Frequencies to Licensee
Control - RITSTF Initiative 5b and are described in the Notice of Availability published in
the Federal Register on July 6, 2009 (74 FR 31996).

The proposed changes are consistent with NRC-approved IndustrylTSTF Traveler,
TSTF-425, Revision 3, "Relocate Surveillance Frequencies to Licensee Control-RITSTF
Initiative 5b." The proposed changes relocate surveillance frequencies to a licensee
controlled program, the Surveillance Frequency Control Program (SFCP). The changes
are applicable to licensees using probabilistic risk guidelines contained in NRC
approved NEI 04-10, "Risk-Informed Technical Specifications Initiative 5b, Risk
Informed Method for Control of Surveillance Frequencies," (ADAMS Accession No.
071360456).

Basis for proposed no significant hazards consideration: As required by 10 CFR 50.91
(a), the Dominion analysis of the issue of no significant hazards consideration is
presented below:

1. Do the proposed changes involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of any accident previously evaluated?

Response: No.

The proposed changes relocate the specified frequencies for periodic surveillance
requirements to licensee control under a new Surveillance Frequency Control Program.
Surveillance frequencies are not an initiator to any accident previously evaluated. As a
result, the probability of any accident previously evaluated is not significantly increased.
The systems and components required by the technical specifications for which the
surveillance frequencies are relocated are still required to be operable, meet the
acceptance criteria for the surveillance requirements, and be capable of performing any
mitigation function assumed in the accident analysis. As a result, the consequences of
any accident previously evaluated are not significantly increased.

Therefore, the proposed changes do not involve a significant increase in the probability
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.
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2. Do the proposed changes create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any previously evaluated?

Response: No.

No new or different accidents result from utilizing the proposed changes. The changes
do not involve a physical alteration of the plant (l.e., no new or different type of
equipment will be installed) or a change in the methods governing normal plant
operation. In addition, the changes do not impose any new or different requirements.
The changes do not alter assumptions made in the safety analysis. The proposed
changes are consistent with the safety analysis assumptions and current plant operating
practice.

Therefore, the proposed changes do not create the possibility of a new or different kind
of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Do the proposed changes involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety?

Response: No.

The design, operation, testing methods, and acceptance criteria for systems, structures,
and components (SSCs), specified in applicable codes and standards (or alternatives
approved for use by the NRC) will continue to be met as described in the plant licensing
basis (including the final safety analysis report and bases to TS), since these are not
affected by changes to the surveillance frequencies. Similarly, there is no impact to
safety analysis acceptance criteria as described in the plant licensing basis. To evaluate
a change in the relocated surveillance frequency, Dominion will perform a probabilistic
risk evaluation using the guidance contained in NRC approved NEI 04-10, Rev. 1 in
accordance with the TS SFCP. NEI 04-10, Rev. 1, methodology provides reasonable
acceptance guidelines and methods for evaluating the risk increase of proposed
changes to surveillance frequencies consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.177.

Therefore, the proposed changes do not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

Based upon the reasoning presented above, Dominion concludes that the requested
changes do not involve a significant hazards consideration as set forth in 10 CFR
50.92(c), Issuance of Amendment.




